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Abstract

This document specifies a multicast handover optimization mechanism for Proxy Mobile IPv6 to accelerate the delivery of multicast traffic to mobile nodes after handovers. The mechanism is based on speeding up the acquisition of mobile nodes’ active multicast subscriptions information by the mobile access gateways. To do that, extensions to the current Proxy Mobile IPv6 protocol are proposed. These extensions are not only applicable to the base solution for multicast support in Proxy Mobile IPv6, but also can be applied to other solutions envisioned as possible architectural evolutions of it. Furthermore, they are also independent of the role played by the mobile access gateway within the multicast network (either acting as multicast listener discovery proxy or multicast router).
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1 Introduction

The base solution describing how continuous multicast service delivery can be provided in Proxy Mobile IPv6 domains is described in RFC 6224 [4]. This solution specifies the basic functionality needed in the Proxy Mobile IPv6 entities to provide a multicast service, and supports the continuous delivery of multicast traffic by obtaining, after a handover, the on-going multicast subscription information directly from the mobile node. When a mobile node attaches to a new mobile access gateway, the mobile node is interrogated by the mobile access gateway through a multicast listener discovery General Query, which is sent just after any new link is set up, to get knowledge of any existing subscription, as specified in [2].

However, as highlighted by [5], the base solution needs to be improved to meet some performance requirements, especially those referred to the user perceived service quality, which is seriously affected by the disruption of multicast content forwarding to the mobile node during handovers.

A mobile node with an active multicast subscription, moving from one point of attachment to another within a Proxy Mobile IPv6 domain, experiences a certain delay until it resumes receiving again the multicast content that it was receiving at the previous location. Such delay causes a gap in the content reception. Two different actions can help to mitigate such reception gap. One of them is to buffer at the previous mobile access gateway the traffic with destination at the mobile node and forward it to the new mobile access gateway, in order to deliver that traffic to the mobile node. The other possible (complementary) action is to reduce the time needed by the new mobile access gateway to get knowledge of the active multicast subscription of the mobile node (i.e., the IP addresses of the multicast groups subscribed and the sources providing them), so the new mobile access gateway can subscribe to the multicast group(s) on behalf of the mobile node as soon as possible.

While the first mechanism can be accomplished by using [7] or some evolution of it (despite being only applicable in the case the underlying radio access technology supports layer-2 triggers, and it requires additional support on the mobile node), there is no a generic standard solution for the accelerated acquisition of the ongoing multicast subscription of the mobile node.

The approach followed by the base solution [4] to get knowledge of an existing multicast subscription relies on the behavior of the IGMP/MLD protocols. Both protocols send multicast membership interrogation messages when a new link is up. The response to that
request reports any existing multicast subscription by the mobile node. While this is a straightforward approach, it also causes that the mobile access gateway can incur in a non-negligible delay in receiving the corresponding MLD Report message. This delay is caused by the time needed for the detection of the attachment in the new link, the radio transfer delays associated with the signaling to the mobile node, and the MLD query response interval time required by this procedure (whose default value is 10 seconds as defined in [2], or between 5 and 10 seconds as considered in the best case wireless link scenario in [8]).

This document extends the Proxy Mobile IPv6 signaling protocol defined in the base protocol [1] by including a new multicast information option to update Proxy Mobile IPv6 entities during the registration and de-registration processes, and new messages to trigger the transfer of multicast information. No extension is required in any of the multicast-related protocols in use (IGMP/MLD or PIM protocols). This document provides a signaling method internal to the network to speed up the subscription information acquisition by the mobile access gateway, in order to accelerate the multicast delivery to the mobile node after having completed a handover. By doing so, the knowledge by the mobile access gateway of the currently active multicast subscription becomes independent of the underlying radio technology dynamics and relaxes the requirement of a rapid response from the mobile node in processing MLD control messages. Issues like radio framing, radio access contention, channel reliability, MN’s capabilities (i.e., layer-2 triggering support), IGMP/MLD timers optimization for wireless environments, etc, do not impact on the observed multicast performance during handovers.

The solution described in this document is not only applicable to the base solution defined in [4], but also it can be applied to other solutions envisioned as possible architectural evolutions of it, as those stated in [6]. Furthermore, it is also independent of the role played by the mobile access gateway within the multicast network (either acting as MLD proxy or multicast router).

1.1 Terminology

This document uses the terminology referring to PMIPv6 components as defined in [1].

Additionally, the following terms are defined.

pMAG

The previous MAG or pMAG is the MAG where the MN is initially registered in a handover event.
nMAG

The new MAG or nMAG is the MAG where the MN is registered at the end of the handover event.

Reactive Handover

A reactive handover is a handover event in which the LMA receives the MN registration from the nMAG without having previously received the MN de-registration from the pMAG.

Proactive handover

A proactive handover is a handover event where the LMA receives the MN de-registration from the pMAG previously to receive the MN registration from the nMAG.
2. Overview

The LMA is a key element within the PMIPv6 infrastructure, which traces the MN reachability along the PMIPv6 domain. Therefore the LMA is the best element to maintain the MNs’ multicast subscription information updated and to forward it to the rest of PMIPv6 entities (i.e., to the MAGs) as needed when MNs move within the domain. The LMA has timely knowledge of the MNs’ location, especially during handover events, and it is therefore able to quickly provide information to the new one point of attachment (querying the previous one if required).

The LMA only obtains the detailed subscription information (in terms of the IP addresses of both the multicast group subscribed, G, and the source delivering it, S) during a handover event. There is no need of continuously informing the LMA about MNs’ multicast state while the mobile nodes remain attached to the same mobile access gateway. Such a continuous updating procedure would significantly increase the signaling load within the PMIPv6 domain without a clear benefit. The subscription information (S,G) is only critical during handovers, neither after nor before. Indicating the active subscription while the handover is ongoing guarantees that such information will be up-to-date, ready to be transferred to the new MAG where the MN has just attached.

To be able to transfer the multicast subscription information between PMIPv6 entities during a handover, this document extends the PMIPv6 protocol in several ways. First of all, a new mobility option is defined to carry the IP addresses of the current multicast subscription. Furthermore, additional messages are defined to manage the interchange of the multicast information among PMIPv6 entities. Finally, some flags are defined to govern the process.

Next sections provide the details of these Proxy Mobile IPv6 protocol extensions.
This section outlines the extensions proposed to the PMIPv6 protocol specified in [1].

3.1. New mobility option

3.1.1. New "Active Multicast Subscription" mobility option

3.1.1.1. Option application rules

A new TLV-encoded mobility option, "Active Multicast Subscription" option is defined for use with the PBU (Proxy Binding Update) and PBA (Proxy Binding Acknowledge) messages exchanged between an LMA and a MAG to transfer the multicast subscription information. This option is used for exchanging the IP addresses of both the group subscribed to by the MN, and the source delivering it. There can be multiple "Active Multicast Subscription" options present in the message, one for each active subscription maintained by the MN when the handover is taking place.

This option does not include specific information about the applicable filter mode defined in [9]. After the handover process, the MN has to receive the same multicast flow being received before the handover initiation (in terms of the (S,G) duple), then the filter mode information is not strictly critical to accelerate the reception of the multicast flow at the new point of attachment. This information can be, however, retrieved later through the response message to the MLD Query sent by the nMAG once the point-to-point link of the entering MN is set-up, as defined in [4].

This new option will be also used, with the same aim, by the new message Subscription Response described later in this document.

3.1.1.2. Option format

The format of this new option is as follows:
Type
To be defined

Length
8-bit unsigned integer indicating the length of the option in octects, excluding the type and length fields. This field must be set to the value 8 for IPv4, and 32 for IPv6.

Multicast Source IP address
Unicast IP address of the node which injects the multicast content in the network. Multicast Group IP address.

Multicast Group IP address
Multicast IP address identifying the content which the MN subscribes to.

3.2. New flags

Two new flags are defined and used to handle the forwarding of multicast subscription information.

3.2.1. New "multicast Signaling" flag on PBU/PBA message headers

3.2.1.1. Flag application rules

A new flag S is added in both PBU and PBA message headers to advise about the MAG and the LMA capabilities of processing multicast-related signaling for the MN that caused the message.

This flag will govern the multicast-related signaling between the LMA and the MAG. As a general rule, the value of the flag in the PBA
message should be a copy of the value received in the PBU message. Specific rules are described in next sub-sections.

3.2.1.1.1. Registration process

During handover, the entities involved in this process are the nMAG and the LMA. These rules also apply for the Initial Binding registration process.

- **PBU message**
  - If $S=0$, it indicates that the MAG sending the PBU message does not accept multicast-related signaling for the MN being attached. This can be used to discriminate PMIPv6 nodes which are not multicast enabled, for backward compatibility reasons.
  - If $S=1$, it indicates that the MAG sending the PBU message accepts multicast-related signaling for the MN being attached. Depending on the type of handover (reactive or proactive) the LMA will take some actions, described later in this document.

- **PBA message**
  - If $S=0$ in the corresponding PBU message, the value of the flag in the PBA message should be a copy of the value received in the PBU message (thus $S=0$), without any further meaning.
  - If $S=1$ in the corresponding PBU message, two sub-cases can happen
    - $S=1$ and "Active Multicast Subscription" mobility option in the PBA message. When the MN maintains an active multicast session, if the LMA is able to provide the multicast subscription information during registration, the PBA message will include the "Active Multicast Subscription" mobility option with the IP addresses of the subscribed group and the source providing it. If the LMA is not able to provide such information during registration, the PBA message will include the "Active Multicast Subscription" mobility option with the IP addresses of the group and the source set to 0. This case is useful to decouple unicast and multicast signaling for an MN being registered at nMAG. A way for obtaining later active multicast-subscription information is described later in this document.
    - $S=0$ in the PBA message if the MN does not maintain an active multicast subscription (note that for backward compatibility
reasons an LMA not supporting multicast related signaling would always send S=0).

3.2.1.1.2. De-registration process

During handover, the entities involved in this process are the pMAG and the LMA. These rules apply for the Binding De-registration process

- **PBU message**
  - *S=0*, it indicates that the MN has no active multicast session (note that for backward compatibility reasons a pMAG not supporting multicast related signaling would always send S=0).
  - *S=1*, it indicates that the MN has an active multicast session, and the IP addresses of the subscribed group and the source providing it are transported in the "Active Multicast Subscription" mobility option.

- **PBA message**
  
  The value of the flag in the PBA message should be 0, without any further meaning (note that for backward compatibility reasons an LMA not supporting multicast related signaling would always send S=0).

3.2.1.2. New format of conventional PBU/PBA messages

3.2.1.2.1. Proxy Binding Update Message

As result of the new defined flag, the PBU message results as follows:
3.2.1.2. Proxy Binding Acknowledgement Message

As result of the new defined flag, the PBA message results as follows:

3.2.2. New "multicast Active" flag in the LMA Binding Cache and (optionally) on the MN’s policy store

3.2.2.1. Flag application rules

A new flag A is added in the LMA Binding Cache to retain the knowledge that the registered MN maintains or not an active multicast subscription. The basic use of this flag is to restrict the interrogation of the pMAG only to the cases in which the MN certainly is maintaining an active subscription. The algorithm which is followed by the LMA to interrogate or not the pMAG (after receiving a PBU message from the nMAG) is as follows:
- Flag $S=0$ & flag $A=0$: this situation represents the case where the nMAG does not support multicast-related signaling for the MN being registered, and, additionally, the LMA is not aware of any active multicast subscription on-going. Then, the LMA does not interrogate the pMAG, and registers the MN as attached to the nMAG as usual.

- Flag $S=0$ & flag $A=1$: this situation represents the case where the nMAG does not support multicast-related signaling for the MN being registered, but the LMA is aware of one or more on-going MN’s active multicast subscriptions. Due to the fact that multicast signaling is not supported by the nMAG for that MN, the LMA does not interrogate the pMAG, and registers the MN as attached to the nMAG as usual.

- Flag $S=1$ & flag $A=0$: this situation represents the case where the nMAG supports multicast-related signaling for the MN being registered, but the LMA is not aware of any active multicast subscription. Then, the LMA does not interrogate the pMAG, and registers the MN as attached to the nMAG as usual.

- Flag $S=1$ & flag $A=1$: this situation represents the case where the nMAG supports multicast-related signaling for the MN being registered, and, additionally, the LMA is aware of one or more on-going MN’s active multicast subscriptions. Then, the LMA interrogates the pMAG to obtain the multicast subscription details in the form of $(S,G)$ previously to complete the registration of the MN attached to the nMAG.

The flag $A$ should be initialized to the value 0.

Optionally, this flag can be also added to the MN’s policy store, and dynamically updated by the LMA to signal that the MN has (or not) an active multicast subscription. By introducing this flag in the MN’s policy profile, the nMAG can know in advance the existence of an active multicast session by the incoming MN.

3.3. New messages

3.3.1. New messages for active multicast subscription interrogation

A new pair of messages is defined for interrogating entities about the active multicast subscription of the MN when the handover is of reactive type.

These messages are sent using the Mobility Header as defined in [3].
3.3.1.1. Subscription Query message

3.3.1.1.1. Message application rules

The Subscription Query message is sent by the LMA towards the pMAG to interrogate it about any existing multicast subscription of the MN which is being registered by the nMAG. This message is generated in case that the handover is of reactive type.

Additionally, this message is sent by the nMAG towards the LMA to interrogate it about the existing multicast subscription of the MN when the LMA acknowledges the PBU sent by the nMAG but the multicast information is not provided (in detail, when the PBU messages has set the flag S to 1, and the PBA message has set the flag S to 1 but the IP addresses of the group and the source in the "Active Multicast Subscription" mobility option are set to 0).

3.3.1.1.2. Message format

The Subscription Query message has the following format.

```
0                   1                   2                   3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|  Sequence #   |   Reserved    |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
+---------------+---------------------------------------------+
|   Mobility options                                      |
+---------------+---------------------------------------------+
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
```

Sequence Number

The Sequence Number field establishes the order of the messages sent in the Subscription Query / Subscription Response dialogue between the LMA and the MAG for a certain MN. The initial Sequence Number will be determined by the entity which creates the message (either LMA or MAG, depending on the scenario), which will be responsible of managing this counter.

Reserved

This field is unused for now. The value must be initialized to 0.
Mobility options

This message will carry one or more TLV-encoded mobility options. The valid mobility options for this message are the following:

- Mobile Node Identifier option (mandatory)
- Home Network Prefix option (optional)

There can be one or more instances of the Home Network Prefix option, but only one instance of the Mobile Node Identifier option.

3.3.1.2. Subscription Response message

3.3.1.2.1. Message application rules

The Subscription Response message is sent by the pMAG towards the LMA, or by the LMA towards the nMAG, to answer a previously received Subscription Query message, as described above.

3.3.1.2.2. Message format

The Subscription Response message has the following format.

```
0                   1                   2                   3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-
| Sequence #   |I|  Reserved   |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-
|                                                               |
|                                                               |
|                                                               |
| Mobility options                                         |
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-
```

Sequence Number

The value of the Sequence Number field in the Subscriber Response message must be a copy of the Sequence Number received in the Subscription Query message.

Multicast Information (I)

The multicast Information flag I specifies if there is multicast
subscription information available for the MN or not. The meaning is the following:

I=0: there is no multicast subscription information available for the MN identified by the Mobile Node Identifier option in this message.

I=1: there is multicast subscription information available for the MN identified by the Mobile Node Identifier option in this message. The multicast subscription information is carried on one or more instances of the Active Multicast Subscription option in this message (one instance for each active subscription).

Reserved

This field is unused for now. The value must be initialized to 0.

Mobility options

This message will carry one or more TLV-encoded mobility options. The valid mobility options for this message are the following:

- Mobile Node Identifier option (mandatory)
- Active Multicast Subscription option (mandatory) only when flag I=1, not present in any other case
- Home Network Prefix option (optional)

There can be one or more instances of the Home Network Prefix option (in all cases) and the Active Multicast Subscription option (only when I=1), but only one instance of the Mobile Node Identifier option.

3.3.2. New messages for active multicast subscription indication

A new pair of messages is defined for setting up and down the optional A flag defined above.

These messages are sent using the Mobility Header as defined in [3].

3.3.2.1. Multicast Activity Indication message

3.3.2.1.1. Message application rules

The Multicast Activity Indication message is sent by a MAG towards
the LMA to set to 1 or 0 the A flag either to indicate the start or the complete cease of any multicast subscription by the MN. Through the use of this message, the LMA becomes aware that one or more multicast flows are being forwarded to a MN. This information is useful for the LMA during a handover to discriminate if the pMAG should be asked or not about multicast information corresponding to the MN being registered at the nMAG, in case that the handover is of reactive type.

3.3.2.1.2. Message format

The Multicast Activity Indication message has the following format.

```
0                   1                   2                   3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|  Sequence #   |A|  Reserved   |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
| Mobility options                                           |
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
```

Sequence Number

The Sequence Number field establishes the order of the messages sent in the Activity Indication / Activity Indication Ack dialogue between the MAG and the LMA for a certain MN. The initial Sequence Number will be determined by the MAG, which will be responsible of managing this counter.

Activity indicator (A)

The Activity indicator flag A specifies if the MN multicast activity is on, that is, if the MN maintains one or more active multicast subscriptions at the MAG. The meaning is the following:

A=0: the multicast activity of the MN (identified by the Mobile Node Identifier option in this message) is off.

A=1: the multicast activity of the MN (identified by the Mobile Node Identifier option in this message) is on.

Reserved

This field is unused for now. The value must be initialized to 0.
Mobility options

This message will carry one or more TLV-encoded mobility options. The valid mobility options for this message are the following:

- Mobile Node Identifier option (mandatory)
- Home Network Prefix option (optional)

There can be one or more instances of the Home Network Prefix option, but only one instance of the Mobile Node Identifier option.

3.3.2.2. Multicast Activity Indication Acknowledge message

3.3.2.2.1. Message application rules

The Multicast Activity Indication Acknowledge message is sent by the LMA towards a MAG to confirm the reception of a previously sent Multicast Activity Indication message.

3.3.2.2.2. Message format

The Multicast Activity Indication message has the following format.

```
+--------------------------+
| Sequence #   |   Reserved    |
+--------------------------+
|                            |
| Mobility options           |
+--------------------------+
```

Sequence Number

The value of the Sequence Number field in the Activity Indication Ack message must be a copy of the Sequence Number received in the Activity Indication message.

Reserved

This field is unused for now. The value must be initialized to 0.
Mobility options

This message will carry one or more TLV-encoded mobility options. The valid mobility options for this message are the following:

- Mobile Node Identifier option (mandatory)
- Home Network Prefix option (optional)

There can be one or more instances of the Home Network Prefix option, but only one instance of the Mobile Node Identifier option.

3.4. New "PBA timer" in the LMA

A new timer named "PBA timer" is used in the LMA to define the maximum waiting time before the PBA message is sent to the nMAG in case the multicast subscription information relative to the MN is not yet available. The aim of this timer is to prevent potential large delays in the forwarding of unicast traffic towards the MN being registered at the nMAG. This timer allows decoupling the unicast signaling from the multicast one.

This timer should be upper bounded by the constant defined in [3] INIT_BINDACK_TIMEOUT, whose default value is 1 s. This constant sets the time when the nMAG will retry the MN registration by sending again the PBU message. The "PBA timer" has to ensure that the nMAG does not enter the retry mode.
4 Signaling processes description

A number of new signaling processes are introduced with this solution. Next sections describe these new processes in detail.

4.1. Multicast Activity signaling

This solution makes use of the flag A to keep track of existing multicast activity in a certain MN. The idea behind this is to define a mechanism which helps the LMA to decide whether to interrogate or not the pMAG about potential subscription information.

4.1.1. Multicast Activity set to ON (A=1)

The figure 1 summarizes this process.

1) A MN, named MN1, is attached to the MAG. The MN is a multicast-enabled node, and it is only receiving unicast traffic as usual in PMIPv6 domains, with no multicast subscription yet. At some point in time, the MN1 requests to the MAG to be subscribed to the content identified by the IP addresses (S,G), by sending a standard MLD report from the MN to the MAG. The MAG will keep the multicast status state of the point-to-point link with the MN. In case the MAG has not already subscribed to the multicast flow (S,G) it joins the content on behalf of MN. Multicast flow (S,G) is subsequently forwarded by the MAG to the MN1.

Figure 1. Multicast Activity set to ON
2) Due to this initial multicast subscription for the MN1, the MAG triggers the multicast Activity Indication message towards the LMA, to indicate that the MN1 multicast activity is ON. The LMA will set the flag A to 1. Afterwards, the LMA sends an Activity Indication Ack message to the MAG to acknowledge the previous indication.

4.1.2. Multicast Activity set to OFF (A=0)

Figure 2 presents the corresponding flow.

```
+-----+          +-----+          +-----+
| MN1 |          | MAG |          | LMA |
+-----+          +-----+          +-----+
       | MLD Done(S,G) |
1)          |---------------->X stops fwding |
6)             |                |
2)             |          (flag A = 0) |
               | Act Ind(stop) |
               |<---------------|
               | Act Ind Ack |
               |<---------------|
```

Figure 2. Multicast Activity set to OFF

The message flow is as follows:

1) Some time later, the MN1 decides to totally stop all the active multicast subscriptions that it maintains. The MN1 will send an MLD Done message to the MAG to request the cease of the multicast traffic delivery. As a consequence, the MAG will stop all the multicast traffic forwarding to the MN1.

2) After removing the active subscriptions for the MN1, the MAG sends a multicast Activity Indication message to the LMA indicating that the MN1 multicast activity is OFF. The LMA will set the flag A to 0, its default value. Afterwards, the LMA sends an Activity Indication Ack message to the MAG to acknowledge the previous indication.

4.2. Handover signaling procedures

As the MN moves from one access gateway (named previous-MAG, pMAG) to another (named new-MAG, nMAG), the mobility-related signaling due to the handover event is carried out independently by the pMAG and the
nMAG. That signaling process is not synchronized and, thus, two scenarios should be considered depending on the order in which the LMA receives notification of the MN registration and de-registration in the nMAG and the pMAG respectively.

4.2.1. Handover of proactive type

4.2.1.1. Rationale

In the proactive case, the LMA receives the MN de-registration from the pMAG previously to receive the MN registration from the nMAG.

Only for those MNs which maintain an active multicast subscription, the pMAG will include, as part of the PBU message (with flag S set to 1), the new TLV-encoded mobility option "Active Multicast Subscription" carrying the IP addresses of the multicast subscription(s) active in the MN at that moment.

The LMA will store that information in the corresponding binding cache. If, later on, the MN attaches to a nMAG, this information will be sent (using the same TLV option) to the nMAG as part of the PBA confirmation of the registration process (the PBU message sent by the nMAG should set the flag S to 1). On the other hand, if no further registration happens, the multicast information will be removed together with the rest of binding database for that MN.

After receiving the multicast addresses of the group(s) subscribed to by the MN, and of the source(s) delivering the corresponding multicast content, the nMAG can subscribe to the multicast flow(s) on behalf of the MN if there is no other MN receiving it already at the nMAG. The multicast status can be also set in advance for the point-to-point link towards the MN.

4.2.1.2. Message flow description

The figure 3 summarizes this process.
The sequence of messages is the following:

1) A registered MN is receiving a multicast content which has been previously subscribed to by sending a standard MLD report from the MN to the currently serving MAG, pMAG. The pMAG keeps the multicast status state of the point-to-point link with the MN.
2) The MN perceives a better radio link and decides to initiate a handover process over a radio access controlled by a new MAG, nMAG. As a consequence, pMAG determines a detach event corresponding to this MN, and updates the attachment status of this MN to the LMA by sending an extended Proxy Binding Update message, including a new TLV-encoded option, named "Active Multicast Subscription", which contains the IP addresses of the (S,G) pairs of the active multicast subscriptions in the moment of handover.

3) The LMA processes the PBU message. Additionally, the LMA stores in the Binding Cache the information regarding the on-going multicast subscription(s) when the detachment is initiated. This information will be kept until a new registration of the MN is completed by another MAG, or till the Binding Cache expiration, according to [1].

4) The LMA acknowledges to the pMAG the previous PBU message.

5) As a result of the handover process, the MN attaches to another MAG, called nMAG.

6) The nMAG triggers a registration process by sending a PBU message (with flag S set to 1) to the LMA.

7) After the analysis of the PBU message, the LMA sends an extended PBA including the new "Active Multicast Subscription" option, which contains the IP addresses of the (S,G) pairs of the active multicast subscriptions in the moment of handover.

8) The nMAG processes the PBA message following all the standard procedures described in [1]. Additionally, with the new information relative to multicast subscription, the nMAG will set up the multicast status of the point-to-point link between the nMAG and the MN, and will join the content identified by (S,G) on behalf of the MN in case the nMAG is not receiving already such content due to a previous subscription ordered by another MN attached to it. From that instant, the multicast content is served to the MN.

4.2.2. Handover of reactive type

4.2.2.1. Rationale

In the reactive case, the LMA receives the MN registration from the nMAG without having previously received the MN de-registration from the pMAG.
As the nMAG is not aware of any active multicast subscription of the MN, the nMAG will start a conventional registration process, by sending a normal PBU message (with flag S set to 1) towards the LMA.

After receiving the PBU message from the nMAG, the LMA will take the decision of interrogating or not the pMAG regarding any existing multicast subscription for that MN. This decision is taken following a procedure that is described later.

Once the multicast subscription information is retrieved from the pMAG, the LMA encapsulates it in the PBA message by using the TLV option "Active Multicast Subscription", and forwards the PBA message to the nMAG. Then, the nMAG can subscribe the multicast flow on behalf of the MN, if there is no other MN receiving it already at the nMAG. The multicast status can be also set in advance for the point-to-point link towards the MN.

4.2.2.2. Message flow description

The figures 4a and 4b summarize this process.

Consider as starting point the situation where a couple of MNs, named MN1 and MN2, are attached to the pMAG, both MNs being multicast-enabled nodes, but only MN1 maintains an active multicast subscription at this moment. As consequence, the value of the A flag in the LMA is set to 1 for MN1, and set to 0 for MN2.

The sequence of messages for the handover of MN1 and MN2 is the following (as depicted in figure 4a):
The sequence of messages is the following:

1) At certain time, the MN1 perceives a better radio link and decides to attach at a new MAG, nMAG, in a handover process (as it is a reactive case, the pMAG is not aware of the detachment process). Then, the nMAG triggers a registration process by sending a PBU message (with flag S set to 1) to the LMA.

2) Prior to acknowledge the received PBU message, the LMA checks the status of the A flag for this MN. Due that the flag A=1, the LMA interrogates the pMAG about if there is any active multicast subscription for the MN1, by sending a Subscription Query message.
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3) The pMAG answers the LMA with a Subscription Response message including the IP addresses of the existing subscriptions (the pair (S,G) in this case).

4) After processing the pMAG answer, the LMA acknowledges (with flag S set to 1) the PBU message, including the multicast subscription information within the new TLV-encoded option "Active Multicast Subscription". The nMAG then process the extended PBA message.

5) The nMAG processes the PBA message, and it proceeds to set up the multicast status of the point-to-point link between the nMAG and the MN1, and to join the content identified by (S,G) on behalf of the MN1 in case the nMAG is not receiving already such content. (The bidirectional tunnel is also set up between the nMAG and the LMA if it has not been established before by another MN connection). At this moment, the multicast content can be served to the MN1. The unicast traffic for the MN1 can be forwarded as well.

```
+-------+ +-------+ +-------+ +-------+ +-------+
| MN1   | | MN2   | | pMAG  | | LMA   | | nMAG  |
+-------+ +-------+ +-------+ +-------+ +-------+
          |                |                |                |
~ ~ ~ ~    ~ ~    ~ ~    ~ ~    ~ ~    ~ ~
          |                |                |                |
~ ~ ~ ~    ~ ~    ~ ~    ~ ~    ~ ~    ~ ~
          |                |                |                |
          MN2 Attached Event
          PBU
          LMA decision
          PBA
          --------------->
          Accept PBA
```

Figure 4b. Reactive handover (steps 6 to 8)

6) In parallel, the MN2 perceives a better radio link and decides to attach also to the nMAG in a reactive handover process as well (the pMAG is not aware of this detachment process either). Then, the nMAG triggers a registration process by sending a PBU message (with flag S set to 1) to the LMA.

7) Prior to acknowledge the received PBU message, the LMA checks the status of the A flag for this MN. Due that the flag A=0, the
LMA does not interrogate the pMAG, and acknowledges the PBU message (with flag S set to 0). The nMAG then processes PBA message.

8) The nMAG is now ready to forward the unicast traffic to the MN2.

4.2.2.3. Further considerations for the reactive handover signaling

A handover event is managed independently by the pMAG and nMAG. It is not a synchronized process. In a reactive handover, the LMA will receive a registration PBU from nMAG before a de-registration PBU from pMAG, if any.

In the message flows detailed above, it could be the case that the LMA receives a de-registration PBU from pMAG just after sending the Subscription Query message, but before receiving the Subscription Response message. That de-registration PBU message from pMAG will carry the multicast subscription information required to assist the MN in the handover, so such valuable information should be kept by the LMA. Furthermore, it is possible that once the Subscription Query message arrives to pMAG, the pMAG could have already removed the multicast related information for the MN.

In order to avoid losing the multicast subscription information sent in the de-registration PBU message, the LMA should store it, and include it in the PBA message towards the nMAG in case the Subscription Response message from the pMAG does not contain multicast subscription information for the MN.

4.2.3. LMA decision process

A key point of the solution proposed in this document resides on the LMA decision of interrogating the pMAG about a potential active subscription of the MN entering the nMAG. Several variables take place, and it is required to define a mechanism for assisting the LMA in its decision process.

Basically two flags will be used. One flag, the named "multicast Signaling" or S flag, is used to signal the multicast capabilities of the MAGs and the transport of the multicast subscription information within the PBU/PBA messages. The other one, the named "multicast Activity" or A flag, is used to register on the LMA whether the MN is maintaining an active multicast subscription or not.

The following sections summarize the use of these flags on the LMA
4.2.3.1. LMA processing of S flag on reception of PBU messages

4.2.3.1.1. Proactive handover

In the event of proactive handover, the pMAG has previously informed the LMA about any potential subscription information currently active in the MN. The actions to be carried out by the LMA once it receives the PBU message from the nMAG are summarized in the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>multicast signaling flag S</th>
<th>multicast activity flag A</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>LMA action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S=0</td>
<td>A=0</td>
<td>- Multicast not supported by nMAG</td>
<td>- MN registration as in [1] (S=0 in PBA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- No active subscription by MN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A=1</td>
<td>- Multicast not supported by nMAG</td>
<td>- LMA stores multicast subscription info</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Active subscription by MN</td>
<td>- MN registration as in [1] (S=0 in PBA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S=1</td>
<td>A=0</td>
<td>- Multicast supported by nMAG</td>
<td>- MN registration as in [1] (S=0 in PBA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- No active subscription by MN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A=1</td>
<td>- Multicast supported by nMAG</td>
<td>- LMA stores multicast subscription info</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Active subscription by MN</td>
<td>- MN registration conveys multicast subscription info (S=1 in PBA)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.3.1.2. Reactive handover

In the event of reactive handover, the LMA is not aware about any potential subscription information currently active in the MN. The actions to be carried out by the LMA once it receives the PBU message from the nMAG are summarized in the table below.
4.2.3.2. LMA set-up of S flag in PBA messages

Once the LMA decision process is finished, the LMA builds the PBA message to complete the registration process triggered by the nMAG. The value of the S flag in the PBA message will be set according to the data specified in the table below.
### S flag received in PBU message | S flag sent in PBA message | Meaning
--- | --- | ---
| S=0 | S=0 | No further meaning
(multicast not supported by nMAG) | | S=1 | N/A
| S=0 | No active subscription on MN | |
| S=1 | - (S,G) info available: Multicast subscription info is conveyed in the PBA message | |
(multicast is supported by nMAG) | | S=1 | - (S,G) info not available: (IP addresses set to 0) It has to be requested by using the Subscription Query message.

#### 4.2.4. Prevention of large delays of the binding acknowledgement for unicast traffic

According to the message sequences described for the reactive handover case, in case the LMA has to request the multicast subscription information from the pMAG, the binding request sent by the nMAG is maintained on-hold till the LMA receives, processes and includes the multicast subscription information into the extended PBA message. As consequence, the unicast traffic may then suffer an extra delay motivated by the multicast-related signaling. During that time, the unicast traffic with destination the MN being registered by the nMAG must be buffered or discarded by the LMA.

In order to avoid any potential large delay in the forwarding of unicast traffic arriving at the LMA towards the MN, a mechanism should be implemented to decouple multicast from unicast traffic reception by the MN.

The figure 5 shows this mechanism:
Figure 5. Decoupling of unicast and multicast signaling
The sequence of messages is the following:

1) An MN is attached to the pMAG. The MN is a multicast-enabled node, and it is receiving both unicast and multicast traffic simultaneously.

2) Some time later, the MN perceives a better radio link and decides to attach at a new MAG, nMAG, in a handover process (as a reactive case, the pMAG is not aware of the detachment process). Then, the nMAG triggers a registration process by sending a PBU message (with flag S set to 1) to the LMA.

3) Prior to acknowledge the received PBU message, the LMA decides to interrogate the pMAG about if there is any active multicast subscription for the MN, by sending a Subscription Query message. The LMA decision is based on the checking of flag A when the reactive handover manages the multicast activity indication.

4) Immediately after sending the Subscription Query message, the LMA starts the timer "PBA timer", which determines the maximum waiting time before the PBA is sent to avoid any potential large delay in the forwarding of unicast traffic towards the MN.

5) In case the "PBA timer" expires, the LMA acknowledges the PBU message, by sending the PBA message with flag S=1, and the "Active Multicast Subscription" mobility option with the (S,G) IP addresses set to 0. The nMAG then processes the extended PBA message. Such acknowledgement will allow the MN to receive the unicast traffic from that time on. (The bidirectional tunnel is also set up between the nMAG and the LMA if it has not been established before).

6) In parallel, the nMAG sends a Subscription Query message to the LMA requesting the multicast-subscription details yet unknown for the MN.

7) The pMAG answers the Subscription Query message originally sent by the LMA, including the IP addresses of the existing subscriptions (the pair (S,G) in this case).

8) After processing the pMAG answer, the LMA sends a Subscription Response message to the nMAG, including the multicast subscription information within the new TLV-encoded option "Active Multicast Subscription". The nMAG processes the PBA message, and it proceeds to set up the multicast status of the point-to-point link between the nMAG and the MN, and to join the content identified by (S,G) on behalf of the MN in case the nMAG is not receiving already such content. (The bidirectional tunnel is also set up between the nMAG
and the LMA if it has not been established before). At this moment, the multicast content can also be served to the MN.

5. Co-existence with PMIPv6 multicast architectural evolutions

Along this document, it has been considered that the LMA entity is in charge of delivering both unicast and multicast traffic to a certain MN through the bi-directional tunnels connecting to the MAG where the MN is attached, as specified in the base solution defined in [4]. However, the solution described in this memo is not only applicable to the base solution, but also it can be applied to other solutions envisioned as possible architectural evolutions to solve the tunnel convergence problem affecting the base solution, as those stated in [6].

The Multicast Tree Mobility Anchor (MTMA) solution in [6] makes use of a separate entity to serve multicast traffic through distinct tunnels connected to the MAGs. The tunnels for multicast traffic could not be set up in advance if they are dynamical in nature.

When the "multicast activity" flag is also present in the MN’s policy store, the nMAG knows in advance the multicast activity of the incoming MN. Consequently, the nMAG can trigger the multicast tunnel set up in parallel to the registration process, including the acquisition of the active multicast subscription details (the IP addresses of the source and the content), saving time on serving the multicast flow to the incoming MN. The concrete procedure for multicast tunnel establishment is out of the scope of this document.

6. Benefits of layer-2 triggers for fast handover

As stated before, the global performance of the multicast handover can be improved in the case that layer-2 triggers are supported by the underlying radio technology. In [7], a procedure which allows to buffer at the pMAG and forward to the nMAG the traffic with destination the MN during the handover duration is defined. This forwarding can be beneficial for either strict real-time services or for networks with long handover duration. By forwarding the traffic to the MN, the disruption of the multicast traffic reception is minimized.

The solution in [7] avoids packet loss during the handover. Even so, using the proposal in this memo is still useful, because reducing the time required to set up multicast traffic delivery in the nMAG minimizes the buffering needed at the pMAG.

In any case, because the feature in [7] is dependent on the
capabilities of both the underlying radio technology and the layer-2 triggering functionalities supported by the MN, and that not all the multicast applications could take benefit of it, that functionality could be seen as optional for multicast handover optimization.

7. Security Considerations

TBD.

8. IANA Considerations

This document defines the new following elements which values should be allocated:

- Mobility Header types: the Subscription Query and Subscription Response, and the Multicast Activity Indication and Multicast Activity Indication Acknowledge mobility header types.
- Mobility options: the Active Multicast Subscription mobility option.
- Flags: the multicast Signaling (S), the multicast Information (I), and the multicast Active (A) flags.
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Abstract

This document specifies the predictive fast handover mechanism to solve the problem of handover latency and packet loss in Proxy Mobile IPv6 Multicast. Necessary extensions are specified for Handover Initiate (HI) and Handover Acknowledgement (HACK) messages to support multicast handover procedure.
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1. Introduction

Proxy Mobile IPv6 (PMIPv6) protocol provides local mobility management to a mobile node without requiring any modification of the mobile node. The Local Mobility Anchor (LMA) and Mobile Access Gateway (MAG) perform the mobility management signaling on behalf of the mobile node. Extensions for LMA and MAG are specified in [1] to support IP multicast in PMIPv6. Nevertheless, the basic performance including handover latency and packet loss is not considered different form that of PMIPv6.

Fast handover for Mobile IPv6 is specified in [2]. [3] extends the FMIPv6 and applies it to the PMIPv6 in order to decrease handover latency and packet loss as well as transfer of network-resident contexts. However, IP multicast is not considered in fast handover for PMIPv6.

We propose a fast handover mechanism to support multicast for PMIPv6. Necessary extensions are specified in HI and HAck message to transfer the multicast node’s context information and deliver the multicast data before the set up of tunnel between n-MAG and LMA.
2. Problem Statement

The existing solution for PMIPv6 multicast [1] specifies that, only after the bi-directional tunnel is built between n-MAG and LMA using extended PBU (PBU-M) message, the multicast packet can be continuously delivered to MN. It inevitably causes the latency and loss of packet during handover process.

The solution presents two ways to acquire the MN’s profile, which includes MN’ ID and multicast state information. One way is to use the Context Transfer Protocol (CXTP) [4] to transfer MN’s profile from p-MAG to n-MAG. In the other way, if MN’s profile is stored in a policy store [5], n-MAG obtains MN’s multicast state by the same mechanism used to acquire MN’ ID and profile during MN’s attachment process [5].

In another PMIPv6 multicast solution [6], the author proposes normal handover and fast handover for proxy mobile multicast service. There is no any optimization in normal handover, the handover involves MN by running the MLDv2 [7] protocol with n-MAG to receive the related multicast packet. In the fast handover procedure, similar to the first method used in [1], the context transfer is used to provide multicast information. Although n-MAG can acquire the MN’ multicast information before MN handovers to it, only after n-MAG joins the multicast group, it can receive the multicast data.
3. Terminology

This document refers to [1] [2] [3] for terminology. The following terms and abbreviations are additionally used in this document. The reference network is illustrated in Figure 1.

Previous Mobile Access Gateway (p-MAG):

The MAG that manages mobility related signaling for the MN before handover.

New Mobile Access Gateway (n-MAG):

The MAG that manages mobility related signaling for the MN after handover.

HO-Initiate:

A generic signaling that indicates the handover of the MN sent from the MN to the p-MAG. It is assumed that HO-Initiate can carry the information to identify the MN and to assist the p-MAG to resolve the n-MAG.
4. Protocol Operation

The architecture of fast handover for multicast in Proxy Mobile IPv6 is shown in Figure 1. A multicast tunnel is established to transfer the multicast data from p-MAG to n-MAG before the n-MAG joins the multicast group, so that whenever the MN handovers to the n-MAG, it can receive the multicast data from n-MAG.

In order to decrease the handover latency and packet loss, this document specifies a bi-directional tunnel between the Previous MAG (p-MAG) and the New MAG (n-MAG). As the n-MAG needs the multicast node’s context information to set up a bi-directional tunnel to continuous deliver multicast packet to mobile node, the HI and HAck messages are extended to support mobile multicast node’s context transfer, in which parameters such as MN ID, MN Multicast State, are transferred from the p-MAG to the n-MAG. The sequence of events illustrating the fast handover for multicast is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 1: Reference network for fast handover

Figure 2: Sequence of events for fast handover for multicast
n-MAG ID) | HI | MN Multicast State) 
(2) | --(MN ID, --> | 
| <---HAck--- | (MN ID) | HI/HAck 
(3) | <--------| 
| | <------tunnel------> | 
(4) | 
(5) | M data | 
| | 
(6) | 
| | 
(7) | <==========M data============ | 
| | 
(8) | | ------PBU-M-------> | 
| | 
(9) | | <-----PBA---------- | 
| | 
(10) | | M data | <=bi-dir tunnel==> |
Figure 2: Fast handover for PMIPv6 multicast

The detailed descriptions are as follows:

1. The MN detects that a handover is imminent and reports the MN ID and n-MAG ID.

2. The p-MAG sends the HI to the n-MAG. The HI message includes MN ID and MN Multicast State.

3. The n-MAG sends the HAck back to the p-MAG.

4. The n-MAG requests the p-MAG to forward multicast packets by setting F flags in the HI message.

5. A tunnel is established between the p-MAG and n-MAG and multicast packets destined for the MN are forwarded from the p-MAG to the n-MAG over this tunnel.

6. The MN undergoes handover to n-MAG.

7. The n-MAG starts to forward multicast packets destined for the MN.

8. The n-MAG sends the Proxy Binding Update with multicast extension (PBU-M) (proposed in [1]) to the LMA.

9. The LMA sends back the Proxy Binding Acknowledgment (PBA) to the n-MAG.

10. A bi-directional tunnel is set up for forwarding corresponding multicast data.
(11) Multicast packet forwarding is completed between p-MAG and n-MAG.
5. Message Format

This document defines new Mobility Header messages for the extended HI and H_Ack and new mobility options for delivering context information.

![Figure 3: HI Mobility Header message with multicast extension](image)

A new flag (M) is included in the HI Mobility Header message with multicast extension. The rest of the message format remains the same as defined in [3].

When (M) flag is specified in HI Mobility Header message, the mobility options field needs to be extended to include the multicast addresses.

```plaintext
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-
| Record Type | Aux Data Len | Number of Sources (N) |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-
| * | * | * |
| * | * | * |
| * | * | * |
| * | * | * |
| * | * | * |
| * | * | * |
| * | * | * |
| * | * | * |
| * | * | * |
| * | * | * |
| * | * | * |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-
| Multicast Address |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-
| Source Address [1] |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-
```
6. Security Considerations

TBD.
7. IANA Considerations

This document does not require any IANA action.
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1. Introduction

The base solution describing how continuous multicast service delivery can be provided in Proxy Mobile IPv6 domains is described in RFC 6224 [RFC6224]. This solution specifies the basic functionality needed in the Proxy Mobile IPv6 [RFC5213] entities to provide a multicast service, and supports the continuous delivery of multicast traffic by obtaining, after a handover, the on-going multicast subscription information directly from the mobile node. When a mobile node attaches to a new mobile access gateway, the mobile node is interrogated by the mobile access gateway through a multicast listener discovery General Query, which is sent just after any new link is set up, to get knowledge of any existing subscription, as specified in [RFC2710].

However, as highlighted by [I-D.von-hugo-multimob-future-work], the base solution needs to be improved to meet some performance requirements, especially those referred to the user perceived service quality, which is seriously affected by the disruption of multicast content forwarding to the mobile node during handovers.

A mobile node with an active multicast subscription, moving from one point of attachment to another within a Proxy Mobile IPv6 domain, experiences a certain delay until it resumes receiving again the multicast content that it was receiving at the previous location. Such delay causes a gap in the content reception. Two different actions can help to mitigate such reception gap. One of them is to buffer at the previous mobile access gateway the traffic with destination at the mobile node and forward it to the new mobile access gateway, in order to deliver that traffic to the mobile node. The other possible (complementary) action is to reduce the time needed by the new mobile access gateway to get knowledge of the active multicast subscription of the mobile node (i.e., the IP addresses of the multicast groups subscribed and the sources providing them), so the new mobile access gateway can subscribe to the multicast group(s) on behalf of the mobile node as soon as possible.

While the first mechanism can be accomplished by using [RFC5949] or some evolution of it (despite being only applicable in the case the underlying radio access technology supports layer-2 triggers, thus requiring additional support on the mobile node), there is no a generic standard solution for the accelerated acquisition of the on-going multicast subscription of the mobile node.

The approach followed by the base solution [RFC6224] to get knowledge of an existing multicast subscription relies on the behavior of the IGMP/MLD protocols. Both protocols send multicast membership
interrogation messages when a new link is up. The response to such a message reports any existing multicast subscription by the mobile node. While this is a straightforward approach, it also causes that the mobile access gateway can incur in a non-negligible delay in receiving the corresponding MLD Report message. This delay is caused by the time needed for the detection of the attachment in the new link, the radio transfer delays associated with the signaling to the mobile node, and the MLD query response interval time required by this procedure (whose default value is 10 seconds as defined in [RFC2710], or between 5 and 10 seconds as considered in the best case wireless link scenario in [RFC6636]).

This document extends the Proxy Mobile IPv6 signaling protocol defined in the base protocol [RFC5213] by including a new multicast information option to update Proxy Mobile IPv6 entities during the registration and de-registration processes, and new messages to trigger the transfer of multicast information. No extension is required in any of the multicast-related protocols in use (IGMP/MLD or PIM protocols). This document provides a signaling method internal to the network to speed up the subscription information acquisition by the mobile access gateway, in order to accelerate the multicast delivery to the mobile node after having completed a handover. By doing so, the knowledge by the mobile access gateway of the currently active multicast subscription becomes independent of the underlying radio technology dynamics and relaxes the requirement of a rapid response from the mobile node in processing MLD control messages. Issues like radio framing, radio access contention, channel reliability, MN’s capabilities (i.e., layer-2 triggering support), IGMP/MLD timers optimization for wireless environments, etc, will not impact on the observed multicast performance during handovers.

The solution described in this document is not only applicable to the base solution defined in [RFC6224], but also it can be applied to other solutions envisioned as possible architectural evolutions of it, as those stated in [I-D.ietf-multimob-pmipv6-ropt]. Furthermore, it is also independent of the role played by the mobile access gateway within the multicast network (either acting as MLD proxy or multicast router).

2. Terminology

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC2119 [RFC2119].

This document uses the terminology referring to PMIPv6 components as
defined in [RFC5213].

Additionally, the following terms are defined.

pMAG The previous MAG or pMAG is the MAG where the MN is initially registered in a handover event.

nMAG The new MAG or nMAG is the MAG where the MN is registered at the end of the handover event.

Reactive Handover A reactive handover is a handover event in which the LMA receives the MN registration from the nMAG without having previously received the MN de-registration from the pMAG.

Proactive handover A proactive handover is a handover event where the LMA receives the MN de-registration from the pMAG previously to receive the MN registration from the nMAG.

3. Overview

The LMA is a key element within the PMIPv6 infrastructure, which traces the MN reachability along the PMIPv6 domain. Therefore the LMA is the best element to maintain the MNs’ multicast subscription information updated and to forward it to the rest of PMIPv6 entities (i.e., to the MAGs) as needed when MNs move within the domain. The LMA has timely knowledge of the MNs’ location, especially during handover events, and it is therefore able to quickly provide information to the new one point of attachment (querying the previous one if required).

The LMA only obtains the detailed subscription information (in terms of the IP addresses of both the multicast group subscribed, G, and the source delivering it, S) during a handover event. There is no need of continuously informing the LMA about MNs’ multicast state while the mobile nodes remain attached to the same mobile access gateway. Such a continuous updating procedure would significantly increase the signaling load within the PMIPv6 domain without a clear benefit. The subscription information (S,G) is only critical during handovers, neither after nor before. Indicating the active subscription while the handover is ongoing guarantees that such information will be up-to-date, ready to be transferred to the new MAG where the MN has just attached.

To be able to transfer the multicast subscription information between PMIPv6 entities during a handover, this document extends the PMIPv6 protocol in several ways. First of all, a new mobility option is defined to carry the IP addresses of the current multicast

subscription. Furthermore, additional messages are defined to manage
the interchange of the multicast information among PMIPv6 entities.
Finally, some flags are defined to govern the process.

Next sections provide the details of these Proxy Mobile IPv6 protocol
extensions.

4. PMIPv6 extensions

This section outlines the extensions proposed to the PMIPv6 protocol
specified in [RFC5213].

4.1. New mobility option

4.1.1. Active Multicast Subscription mobility option

4.1.1.1. Option application rules

A new TLV-encoded mobility option, "Active Multicast Subscription"
option is defined for use with the PBU (Proxy Binding Update) and PBA
(Proxy Binding Acknowledge) messages exchanged between an LMA and a
MAG to transfer the multicast subscription information. This option
is used for exchanging the IP addresses of both the group subscribed
to by the MN, and the source(s) delivering it, as well as the
applicable filter mode. This information is carried by using
directly the Multicast Address Record format defined in [RFC3810].
There can be multiple "Active Multicast Subscription" options present
in the message, one for each active subscription maintained by the MN
when the handover is taking place (i.e., one per Multicast Address
Record).

This new option will be also used, with the same aim, by the new
message Subscription Response described later in this document.

4.1.1.2. Option format

The format of this new option is as follows:

```
0                   1                   2                   3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-
|      Type     |     Length    |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-
|                                                               |
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-
```

Type:
To be defined by IANA.

Length:
8-bit unsigned integer indicating the length of the option in octects, excluding the type and length fields.

Multicast Address Record:
Multicast subscription information corresponding to a single subscribed multicast address as defined in [RFC3810].

4.2. New flags
Two new flags are defined and used to handle the forwarding of multicast subscription information.

4.2.1. Multicast Signaling flag on PBU/PBA message headers

4.2.1.1. Flag application rules
A new flag S is added in both PBU and PBA message headers to advise about the MAG and the LMA capabilities of processing multicast-related signaling for the MN that caused the message.

This flag will govern the multicast-related signaling between the LMA and the MAG. As a general rule, the value of the flag in the PBA message SHOULD be a copy of the value received in the PBU message. Specific rules are described in next sub-sections.

4.2.1.1.1. Registration process
During handover, the entities involved in this process are the nMAG and the LMA. These rules also apply for the Initial Binding registration process.

o PBU message

* S=0, it indicates that the MAG sending the PBU message does not accept multicast-related signaling for the MN being attached. This can be used to discriminate PMIPv6 nodes which are not multicast enabled, for backward compatibility reasons.

* S=1, it indicates that the MAG sending the PBU message accepts multicast-related signaling for the MN being attached. Depending on the type of handover (reactive or proactive) the
LMA will take some actions, described later in this document.

- **PBA message**
  - If S=0 in the corresponding PBU message, the value of the flag in the PBA message SHOULD be a copy of the value received in the PBU message (thus S=0), without any further meaning.
  - If S=1 in the corresponding PBU message, two sub-cases can happen
    - S=1 and "Active Multicast Subscription" mobility option in the PBA message. When the MN maintains an active multicast session, if the LMA is able to provide the multicast subscription information during registration, the PBA message will include the "Active Multicast Subscription" mobility option with the IP addresses of the subscribed group and the source providing it. If the LMA is not able to provide such information during registration, the PBA message will include the "Active Multicast Subscription" mobility option with the IP addresses of the group and the source set to 0. This case is useful to decouple unicast and multicast signaling for an MN being registered at nMAG. A way for obtaining later active multicast-subscription information is described later in this document.
    - S=0 in the PBA message if the MN does not maintain an active multicast subscription (note that for backward compatibility reasons an LMA not supporting multicast related signaling would always send S=0).

4.2.1.1.2. **De-registration process**

During handover, the entities involved in this process are the pMAG and the LMA. These rules apply for the Binding De-registration process.

- **PBU message**
  - S=0, it indicates that the MN has no active multicast session (note that for backward compatibility reasons a pMAG not supporting multicast related signaling would always send S=0).
  - S=1, it indicates that the MN has an active multicast session, and the IP addresses of the subscribed group and the source providing it are transported in the "Active Multicast Subscription" mobility option.
PBA message

* The value of the flag in the PBA message SHOULD be 0, without any further meaning (note that for backward compatibility reasons an LMA not supporting multicast related signaling would always send S=0).

4.2.1.2. New format of conventional PBU/PBA messages

4.2.1.2.1. Proxy Binding Update message

As result of the new defined flag, the PBU message results as follows:

```
0                   1                   2                   3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-
|           Sequence #          |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-
|A|H|L|K|M|R|P|S|   Reserved    |            Lifetime           |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-
|                                                               |
.                                                               .
|                                                               |
.                          Mobility options                     .
.                                                               .
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-
```

4.2.1.2.2. Proxy Binding Acknowledgement Message

As result of the new defined flag, the PBA message results as follows:

```
0                   1                   2                   3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-
|    Status     |K|R|P|S| Rsrvd |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-
|           Sequence #          |           Lifetime            |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-
|                                                               |
.                                                               .
|                                                               |
.                          Mobility options                     .
.                                                               .
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-
```
4.2.2. Multicast Active flag in the LMA Binding Cache and (optionally) on the MN’s policy store

4.2.2.1. Flag application rules

A new flag A is added in the LMA Binding Cache to retain the knowledge that the registered MN maintains or not an active multicast subscription. The basic use of this flag is to restrict the interrogation of the pMAG only to the cases in which the MN certainly is maintaining an active subscription. The algorithm which is followed by the LMA to interrogate or not the pMAG (after receiving a PBU message from the nMAG) is as follows:

- Flag S=0 & flag A=0: this situation represents the case where the nMAG does not support multicast-related signaling for the MN being registered, and, additionally, the LMA is not aware of any active multicast subscription on-going. Then, the LMA does not interrogate the pMAG, and registers the MN as attached to the nMAG as usual.

- Flag S=0 & flag A=1: this situation represents the case where the nMAG does not support multicast-related signaling for the MN being registered, but the LMA is aware of one or more on-going MN’s active multicast subscriptions. Due to the fact that multicast signaling is not supported by the nMAG for that MN, the LMA does not interrogate the pMAG, and registers the MN as attached to the nMAG as usual.

- Flag S=1 & flag A=0: this situation represents the case where the nMAG supports multicast-related signaling for the MN being registered, but the LMA is not aware of any active multicast subscription. Then, the LMA does not interrogate the pMAG, and registers the MN as attached to the nMAG as usual.

- Flag S=1 & flag A=1: this situation represents the case where the nMAG supports multicast-related signaling for the MN being registered, and, additionally, the LMA is aware of one or more on-going MN’s active multicast subscriptions. Then, the LMA interrogates the pMAG to obtain the multicast subscription details in the form of \((S,G)\) previously to complete the registration of the MN attached to the nMAG.

The flag A SHOULD be initialized to the value 0.

Optionally, this flag can be also added to the MN’s policy store, and dynamically updated by the LMA to signal that the MN has (or not) an active multicast subscription. By introducing this flag in the MN’s policy profile, the nMAG can know in advance the existence of an...
active multicast session by the incoming MN.

4.3. New messages

4.3.1. Messages for active multicast subscription interrogation

A new pair of messages is defined for interrogating entities about the active multicast subscription of the MN when the handover is of reactive type.

These messages are sent using the Mobility Header as defined in [RFC6275].

4.3.1.1. Subscription Query message

4.3.1.1.1. Message application rules

The Subscription Query message is sent by the LMA towards the pMAG to interrogate it about any existing multicast subscription of the MN which is being registered by the nMAG. This message is generated in case that the handover is of reactive type.

Additionally, this message is sent by the nMAG towards the LMA to interrogate it about the existing multicast subscription of the MN when the LMA acknowledges the PBU sent by the nMAG but the multicast information is not provided (in detail, when the PBU messages has set the flag S to 1, and the PBA message has set the flag S to 1 but the IP addresses of the group and the source in the "Active Multicast Subscription" mobility option are set to 0).

4.3.1.1.2. Message format

The Subscription Query message has the following format.

```
0                   1                   2                   3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|  Sequence #   |   Reserved    |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
.                                                               .
| Mobility options                                           |
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
```

Sequence Number:
The Sequence Number field establishes the order of the messages sent in the Subscription Query / Subscription Response dialogue between the LMA and the MAG for a certain MN. The initial Sequence Number will be determined by the entity which creates the message (either LMA or MAG, depending on the scenario), which will be responsible of managing this counter.

Reserved:

This field is unused for now. The value MUST be initialized to 0.

Mobility options:

This message will carry one or more TLV-encoded mobility options. The valid mobility options for this message are the following:

* Mobile Node Identifier option (mandatory)
* Home Network Prefix option (optional)

There can be one or more instances of the Home Network Prefix option, but only one instance of the Mobile Node Identifier option.

4.3.1.2. Subscription Response message

4.3.1.2.1. Message application rules

The Subscription Response message is sent by the pMAG towards the LMA, or by the LMA towards the nMAG, to answer a previously received Subscription Query message, as described above.

4.3.1.2.2. Message format

The Subscription Response message has the following format.

```
0                   1                   2                   3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-
|  Sequence #   |I|  Reserved   |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-
|                                                               |
.                                                               .
.                        Mobility options                        .
.                                                               .
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-
```
Sequence Number:

The value of the Sequence Number field in the Subscriber Response message MUST be a copy of the Sequence Number received in the Subscription Query message.

Multicast Information (I):

The multicast Information flag I specifies if there is multicast subscription information available for the MN or not. The meaning is the following:

I=0: there is no multicast subscription information available for the MN identified by the Mobile Node Identifier option in this message.

I=1: there is multicast subscription information available for the MN identified by the Mobile Node Identifier option in this message. The multicast subscription information is carried on one or more instances of the Active Multicast Subscription option in this message (one instance for each active subscription).

Reserved:

This field is unused for now. The value MUST be initialized to 0.

Mobility options:

This message will carry one or more TLV-encoded mobility options. The valid mobility options for this message are the following:

* Mobile Node Identifier option (mandatory)

* Active Multicast Subscription option (mandatory) only when flag I=1, not present in any other case

* Home Network Prefix option (optional)

There can be one or more instances of the Home Network Prefix option (in all cases) and the Active Multicast Subscription option (only when I=1), but only one instance of the Mobile Node Identifier option.
4.3.2. Messages for active multicast subscription indication

A new pair of messages is defined for setting up and down the optional A flag defined above.

These messages are sent using the Mobility Header as defined in [RFC6275].

4.3.2.1. Multicast Activity Indication message

4.3.2.1.1. Message application rules

The Multicast Activity Indication message is sent by a MAG towards the LMA to set to 1 or 0 the A flag either to indicate the start or the complete cease of any multicast subscription by the MN. Through the use of this message, the LMA becomes aware that one or more multicast flows are being forwarded to a MN. This information is useful for the LMA during a handover to discriminate if the pMAG needs to be asked or not about multicast information corresponding to the MN being registered at the nMAG, in case that the handover is of reactive type.

4.3.2.1.2. Message format

The Multicast Activity Indication message has the following format.

```
  0                   1                   2                   3
 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|  Sequence #   |A|  Reserved   |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
.                                                               .
.                        Mobility options                        .
.                                                               .
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
```

Sequence Number:

The Sequence Number field establishes the order of the messages sent in the Activity Indication / Activity Indication Ack dialogue between the MAG and the LMA for a certain MN. The initial Sequence Number will be determined by the MAG, which will be responsible of managing this counter.

Activity indicator (A):
The Activity indicator flag A specifies if the MN multicast activity is on, that is, if the MN maintains one or more active multicast subscriptions at the MAG. The meaning is the following:

A=0: the multicast activity of the MN (identified by the Mobile Node Identifier option in this message) is OFF.

A=1: the multicast activity of the MN (identified by the Mobile Node Identifier option in this message) is ON.

Reserved:

This field is unused for now. The value MUST be initialized to 0.

Mobility options:

This message will carry one or more TLV-encoded mobility options. The valid mobility options for this message are the following:

* Mobile Node Identifier option (mandatory)
* Home Network Prefix option (optional)

There can be one or more instances of the Home Network Prefix option, but only one instance of the Mobile Node Identifier option.

4.3.2.2. Multicast Activity Indication Acknowledge message

4.3.2.2.1. Message application rules

The Multicast Activity Indication Acknowledge message is sent by the LMA towards a MAG to confirm the reception of a previously sent Multicast Activity Indication message.

4.3.2.2.2. Message format

The Multicast Activity Indication message has the following format.
Sequence Number:

The value of the Sequence Number field in the Activity Indication Ack message MUST be a copy of the Sequence Number received in the Activity Indication message.

Reserved:

This field is unused for now. The value MUST be initialized to 0.

Mobility options:

This message will carry one or more TLV-encoded mobility options. The valid mobility options for this message are the following:

* Mobile Node Identifier option (mandatory)
* Home Network Prefix option (optional)

There can be one or more instances of the Home Network Prefix option, but only one instance of the Mobile Node Identifier option.

4.4. New PBA timer in the LMA

A new timer named "PBA timer" is used in the LMA to define the maximum waiting time before the PBA message is sent to the nMAG in case the multicast subscription information relative to the MN is not yet available. The aim of this timer is to prevent potential large delays in the forwarding of unicast traffic towards the MN being registered at the nMAG. This timer allows decoupling the unicast signaling from the multicast one.

This timer SHOULD be upper bounded by the constant defined in [RFC6275] INIT_BINDACK_TIMEOUT, whose default value is 1 s. This constant sets the time when the nMAG will retry the MN registration
by sending again the PBU message. The "PBA timer" has to ensure that the nMAG does not enter the retry mode.

5. Signaling processes description

A number of new signaling processes are introduced with this solution. Next sections describe these new processes in detail.

5.1. Multicast Activity signaling

This solution makes use of the flag A to keep track of existing multicast activity in a certain MN. The idea behind this is to define a mechanism which helps the LMA to decide whether to interrogate or not the pMAG about potential subscription information.

5.1.1. Multicast Activity set to ON (A=1)

Figure 1 summarizes this process.

```
+-----+          +-----+          +-----+
| MN1 |          | MAG |          | LMA |
+-----+          +-----+          +-----+
1)                |                |==Bi-Dir Tunnel==|
|  unicast data   |                |                |
|<-v-v-v-v-v-v-v-|                |
| MLD Rep(S,G)    | Act Ind(start) |
|---------------->|
2)                |<---------------|
| (S,G) Data      | Act Ind Ack   |
|<---------------|
|                |
Figure 1: Multicast Activity set to ON
```

The sequence of messages is the following:

1. An MN, named MN1, is attached to the MAG. The MN is a multicast-enabled node, and it is only receiving unicast traffic as usual in PMIPv6 domains, with no multicast subscription yet. At some point in time, the MN1 requests to the MAG to be subscribed to the content identified by the IP addresses (S,G), by sending a standard MLD report from the MN to the MAG. The MAG will keep the multicast status state of the point-to-point link with the
MN. In case the MAG has not already subscribed to the multicast flow \((S,G)\) it joins the content on behalf of MN. Multicast flow \((S,G)\) is subsequently forwarded by the MAG to the MN1.

2. Due to this initial multicast subscription for the MN1, the MAG triggers the multicast Activity Indication message towards the LMA, to indicate that the MN1 multicast activity is ON. The LMA will set the flag \(A\) to 1. Afterwards, the LMA sends an Activity Indication Ack message to the MAG to acknowledge the previous indication.

5.1.2. Multicast Activity set to OFF \((A=0)\)

Figure 2 presents the corresponding flow.

```
+-----+          +-----+          +-----+
| MN1 |          | MAG |          | LMA |
+-----+          +-----+          +-----+
         |                |
         | MLD Done(S,G) |
1)       |---------------->X stops fwrding |
         |                |
         |                |
         |  Act Ind(stop) |
2)       |                |
         |  (flag A = 0) |
         |--------------->|
         |  Act Ind Ack |
         |<---------------|
         |                |
```

Figure 2: Multicast Activity set to OFF

The message flow is as follows:

1. Some time later, the MN1 decides to totally stop all the active multicast subscriptions that it maintains. The MN1 will send an MLD Done message to the MAG to request the cease of the multicast traffic delivery. As a consequence, the MAG will stop all the multicast traffic forwarding to the MN1.

2. After removing the active subscriptions for the MN1, the MAG sends a multicast Activity Indication message to the LMA indicating that the MN1 multicast activity is OFF. The LMA will set the flag \(A\) to 0, its default value. Afterwards, the LMA sends an Activity Indication Ack message to the MAG to acknowledge the previous indication.
5.2. Handover signaling procedures

As the MN moves from one access gateway (named previous-MAG, pMAG) to another (named new-MAG, nMAG), the mobility-related signaling due to the handover event is carried out independently by the pMAG and the nMAG. That signaling process is not synchronized and, thus, two scenarios need to be considered depending on the order in which the LMA receives notification of the MN registration and de-registration in the nMAG and the pMAG respectively.

5.2.1. Handover of proactive type

5.2.1.1. Rationale

In the proactive case, the LMA receives the MN de-registration from the pMAG previously to receive the MN registration from the nMAG.

Only for those MNs which maintain an active multicast subscription, the pMAG will include, as part of the PBU message (with flag S set to 1), the new TLV-encoded mobility option "Active Multicast Subscription" carrying the IP addresses of the multicast subscription(s) active in the MN at that moment.

The LMA will store that information in the corresponding binding cache. If, later on, the MN attaches to a nMAG, this information will be sent (using the same TLV option) to the nMAG as part of the PBA confirmation of the registration process (the PBU message sent by the nMAG SHOULD set the flag S to 1). On the other hand, if no further registration happens, the multicast information will be removed together with the rest of binding database for that MN.

After receiving the multicast addresses of the group(s) subscribed to by the MN, and of the source(s) delivering the corresponding multicast content, the nMAG can subscribe to the multicast flow(s) on behalf of the MN if there is no other MN receiving it already at the nMAG. The multicast status can be also set in advance for the point-to-point link towards the MN.

5.2.1.2. Message flow description

Figure 3 summarizes this process.
The message flow is as follows:

1. A registered MN is receiving a multicast content which has been previously subscribed to by sending a standard MLD report from the MN to the currently serving MAG, pMAG. The pMAG keeps the multicast status state of the point-to-point link with the MN.
2. The MN perceives a better radio link and decides to initiate a handover process over a radio access controlled by a new MAG, nMAG. As a consequence, pMAG determines a detach event corresponding to this MN, and updates the attachment status of this MN to the LMA by sending an extended Proxy Binding Update message, including a new TLV-encoded option, named "Active Multicast Subscription", which contains the IP addresses of the (S,G) pairs of the active multicast subscriptions in the moment of handover.

3. The LMA processes the PBU message. Additionally, the LMA stores in the Binding Cache the information regarding the on-going multicast subscription(s) when the detachment is initiated. This information will be kept until a new registration of the MN is completed by another MAG, or till the Binding Cache expiration, according to [RFC5213].

4. The LMA acknowledges to the pMAG the previous PBU message.

5. As a result of the handover process, the MN attaches to another MAG, called nMAG.

6. The nMAG triggers a registration process by sending a PBU message (with flag S set to 1) to the LMA.

7. After the analysis of the PBU message, the LMA sends an extended PBA including the new "Active Multicast Subscription" option, which contains the IP addresses of the (S,G) pairs of the active multicast subscriptions in the moment of handover.

8. The nMAG processes the PBA message following all the standard procedures described in [RFC5213]. Additionally, with the new information relative to multicast subscription, the nMAG will set up the multicast status of the point-to-point link between the nMAG and the MN, and will join the content identified by (S,G) on behalf of the MN in case the nMAG is not receiving already such content due to a previous subscription ordered by another MN attached to it. From that instant, the multicast content is served to the MN.

5.2.2. Handover of reactive type

5.2.2.1. Rationale

In the reactive case, the LMA receives the MN registration from the nMAG without having previously received the MN de-registration from the pMAG.

As the nMAG is not aware of any active multicast subscription of the MN, the nMAG will start a conventional registration process, by sending a normal PBU message (with flag S set to 1) towards the LMA.

After receiving the PBU message from the nMAG, the LMA will take the decision of interrogating or not the pMAG regarding any existing multicast subscription for that MN. This decision is taken following a procedure that is described later.

Once the multicast subscription information is retrieved from the pMAG, the LMA encapsulates it in the PBA message by using the TLV option "Active Multicast Subscription", and forwards the PBA message to the nMAG. Then, the nMAG can subscribe the multicast flow on behalf of the MN, if there is no other MN receiving it already at the nMAG. The multicast status can be also set in advance for the point-to-point link towards the MN.

5.2.2.2. Message flow description

Figure 4 and Figure 5 summarize this process.
Consider as starting point the situation where a couple of MNs, named MN1 and MN2, are attached to the pMAG, both MNs being multicast-enabled nodes, but only MN1 maintains an active multicast subscription at this moment. As consequence, the value of the A flag in the LMA is set to 1 for MN1, and set to 0 for MN2.

The sequence of messages for the handover of MN1 and MN2 is the following (as depicted in Figure 4):

Figure 4: Reactive handover (steps 1 to 5)
1. At certain time, the MN1 perceives a better radio link and decides to attach at a new MAG, nMAG, in a handover process (as it is a reactive case, the pMAG is not aware of the detachment process). Then, the nMAG triggers a registration process by sending a PBU message (with flag S set to 1) to the LMA.

2. Prior to acknowledge the received PBU message, the LMA checks the status of the A flag for this MN. Due that the flag A=1, the LMA interrogates the pMAG about if there is any active multicast subscription for the MN1, by sending a Subscription Query message.

3. The pMAG answers the LMA with a Subscription Response message including the IP addresses of the existing subscriptions (the pair (S,G) in this case).

4. After processing the pMAG answer, the LMA acknowledges (with flag S set to 1) the PBU message, including the multicast subscription information within the new TLV-encoded option "Active Multicast Subscription". The nMAG then process the extended PBA message.

5. The nMAG processes the PBA message, and it proceeds to set up the multicast status of the point-to-point link between the nMAG and the MN1, and to join the content identified by (S,G) on behalf of the MN1 in case the nMAG is not receiving already such content. (The bidirectional tunnel is also set up between the nMAG and the LMA if it has not been established before by another MN connection). At this moment, the multicast content can be served to the MN1. The unicast traffic for the MN1 can be forwarded as well.
6. In parallel, the MN2 perceives a better radio link and decides to attach also to the nMAG in a reactive handover process as well (the pMAG is not aware of this detachment process either). Then, the nMAG triggers a registration process by sending a PBU message (with flag S set to 1) to the LMA.

7. Prior to acknowledge the received PBU message, the LMA checks the status of the A flag for this MN. Due that the flag A=0, the LMA does not interrogate the pMAG, and acknowledges the PBU message (with flag S set to 0). The nMAG then processes PBA message.

8. The nMAG is now ready to forward the unicast traffic to the MN2.

5.2.2.3. Further considerations for the reactive handover signaling

A handover event is managed independently by the pMAG and nMAG. It is not a synchronized process. In a reactive handover, the LMA will receive a registration PBU from nMAG before a de-registration PBU from pMAG, if any.

In the message flows detailed above, it could be the case that the LMA receives a de-registration PBU from pMAG just after sending the Subscription Query message, but before receiving the Subscription Response message. That de-registration PBU message from pMAG will carry the multicast subscription information required to assist the MN in the handover, so such valuable information SHOULD be kept by the LMA. Furthermore, it is possible that once the Subscription Query message arrives to pMAG, the pMAG could have already removed...
the multicast related information for the MN.

In order to avoid losing the multicast subscription information sent in the de-registration PBU message, the LMA SHOULD store it, and include it in the PBA message towards the nMAG in case the Subscription Response message from the pMAG does not contain multicast subscription information for the MN.

5.2.3. LMA decision process

A key point of the solution proposed in this document resides on the LMA decision of interrogating the pMAG about a potential active subscription of the MN entering the nMAG. Several variables take place, and it is required to define a mechanism for assisting the LMA in its decision process.

Basically two flags will be used. One flag, the named "multicast Signaling" or S flag, is used to signal the multicast capabilities of the MAGs and the transport of the multicast subscription information within the PBU/PBA messages. The other one, the named "multicast Activity" or A flag, is used to register on the LMA whether the MN is maintaining an active multicast subscription or not.

The following sections summarize the use of these flags on the LMA decision process.

5.2.3.1. LMA processing of S flag on reception of PBU messages

5.2.3.1.1. Proactive handover

In the event of proactive handover, the pMAG has previously informed the LMA about any potential subscription information currently active in the MN. The actions to be carried out by the LMA once it receives the PBU message from the nMAG are summarized in the table below.
### Figure 6: Flag processing on LMA for proactive handover

#### 5.2.3.1.2. Reactive handover

In the event of reactive handover, the LMA is not aware about any potential subscription information currently active in the MN. The actions to be carried out by the LMA once it receives the PBU message from the nMAG are summarized in the table below.
### Figure 7: Flag processing on LMA for reactive handover

#### 5.2.3.2. LMA set-up of S flag in PBA messages

Once the LMA decision process is finished, the LMA builds the PBA message to complete the registration process triggered by the nMAG. The value of the S flag in the PBA message will be set according to the data specified in the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>multicast signaling flag S</th>
<th>multicast activity flag A</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>LMA action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| S=0                        | A=0                       | Multicast not supported by nMAG  
                             |                           | No active subscription by MN  
                             |                           | MN registration as in RFC 5213  
                             |                           | (S=0 in PBA)  
| A=1                        |                           | Multicast not supported by nMAG  
                             |                           | Active subscription by MN  
                             |                           | MN registration as in RFC 5213  
                             |                           | (S=0 in PBA)  
| A=0                        |                           | Multicast supported by nMAG  
                             |                           | No active subscription by MN  
                             |                           | MN registration as in RFC 5213  
                             |                           | (S=0 in PBA)  
| S=1                        | A=0                       | Multicast supported by nMAG  
                             |                           | Active subscription by MN  
                             |                           | LMA does not interrogate pMAG  
                             |                           | (S=1 in PBA)  
| A=1                        |                           | Multicast supported by nMAG  
                             |                           | Active subscription by MN  
                             |                           | MN registration conveys multicast subscription info  
                             |                           | (S=1 in PBA)  

### 5.2.4. Prevention of large delays of the binding acknowledgement for unicast traffic

According to the message sequences described for the reactive handover case, in case the LMA has to request the multicast subscription information from the pMAG, the binding request sent by the nMAG is maintained on-hold till the LMA receives, processes and includes the multicast subscription information into the extended PBA message. As consequence, the unicast traffic may then suffer an extra delay motivated by the multicast-related signaling. During that time, the unicast traffic with destination the MN being registered by the nMAG MUST be buffered or discarded by the LMA.

In order to avoid any potential large delay in the forwarding of unicast traffic arriving at the LMA towards the MN, a mechanism SHOULD be implemented to decouple multicast from unicast traffic reception by the MN.
Figure 9 shows this mechanism:
Figure 9: Decoupling of unicast and multicast signaling
The sequence of messages is the following:

1. An MN is attached to the pMAG. The MN is a multicast-enabled node, and it is receiving both unicast and multicast traffic simultaneously.

2. Some time later, the MN perceives a better radio link and decides to attach at a new MAG, nMAG, in a handover process (as a reactive case, the pMAG is not aware of the detachment process). Then, the nMAG triggers a registration process by sending a PBU message (with flag S set to 1) to the LMA.

3. Prior to acknowledge the received PBU message, the LMA decides to interrogate the pMAG about if there is any active multicast subscription for the MN, by sending a Subscription Query message. The LMA decision is based on the checking of flag A when the reactive handover manages the multicast activity indication.

4. Immediately after sending the Subscription Query message, the LMA starts the timer "PBA timer", which determines the maximum waiting time before the PBA is sent to avoid any potential large delay in the forwarding of unicast traffic towards the MN.

5. In case the "PBA timer" expires, the LMA acknowledges the PBU message, by sending the PBA message with flag S=1, and the "Active Multicast Subscription" mobility option with the (S,G) IP addresses set to 0. The nMAG then processes the extended PBA message. Such acknowledgement will allow the MN to receive the unicast traffic from that time on. (The bidirectional tunnel is also set up between the nMAG and the LMA if it has not been established before).

6. In parallel, the nMAG sends a Subscription Query message to the LMA requesting the multicast-subscription details yet unknown for the MN.

7. The pMAG answers the Subscription Query message originally sent by the LMA, including the IP addresses of the existing subscriptions (the pair (S,G) in this case).

8. After processing the pMAG answer, the LMA sends a Subscription Response message to the nMAG, including the multicast subscription information within the new TLV-encoded option "Active Multicast Subscription". The nMAG processes the PBA message, and it proceeds to set up the multicast status of the point-to-point link between the nMAG and the MN, and to join the content identified by (S,G) on behalf of the MN in case the nMAG is not receiving already such content. (The bidirectional tunnel
is also set up between the nMAG and the LMA if it has not been established before). At this moment, the multicast content can also be served to the MN.

6. Co-existence with PMIPv6 multicast architectural evolutions

Along this document, it has been considered that the LMA entity is in charge of delivering both unicast and multicast traffic to a certain MN through the bi-directional tunnels connecting to the MAG where the MN is attached, as specified in the base solution defined in [RFC6224]. However, the solution described in this memo is not only applicable to the base solution, but also it can be applied to other solutions envisioned as possible architectural evolutions to solve the tunnel convergence problem affecting the base solution, as those stated in [I-D.ietf-multimob-pmipv6-ropt].

The Multicast Tree Mobility Anchor (MTMA) solution in [I-D.ietf-multimob-pmipv6-ropt] makes use of a separate entity to serve multicast traffic through distinct tunnels connected to the MAGs. The tunnels for multicast traffic could not be set up in advance if they are dynamical in nature.

When the "multicast activity" flag is also present in the MN’s policy store, the nMAG knows in advance the multicast activity of the incoming MN. Consequently, the nMAG can trigger the multicast tunnel set up in parallel to the registration process, including the acquisition of the active multicast subscription details (the IP addresses of the source and the content), saving time on serving the multicast flow to the incoming MN. The concrete procedure for multicast tunnel establishment is out of the scope of this document.

7. Benefits of layer-2 triggers for fast handover

As stated before, the global performance of the multicast handover can be improved in the case that layer-2 triggers are supported by the underlying radio technology. In [RFC5949], a procedure which allows to buffer at the pMAG and forward to the nMAG the traffic with destination the MN during the handover duration is defined. This forwarding can be beneficial for either strict real-time services or for networks with long handover duration. By forwarding the traffic to the MN, the disruption of the multicast traffic reception is reduced.

The solution in [RFC5949] avoids packet loss during the handover. Even so, using the proposal in this memo is still useful, because reducing the time required to set up multicast traffic delivery in
the nMAG minimizes the buffering needed at the pMAG.

In any case, because the feature in [RFC5949] is dependent on the capabilities of both the underlying radio technology and the layer-2 triggering functionalities supported by the MN, and that not all the multicast applications could take benefit of it, that functionality could be seen as optional for multicast handover optimization.

8. Security Considerations

TBD.

9. IANA Considerations

This document defines the new following elements which values to be allocated by IANA:

- Mobility Header types: the Subscription Query and Subscription Response, and the Multicast Activity Indication and Multicast Activity Indication Acknowledge mobility header types.
- Mobility options: the Active Multicast Subscription mobility option.
- Flags: the multicast Signaling (S), the multicast Information (I), and the multicast Active (A) flags.
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1. Multicast Address Record format defined in [RFC3810] has been adopted for transferring multicast subscription information in the Active Multicast Subscription mobility option.
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1. Introduction

Proxy Mobile IPv6 [RFC5213] is a network-based approach to solving the IP mobility problem. In a Proxy Mobile IPv6 (PMIPv6) domain, the Mobile Access Gateway (MAG) behaves as a proxy mobility agent in the network and does the mobility management on behalf of the Mobile Node (MN). The Local Mobility Anchor (LMA) is the home agent for the MN and the topological anchor point. PMIPv6 was originally designed for unicast traffic. However, a PMIPv6 domain may handle data from both unicast and multicast sources.

The Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMPv3) [RFC3376] is used by IPv4 hosts to report their IP multicast group memberships to neighboring multicast routers. Multicast Listener Discovery (MLDv2) [RFC3810] is used in a similar way by IPv6 routers to discover the presence of IPv6 multicast hosts. Also, the IGMP/MLD proxy [RFC4065] allows an intermediate (i.e. edge) node to appear as a multicast router to downstream hosts, and as a host to upstream multicast routers. IGMP and MLD related protocols however were not originally designed to address IP mobility of multicast listeners (i.e. IGMP and MLD protocols were originally designed for fixed networks).

The MULTIMOB group has specified a base solution to support IP multicast listener mobility in a PMIPv6 domain [RFC6224], which describes deployment options without modifying mobility and multicast protocol standards. The PMIPv6 allows a MAG to establish multiple PMIPv6 tunnels with different LMAs, e.g. up to one per MN. In the presence of multicast traffic, multiple instances of the same traffic can converge to the same MAG. Hence, when IP multicasting is applied into PMIPv6, it leads to redundant traffic at a MAG. This is the so-called "Tunnel Convergence problem".

To address this issue, a comprehensive solution is proposed in this document, consisting of two complementary enhancements: multicast anchor and direct routing. The former uses a multicast tree mobility anchor (MTMA) as the topological anchor point for remotely delivering multicast traffic, while the latter uses direct routing taking advantage of local multicast source availability, allowing a MAG to connect directly to a multicast router for simple access to local content. Neither of the schemes has any impact on the MN to support multicast listener mobility.

The MTMA details are described in section 3. Section 4 describes the direct routing technique. Section 5 describes the details about the dynamic selection at the MAG between direct routing (e.g. for local access) and MTMA (e.g. for remote access).
2. Terminology

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC2119 [RFC2119].

This document uses the terminology defined in [RFC5213], [RFC6275], and [RFC3810]. Specifically, the definition of PMIPv6 domain is reused from [RFC5213] and reproduced here for completeness.

Proxy Mobile IPv6 Domain (PMIPv6-Domain): Proxy Mobile IPv6 domain refers to the network where the mobility management of a mobile node is handled using the Proxy Mobile IPv6 protocol as defined in [RFC5213]. The Proxy Mobile IPv6 domain includes local mobility anchors and mobile access gateways between which security associations can be set up and authorization for sending Proxy Binding Updates on behalf of the mobile nodes can be ensured.

In this draft we refine such definition from the point of view of the kind of traffic served to the MN in the following way:

PMIPv6 unicast domain: PMIPv6 unicast domain refers to the network covered by one LMA for unicast service. This service allows MN mobility as it moves from one MAG to another associated to that LMA regarding its unicast traffic.

PMIPv6 multicast domain: PMIPv6 multicast domain refers to the network covered by one network element named MTMA (defined below) for multicast service in such a way that an MN using that service is not aware of mobility as it moves from one MAG to another.

Direct routing: it uses native multicast infrastructure for retrieving multicast data. For the operator having its own local content, this technique also includes the case that content source is directly connected to a MAG.

From the definitions above, it can stated that a PMIPv6 domain can have several PMIPv6 unicast domains and PMIPv6 multicast domains. Additionally, some other definitions are introduced, as follows.

MTMA or multicast tree mobility anchor: an entity working as topological anchor point for multicast traffic.

H-LMA or Hybrid-LMA: an entity dedicated to both unicast and multicast services, that is, it is able to work as both LMA and MTMA simultaneously.
3. Multicast Tree Mobility Anchor (MTMA)

An MTMA can be used to serve as the mobility anchor for multicast traffic. Typically, the MTMA will be used to get access to multicast content remotely.

The MTMA connects to the MAG as described in [RFC6224] and it can reuse native PMIPv6 features such as tunnel establishment and security [RFC5213], heartbeat [RFC5847], etc. Unicast traffic will go normally to the LMAs in the PMIPv6 domain as described in [RFC5213].

This section describes how the MTMA works in scenarios of MN attachment and multicast mobility. It concentrates on the case of both LMA and MTMA defining a unique PMIPv6 domain. Some other different deployment scenarios are presented in Appendix A.

3.1. Overview

Figure 1 shows an example of a PMIPv6 domain supporting multicast mobility. The LMA is dedicated to unicast traffic, and the MTMA is dedicated to multicast traffic. The MTMA can be considered to be a form of upstream multicast router with tunnel interfaces allowing remote subscription for the MNs. Note that there can be multiple LMAs for unicast traffic in a given PMIPv6 domain (not shown in Figure 1 for simplicity). Similarly, more than one MTMA could be deployed by the operator (not shown in Figure 1).

As shown in Figure 1, MAG1 may connect to both unicast (LMAs) and multicast (MTMAs) entities. Thus, a given MN may simultaneously receive both unicast and multicast traffic. In Figure 1, MN1 and MN2 receive unicast traffic, multicast traffic, or both, whereas MN3 receives multicast traffic only.
3.2. Operations of the Mobile Node

The MN operation is not impacted by the existence of an MTMA as anchor for the multicast traffic being subscribed. The MN will act according to the stated operations in [RFC5213] and [RFC6224].

This draft considers that every MN requesting multicast-only services is previously registered in a PMIPv6 unicast domain to get a unicast IP address. The registration can also be required also for several purposes such as remote management, billing, etc.
3.3. Operations of the Mobile Access Gateway

There are two main functionalities in the MAG when it is connected to an MTMA. One when the MAG incorporates MLD proxy functions as per [RFC4605]. The other case is when the MAG functions as a multicast router as per [RFC4601] or [RFC4607].

The following sections describe the MAG for both cases in more detail.

3.3.1. MAG as MLD Proxy

If the MAG has MLD proxy functionality only, once the MLD proxy instance is configured to obtain the multicast traffic remotely from the MTMA, the system behavior remains static.

In case of remote subscription, all MAGs that are connected to the MTMA must support the MLD proxy [RFC4605] function. Specifically in Figure 1, each of the MAG1-MTMA and MAG2-MTMA tunnel interfaces define an MLD proxy domain. The MNs are considered to be on the downstream interface of the MLD proxy (of the MAG), and the MTMA is considered to be on the upstream interface (of the MAG) as per [RFC4605]. Note that the MAG could also be an IGMP proxy. For brevity this document will refer primarily to MLD proxy, but all references to "MLD proxy" should be understood to also include "IGMP/MLD proxy" functionality.

3.3.1.1. Multicast Establishment

Figure 2 shows the procedure when MN1 attaches to MAG, and establishes associations with LMA (unicast) and MTMA (multicast).
In Figure 2, MAG first establishes the PMIPv6 tunnel with LMA for unicast traffic as defined in [RFC5213] after being triggered by the Router Solicitation message from MN1. Unicast traffic will then flow between MN1 and LMA.

For multicast traffic, a multicast tunnel may have been pre-configured between MAG and MTMA, or may be dynamically established when the first MN appears at the MAG.

MN1 sends the MLD report message (when required by its upper layer applications) as defined in [RFC3810] in response to an MLD Query from MAG. The MAG, acting as a MLD Proxy defined in [RFC4605], will then send an Aggregated MLD Report to the multicast anchor, MTMA (assuming that this is a new multicast group which the MAG had not previously subscribed to). Multicast traffic will then flow from the...
3.3.1.2. Multicast Mobility

Figure 3 illustrates the mobility scenario for multicast traffic. Specifically, MN2 with ongoing multicast subscription moves from MAG1 to MAG2. Note that, for simplicity, in this scenario we only consider the tunnel of MAG2 with MTMA (for multicast traffic) and we does not show any unicast traffic. Of course, if it was desired to support unicast traffic, it would be served by a tunnel between MAG2 and LMA.

According to the baseline solution signaling method described in [RFC6224], after MN2 mobility, MAG2 acting in its role of MLD proxy will send an MLD Query to the newly observed MN on its downlink. Assuming that the subsequent MLD Report from MN2 requests membership for a new multicast group (from MAG2’s point of view), this will then result in an Aggregated MLD Report being sent to the MTMA from MAG2. This message will be sent through a multicast tunnel between MAG2 and MTMA (pre-established or dynamically established).

When MN2 detaches, MAG1 may keep the multicast tunnel with the multicast MTMA if there are still other MNs using the multicast tunnel. Even if there are no MNs currently on the multicast tunnel, MAG1 may decide to keep the multicast tunnel for potential future use.

As discussed above, existing MLD (and MLD proxy) signaling will handle a large part of the multicast mobility management for the MN.
3.3.2. MAG as Multicast Router

If the MAG is a multicast router, the system behavior when operating with remote subscription is as described before, considering that a multicast routing protocol is running between the MAG and the MTMA on the tunnel interface. Even once the MAG has decided to obtain the multicast traffic remotely based for instance on routing information and/or network management criteria, this decision can be dynamically changed if such criteria changes. This behavior is further described in section Section 6.2.
3.4. Operations of the Multicast Tree Mobility Anchor

The MTMA provides connectivity to the multicast infrastructure out of the PMIPv6 domain. The MTMA itself could either act as an additional MLD proxy (only in the case where all the connected MAGs act also as MLD proxies), reporting to a further node an aggregated view of the subscriptions in a PMIPv6 multicast domain; or it can act as a designated multicast router for all the MAGs in a PMIPv6 multicast domain. The MTMA will then request the multicast content on behalf of the MAGs (and MNs behind them). In addition, the MTMA will create and maintain the corresponding multicast forwarding states per each tunnel interface towards the MAGs. Whatever the role played, when the MAGs act as MLD proxy, the MTMA becomes the MLD querier of the MLD proxy instance located in each MAG.

4. Direct Routing

Direct routing uses native multicast infrastructure, allowing a MAG to directly connect a multicast router in the PMIPv6 domain. A MAG can act as a MLD proxy or multicast router for redirecting multicast packets.

The main purpose of direct routing is to provide optimal routing for local content. As a consequence, it alleviates the MTMA of the channel management and data delivery of locally available content. Unicast traffic will go normally to the LMAs in the PMIPv6 domain.

This section describes how the direct routing works in scenarios of MN attachment and multicast mobility.

4.1. Overview

Figure 4 shows the architecture for the local routing case using native multicasting infrastructure [I-D.deng-multimob-pmip6-requirement].

The LMA is dedicated to unicast traffic, and the multicast traffic is obtained from an upstream multicast router present in the PMIPv6 domain. Note that there can be multiple LMAs for unicast traffic (not shown in Figure 1) in a given PMIPv6 domain.

As shown in Figure 4, a MAG may connect to both unicast (LMA) and multicast (MR) nodes. Thus, a given MN may simultaneously receive both unicast and multicast traffic.

As seen in Figure 4, each MAG has a direct connection (i.e., not using the tunnel interface) with a multicast router. To facilitate
IGMP/MLD signaling and multicast packets forwarding, a MLD proxy function defined in [RFC4605], or multicast routing function SHOULD be placed on the MAG.

Multicast Tree

Figure 4: Architecture for direct routing based PMIPv6 multicasting

4.2. Operations of the Mobile Node

The MN operation is not impacted by the direct routing option. The MN will act according to the stated operations in [RFC5213] and [RFC6224].

This draft considers that every MN requesting multicast-only services is previously registered in a PMIPv6 unicast domain to get a unicast IP address. This registration can also be required for several purposes such as remote management, billing, etc.

4.3. Operations of the Mobile Access Gateway

There are two main functionalities in the MAG when it supports direct routing. One is when the MAG incorporates MLD proxy functions as per [RFC4605]. The other case is when the MAG functions as a
multicast router as per [RFC4601] or [RFC4607].

The following sections describe the MAG for both cases in more detail.

4.3.1. MAG as MLD Proxy

In case the MAG only incorporates MLD proxy functionality, for every one of the MLD proxy instances invoked in the MAG it is necessary to define at configuration time the upstream interface from where the multicast traffic will be received. This decision requires to define whether the multicast subscription by an MLD proxy instance for all the multicast channels will be local (if the upstream interface points to a multicast router internal to the PMIPv6 domain) or remote (in case of the upstream interface is the bi-directional tunnel towards the LMA, for the architecture in [RFC6224], or the MTMA, for the multicast listener optimization described in this document).

4.3.1.1. Multicast Establishment

If the MAG has MLD proxy functionality only, once the MLD proxy instance is configured to obtain the multicast traffic locally, the system behavior remains static.

In Figure 5, the MAG first establishes the PMIPv6 tunnel with LMA for unicast traffic as defined in [RFC5213] after being triggered by the Router Solicitation message from the MN. Unicast traffic will then flow between the MN and LMA.

For multicast traffic, it is assumed that the upstream interface of the MLD proxy instance has been configured pointing to a multicast router internal to the PMIPv6 domain (or towards an additional MLD proxy node in the domain), for all the multicast channels (which, in consequence, have to be local). There should be direct connectivity between the MAG and the local multicast router (or additional MLD proxy).

Upon detecting node attachment from an incoming interface, the MAG adds each downstream interface to the MLD Proxy instance with upstream link to a MR according to the standard MLD proxy operations and sends an MLD Query message towards the MN. The MN sends the MLD report message (when required by its upper layer applications) as defined in [RFC3810] in response to an MLD Query from MAG. Upon receiving the MLD Report message from each incoming interface, the MAG checks the MLD Proxy instance associated with the downstream interface and then the MLD Report messages will be aggregated and forwarded to the upstream link associated with the MR (assuming that this is a new multicast group which the MAG had not previously
subscribed to).  Multicast traffic will then flow from the local multicast router towards the MN.

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MN</th>
<th>MAG (MLD Proxy)</th>
<th>LMA (Unicast)</th>
<th>MR (Multicast)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MN attaches to MAG1</td>
<td>------ Rtr Sol ---- &gt;</td>
<td>---- PBU ---- &gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;---- PBA ----</td>
<td>== Unicast == Tunnel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;----- Rtr Adv ------</td>
<td>&lt;-------- Unicast Traffic ---------&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;-------- MLD Query -------- &gt;</td>
<td>&lt;------ MLD Query ---------&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN requires multicast services</td>
<td>-- MLD Report (G) -- &gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;-------- Aggregated ---------&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MLD Report (G)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;-------------- Multicast Traffic --------------- &gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

Figure 5: Multicast service establishment for direct routing
4.3.1.2. Multicast mobility

Figure 6: Multicast mobility signaling for direct routing

Figure 6 shows the handover operation procedure in the local direct routing architecture. When an MN hands off to the next MAG (N-MAG) from the previous MAG (P-MAG), the N-MAG detects the newly arrived attached MN and performs binding update procedure by exchanging PBU/PBA signaling messages with LMA. At the same time, a MLD Proxy instance detecting the new MN transmits an MLD query message to the MN. After receiving the MLD query message, the MN sends an MLD report message that includes the multicast group information. The N-MAG then sends an aggregated MLD report message to the upstream link associated with the MR. In the direct routing case, an upstream interface of MLD Proxy instance is decided towards certain multicast router based on the operator’s configuration or multicast routing, as
compared to the base solution defined in [RFC6224] where it is
determined for each MN based on the Proxy Binding Update List. When
the N-MAG receives the multicast packets from the MR, it then simply
forwards them without tunnel encapsulation. The N-MAG updates the
MN’s location information to the LMA by exchanging PBU/PBA signaling
messages.

4.3.2. MAG as multicast router

If the MAG behaves as a multicast router, the MAG then implements a
multicast routing protocol. This allows the MAG to make decisions
about from where to receive the traffic of any multicast channel,
based on routing information and/or network management criteria. The
selected incoming interface for receiving multicast traffic will be
then the one matching such criteria, and it could drive to either a
local or remote subscription. Some situations are introduced in the
next section.

If the MAG is a multicast router, the system behavior when operating
with local subscription is as before, but extending the role of the
MAG to be a multicast router, and running a multicast routing
protocol among the MAG and local multicast router serving the
multicast traffic. Once the MAG decides to obtain the multicast
traffic locally based in routing information and/or network
management criteria, this can be dynamically changed if such criteria
change.

5. Functions and Requirements

A set of new functions and structures are needed in PMIPv6 to allow
the use of the solution described in this document. The following
sub-sections describe these required extensions.

5.1. Extension to the Binding Update List in MAG

The Binding Update List in the MAG must be updated to be able to
handle the fact that more than one entity (i.e. LMA and MTMA) may be
serving the mobile node.

5.2. Extension of the Policy Profile Information including multicast
related parameters

A given mobile node’s policy profile information must be updated to
be able to store the IPv6 addresses of both the LMA and MTMA, for the
remote subscription case.

Additionally, when the MAG act as multicast router in the local
subscription case it is required to keep registration of the IP address for the rendez-vous point in the PMIPv6 domain, when PIM-SM is used. When using PIM-SSM, the IP addresses of the local multicast sources have to be also registered.

5.3. Data Structure in MTMA

The MTMA does not directly interact with the MNs attached to any of the MAGs. The MTMA only manages the multicast groups subscribed per MAG on behalf of the MNs attached to it. Having this in mind, the relevant information to be stored in the MTMA should be the tunnel interface identifier (tunnel-if-id) of the bi-directional tunnel for multicast between the MTMA and every MAG (e.g. similar to what it is stated in [RFC5213] for the unicast case), the IP addresses of the multicast group delivered per tunnel to each of the MAGs, and the IP addresses of the sources injecting the multicast traffic per tunnel to the multicast domain defined by the MTMA.

6. Dynamic Selection Support

As mentioned above, the MAG as multicast router provides some flexibility for choosing local versus remote multicast subscription. With this approach IP multicast traffic can selectively be received from the home, visited or local domains, and the selection of traffic can be based on operator policies. Considering PIM as the multicast routing protocol running on the MAG, it is possible to find out two situations where such dynamic selection can occur, according to the PIM flavor on place. For all the scenarios below we consider a certain multicast flow being injected by two different sources, one local to the PMIPv6 domain and one remote through the home network, by using an MTMA.

6.1. Use Cases

The MAG has different options to subscribe to a multicast group, such as:

- Via the tunnel with the LMA unicast [RFC6224]
- Via the tunnel with the MTMA (as described in Section 3)
- Via local subscription/routing (as described in Section 4)

Also, the content can be located in different places. For instance, the content might be locally available (e.g. TV channels offered in the visited domain), or the content might be remote (e.g. TV channels offered in the home domain). In case the content is
available remotely at the home network it is preferred to subscribe via the MTMA tunnel to home. However, if the content is available locally, it is preferred to subscribe at the MAG (local break point) instead of via the home network. The MAG may therefore have to choose which approach needs to be taken to subscribe to a particular content requested by a particular MN.

- If the IP address of the source injecting a certain multicast group is local (scope: local domain), the MAG should get access to it via local subscription (or routing, if the MAG is a multicast router).

- If IP address of the source injecting a certain multicast group is global (or the scope is broader than the local domain), the MAG may have to decide among the different available options (i.e. RFC6224, Local Routing, or MTMA). This can be achieved through some static or dynamic configuration at the MAG.

6.2. Any Source Multicast Scenario

This situation applies for both PIM-SM and BIDIR PIM variants. In this case, once the MAG receives the MLD report from the MN requesting the multicast channel in the form (*,G), the MAG could decide what multicast flow subscribes to (either the local or the remote one).

The subscription can be statically pre-configured or dynamically configured based on some rule. For instance, static configuration can be made per MN (user), such as "multicast traffic from user X should always go through the home (i.e., via the tunnel with the MTMA/LMA-as-per-RFC6224), while traffic from user Y should go via local subscription". Also, configuration profiles can also be more complex and include considerations on types of traffic or IP flows, such as "traffic of type A from user X should always go through the home, traffic of type B from user X should be subscribed locally" using routing information and/or network management criteria. Similarly, routing information can be received dynamically. For example, at user's registration time PBU/PBA signaling can be used to carry the profile information similar to what is described in [I-D.ietf-netext-pmipv6-sipto-option]. Also, routing information can be exchanged dynamically when the multicast group subscription is made.

In case of using PIM-SM, another scenario is possible. PIM-SM allows switching from a multicast shared-tree to a source-specific tree to optimize the path for traffic delivery. The location of the rendezvous point and the multicast source can either be in the PMIPv6 domain or the home network, so the optimization could be from local
subscription to remote subscription or vice versa. The possibility
of switching to a source-based tree, and the time for doing so is
implementation-dependent, and this could be triggered immediately
(e.g. after reception of the first multicast packet) or after some
time, or may not even switch at all.

6.3. Source Specific Multicast Scenario

This situation applies for PIM-SSM. Then, in a source-specific
multicast scenario [RFC4607], the MAG would send the PIM request to
the corresponding interface based on the multicast source address
indicated on the (S,G) subscription requested by the MN in the MLD
Report, using the routing information.

7. IANA Considerations

TBD.

8. Security Considerations

This draft discusses the operations of existing protocols without
modifications. It does not introduce new security threats beyond the
current security considerations of PMIPv6 [RFC5213], MLD [RFC3810],
IGMP [RFC3376] and IGMP/MLD Proxying [RFC4605].
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Appendix A. MTMA Deployment Use Cases

From the network architecture point of view, there are several options when considering the multicast tree mobility anchor (MTMA) approach. These options can be distinguished in terms of the number of LMAs and MTMAs present in a PMIPv6 domain and the service relationship that a set of MNs gets from them, in the form of a "LMA:MTMA" ratio. According to that, it is possible to differentiate the following approaches:

A set of MNs is served in a PMIPv6 domain by two entities, one MTMA for multicast service, and one LMA for unicast, in such a way that the ratio is 1:1 (one common PMIPv6 unicast and multicast domain).

A set of MNs is served in a PMIPv6 domain by several entities, one MTMA for multicast service, while the others (LMAs) for unicast, in such a way that the ratio is N:1 (N PMIPv6 unicast domains coexist with a unique multicast domain).

A set of MNs is served in a PMIPv6 domain by several entities, one LMA for unicast, while the others (MTMAs) are devoted to multicast service, in such a way that the ratio is 1:N (one single PMIPv6 unicast domain coexists with multiple multicast domains).

Scenarios with an N:M ratio are considered to be a combination of the previous ones.

A.1. PMIPv6 domain with ratio 1:1

This approach basically refers to the architecture presented in Figure 1. Within this approach, a common set of MNs is served by a couple of entities, one LMA for unicast and one MTMA for multicast. All the MNs of the set are served by these two elements as they move in the PMIPv6 domain.

A.2. PMIPv6 domain with ratio N:1

This approach basically refers to the situation where a common set of MNs is served by a unique MTMA for multicast service, but
simultaneously there are subsets from that group of MNs which are served by distinct LMAs for unicast service as they move in the PMIPv6 domain. Each particular MN association with the LMAs (unicast) and MTMA (multicast) remains always the same as it moves in the PMIPv6 domain.

Figure 7 shows the scenario here described.

![Diagram showing the PMIPv6 domain with ratio N:1](image)

The Figure 7 proposes an architecture where there are two entities acting as LMAs, LMA1 and LMA3, while there is another one, named MTMA2, working as multicast tree mobility anchor. LMA1 and LMA3
 constitute two distinct unicast domains, whereas MTMA2 forms a single multicast domain. The tunnels among MAGs and LMAs represented by lines ("||") indicate a tunnel transporting unicast traffic, while the tunnels among MAGs and MTMA2 depicted with circles ("o") show a tunnel transporting multicast traffic.

In the figure it can be observed that all the MNs are served by MTMA2 for the incoming multicast traffic from sources A or B. However, there are different subsets regarding unicast traffic which maintain distinct associations within the PMIPv6 domain. For instance, the subset formed by MN10, MN11, MN20 and MN21 is served by LMA1 for unicast, and the rest of MNs are being served by LMA3. For the scenario described above, the association between each MN and the corresponding LMA and MTMA is permanently maintained.

A.3. PMIPv6 domain with ratio 1:N

This approach is related to a scenario where a common group of MNs is served by a unique LMA for unicast service, but simultaneously there are subsets from that group of MNs which are served by distinct MTMAs for multicast service as they move in the PMIPv6 domain. Each particular MN association with the LMA and MTMAs (unicast and multicast respectively) remains always the same as it moves in the PMIPv6 domain.

Figure 8 shows the scenario here described.
The Figure 8 proposes an architecture where the LMA2 is the unique LMA for a certain group of MNs, while there are two others entities, MTMA1 and MTMA3, acting as MTMAs for different subsets of MNs of the same group. MTMA1 and MTMA3 constitute two distinct multicast domains, whereas LMA2 forms a single unicast domain. Each MTMA could be devoted to carry on a different content (for instance, MTMA1 for source A and MTMA3 for source B) or not. Looking at the picture, the subset formed by MN10, MN11, MN20 and MN21 is served by MTMA1 for multicast. The rest of MNs are being served by MTMA3 also for multicast. Finally, all of them are served by LMA2 for unicast. For the scenario described above, the association between each MN and the
corresponding LMA and MTMA is permanently maintained.

A.4. PMIPv6 domain with H-LMA

The H-LMA is defined as an entity which simultaneously transports unicast and multicast service, that is, it simultaneously works as LMA and MTMA. In the context of the MTMA solution, an H-LMA can play the role of MTMA for an entire group of MNs in a PMIPv6 domain, while acting simultaneously as LMA for a subset of them. The figure 9 adapts the PMIPv6 domain with ratio N:1 scenario of figure 7 to the case where MTMA2 is an H-LMA, which serves multicast traffic to all the MNs in the picture, and simultaneously, it is able to serve unicast traffic to the subset formed by MN30, MN40 and MN41.
Figure 9 presents a PMIPv6 network where there are two pure unicast LMAs, LMA1 and LMA3, and a hybrid LMA, labeled as H-LMA in the figure. The H-LMA is an MTMA from the perspective of MAG1 and MAG4. The tunnels among MAGs and LMAs represented by lines (*|*) indicate a tunnel transporting exclusively unicast traffic, the tunnels depicted with circles (*) show a tunnel transporting exclusively multicast traffic, and the tunnels with mixed lines and circles ("db") describe a tunnel transporting both types of traffic simultaneously.
All of the MNs in the figure receive the multicast traffic from H-LMA (one single multicast domain), but it is possible to distinguish three subsets from the unicast service perspective (that is, three unicast domains). The first subset is the one formed by MN10, MN11 and MN 20, which receives unicast traffic from LMA1. A second subset is the one formed by MN21 and MN30, which receives unicast traffic from H-LMA. And finally, a third subset is built on MN31, MN40 and MN41, which receives unicast traffic from LMA3. For the scenario described above, the association between each MN and the corresponding LMA and H-LMA is permanently maintained.
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Abstract

Multicast communication can be enabled in Proxy Mobile IPv6 domains via the Local Mobility Anchors by deploying MLD Proxy functions at Mobile Access Gateways, via a direct traffic distribution within an ISP’s access network, or by selective route optimization schemes. This document describes the support of mobile multicast senders in Proxy Mobile IPv6 domains for all three scenarios. Protocol optimizations for synchronizing PMIPv6 with PIM, as well as extended MLD Proxy functions are presented. Mobile sources always remain agnostic of multicast mobility operations.

Requirements Language

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [RFC2119].
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Internet-Drafts are draft documents valid for a maximum of six months and may be updated, replaced, or obsoleted by other documents at any time. It is inappropriate to use Internet-Drafts as reference material or to cite them other than as "work in progress."

This Internet-Draft will expire on January 17, 2013.
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1. Introduction

Proxy Mobile IPv6 (PMIPv6) [RFC5213] extends Mobile IPv6 (MIPv6) [RFC6275] by network-based management functions that enable IP mobility for a host without requiring its participation in any mobility-related signaling. Additional network entities called the Local Mobility Anchor (LMA), and Mobile Access Gateways (MAGs), are responsible for managing IP mobility on behalf of the mobile node (MN). An MN connected to a PMIPv6 domain, which only operates according to the base specifications of [RFC5213], cannot participate in multicast communication, as MAGs will discard group packets.

Multicast support for mobile listeners can be enabled within a PMIPv6 domain by deploying MLD Proxy functions at Mobile Access Gateways, and multicast routing functions at Local Mobility Anchors [RFC6224]. This base deployment option is the simplest way to PMIPv6 multicast extensions in the sense that it follows the common PMIPv6 traffic model and neither requires new protocol operations nor additional infrastructure entities. Standard software functions need to be activated on PMIPv6 entities, only, at the price of possibly non-optimal multicast routing.

Alternate solutions leverage performance optimization by providing multicast routing at the access gateways directly, or by selective route optimization schemes. Such approaches (partially) follow the business model of providing multicast data services in parallel to PMIPv6 unicast routing.

Multicast listener support satisfies the needs of receptive use cases such as IPTV or server-centric gaming on mobiles. However, current trends in the Internet enfold towards user-centric, highly interactive group applications like user generated streaming, conferencing, collective mobile sensing, etc. Many of these popular applications create group content at end systems and can largely profit from a direct data transmission to a multicast-enabled network.

This document describes the support of mobile multicast senders in Proxy Mobile IPv6 domains subsequently for the base deployment scenario [RFC6224], for direct traffic distribution within an ISP’s access network, as well as for selective route optimization schemes. The contribution of this work reflects the source mobility problem as discussed in [RFC5757]. Mobile Nodes in this setting remain agnostic of multicast mobility operations.
2. Terminology

This document uses the terminology as defined for the mobility protocols [RFC6275], [RFC5213] and [RFC5844], as well as the multicast edge related protocols [RFC3376], [RFC3810] and [RFC4605].

3. Base Solution for Source Mobility and PMIPv6 Routing

3.1. Overview

The reference scenario for multicast deployment in Proxy Mobile IPv6 domains is illustrated in Figure 1. MAGs play the role of first-hop access routers that serve multiple MNs on the downstream while running an MLD/IGMP proxy instance for every LMA upstream tunnel.
An MN in a PMIPv6 domain will decide on multicast data transmission completely independent of its current mobility conditions. It will send packets as initiated by applications, using its source address with Home Network Prefix (HNP) and a multicast destination address chosen by application needs. Multicast packets will arrive at the currently active MAG via one of its downstream local (wireless) links. A multicast unaware MAG would simply discard these packets in the absence of a multicast routing information base (MRIB).

An MN can successfully distribute multicast data in PMIPv6, if MLD
proxy functions are deployed at the MAG as described in [RFC6224]. In this set-up, the MLD proxy instance serving a mobile multicast source has configured its upstream interface at the tunnel towards MN’s corresponding LMA. For each LMA, there will be a separate instance of an MLD proxy.

According to the specifications given in [RFC4605], multicast data arriving from a downstream interface of an MLD proxy will be forwarded to the upstream interface and to all but the incoming downstream interfaces that have appropriate forwarding states for this group. Thus multicast streams originating from an MN will arrive at the corresponding LMA and directly at all mobile receivers co-located at the same MAG and MLD Proxy instance. Serving as the designated multicast router or an additional MLD proxy, the LMA forwards data to the fixed Internet, whenever forwarding states are maintained by multicast routing. If the LMA is acting as another MLD proxy, it will forward the multicast data to its upstream interface, and to downstream interfaces with matching subscriptions, accordingly.

In case of a handover, the MN (unaware of IP mobility) can continue to send multicast packets as soon as network connectivity is reconfigured. At this time, the MAG has determined the corresponding LMA, and IPv6 unicast address configuration (including PMIPv6 bindings) has been performed. Still multicast packets arriving at the MAG are discarded (if not buffered) until the MAG has completed the following steps.

1. The MAG has determined that the MN is admissible to multicast services.

2. The MAG has added the new downstream link to the MLD proxy instance with up-link to the corresponding LMA.

As soon as the MN’s uplink is associated with the corresponding MLD proxy instance, multicast packets are forwarded again to the LMA and eventually to receivers within the PMIP domain (see the call flow in Figure 2). In this way, multicast source mobility is transparently enabled in PMIPv6 domains that deploy the base scenario for multicast.
These multicast deployment considerations likewise apply for mobile nodes that operate with their IPv4 stack enabled in a PMIPv6 domain. PMIPv6 can provide IPv4 home address mobility support [RFC5844]. IPv4 multicast is handled by an IGMP proxy function at the MAG in an analogous way.

Following these deployment steps, multicast traffic distribution transparently inter-operates with PMIPv6. It is worth noting that an MN - while being attached to the same MAG as the mobile source, but associated with a different LMA - cannot receive multicast traffic on a shortest path. Instead, multicast streams flow up to the LMA of the mobile source, are transferred to the LMA of the mobile listener and tunneled downwards to the MAG again (see Appendix A for further considerations).
3.2. Base Solution for Source Mobility: Details

Incorporating multicast source mobility in PMIPv6 requires to deploy general multicast functions at PMIPv6 routers and to define their interaction with the PMIPv6 protocol in the following way.

3.2.1. Operations of the Mobile Node

A Mobile Node willing to send multicast data will proceed as if attached to the fixed Internet. No specific mobility or other multicast related functionalities are required at the MN.

3.2.2. Operations of the Mobile Access Gateway

A Mobile Access Gateway is required to have MLD proxy instances deployed, one for each tunnel to an LMA, which serves as its unique upstream link (cf., [RFC6224]). On the arrival of an MN, the MAG decides on the mapping of downstream links to a proxy instance and the upstream link to the LMA based on the regular Binding Update List as maintained by PMIPv6 standard operations. When multicast data is received from the MN, the MAG MUST identify the corresponding proxy instance from the incoming interface and forwards multicast data upstream according to [RFC4605].

The MAG MAY apply special admission control to enable multicast data transition from an MN. It is advisable to take special care that MLD proxy implementations do not redistribute multicast data to downstream interfaces without appropriate subscriptions in place.

3.2.3. Operations of the Local Mobility Anchor

For any MN, the Local Mobility Anchor acts as the persistent Home Agent and at the same time as the default multicast upstream for the corresponding MAG. It will manage and maintain a multicast forwarding information base for all group traffic arriving from its mobile sources. It SHOULD participate in multicast routing functions that enable traffic redistribution to all adjacent LMAs within the PMIPv6 domain and thereby ensure a continuous receptivity while the source is in motion.

3.2.3.1. Local Mobility Anchors Operating PIM

Local Mobility Anchors that operate the PIM-SM routing protocol [RFC4601] will require sources to be directly connected for sending PIM registers to the RP. This does not hold in a PMIPv6 domain, as MAGs are routers intermediate to MN and the LMA. In this sense, MNs are multicast sources external to the PIM-SM domain.
To mitigate this incompatibility common to all subsidiary MLD proxy domains, the LMA should act as a PIM Border Router and activate the Border-bit. In this case, the DirectlyConnected(S) is treated as being TRUE for mobile sources and the PIM-SM forwarding rule "iif == RPF_interface(S)" is relaxed to be TRUE, as the incoming tunnel interface from MAG to LMA is considered as not part of the PIM-SM component of the LMA (see A.1 of [RFC4601]).

Notably, running BIDIR PIM [RFC5015] on LMAs remains robust with respect to source location and does not require a special configuration.

### 3.2.4. IPv4 Support

An MN in a PMIPv6 domain may use an IPv4 address transparently for communication as specified in [RFC5844]. For this purpose, an LMA can register an IPv4-Proxy-CoA in its Binding Cache and the MAG can provide IPv4 support in its access network. Correspondingly, multicast membership management will be performed by the MN using IGMP. For multicast support on the network side, an IGMP proxy function needs to be deployed at MAGs in exactly the same way as for IPv6. [RFC4605] defines IGMP proxy behaviour in full agreement with IPv6/MLD. Thus IPv4 support can be transparently provided following the obvious deployment analogy.

For a dual-stack IPv4/IPv6 access network, the MAG proxy instances SHOULD choose multicast signaling according to address configurations on the link, but MAY submit IGMP and MLD queries in parallel, if needed. It should further be noted that the infrastructure cannot identify two data streams as identical when distributed via an IPv4 and IPv6 multicast group. Thus duplicate data may be forwarded on a heterogeneous network layer.

A particular note is worth giving the scenario of [RFC5845] in which overlapping private address spaces of different operators can be hosted in a PMIP domain by using GRE encapsulation with key identification. This scenario implies that unicast communication in the MAG-LMA tunnel can be individually identified per MN by the GRE keys. This scenario still does not impose any special treatment of multicast communication for the following reasons.

Multicast streams from and to MNs arrive at a MAG on point-to-point links (identical to unicast). Multicast data transmission from the MAG to the corresponding LMA is link-local between the routers and routing/forwarding remains independent of any individual MN. So the MAG-proxy and the LMA SHOULD NOT use GRE key identifiers, but plain GRE encapsulation in multicast communication (including MLD queries and reports). Multicast traffic sent upstream and downstream of MAG-
to-LMA tunnels proceeds as router-to-router forwarding according to the multicast routing information base (MRIB) of the MAG or LMA and independent of MN’s unicast addresses, while the MAG proxy instance re-distributes multicast data down the point-to-point links (interfaces) according to its own MRIB, independent of MN’s IP addresses.

3.2.5. Efficiency of the Distribution System

In the following efficiency-related issues are enumerated.

Multicast reception at LMA In the current deployment scenario, the LMA will receive all multicast traffic originating from its associated MNs. There is no mechanism to suppress upstream forwarding in the absence of receivers.

MNs on the same MAG using different LMAs For a mobile receiver and a source that use different LMAs, the traffic has to go up to one LMA, cross over to the other LMA, and then be tunneled back to the same MAG, causing redundant flows in the access network and at the MAG.

4. Direct Multicast Routing

There are deployment scenarios, where multicast services are available throughout the access network independent of the PMIPv6 routing system [I-D.ietf-multimob-pmipv6-ropt]. In these cases, the visited networks grant a local content distribution service (in contrast to LMA-based home subscription) with locally optimized traffic flows. It is also possible to deploy a mixed service model of local and LMA-based subscriptions, provided a unique way of service selection is implemented. For example, access routers (MAGs) could decide on service access based on the multicast address G or the SSM channel (S,G) under request (see Section 5 for a further discussion).

4.1. Overview

Direct multicast access can be supported by

- native multicast routing provided by one multicast router that is neighboring MLD proxies deployed at MAGs within a flat access network, or via tunnel uplinks,
- a multicast routing protocol such as PIM-SM [RFC4601] or BIDIR-PIM [RFC5015] deployed at the MAGs.
Figure 3 displays the corresponding deployment scenarios, which separate multicast from PMIPv6 unicast routing. It is assumed throughout these scenarios that all MAGs (MLD proxies) are linked to a single multicast routing domain.

Multicast traffic distribution can be simplified in these scenarios. A single proxy instance at MAGs with up-link into the multicast domain will serve as a first hop multicast gateway and avoid traffic duplication or detour routing. Multicast routing functions at MAGs will seamlessly embed access gateways within a multicast cloud. However, mobility of the multicast source in this scenario will require some multicast routing protocols to rebuild distribution trees. This can cause significant service disruptions or delays (see [RFC5757] for further aspects). Deployment details are specific to the multicast routing protocol in use, in the following described for common protocols.

4.2. MLD Proxies at MAGs

In a PMIPv6 domain, single MLD proxy instances can be deployed at each MAG that enable multicast service at the access via an uplink to a multicast service infrastructure (see Figure 3 (a)). To avoid service disruptions on handovers, the uplinks of all proxies SHOULD...
be adjacent to the same next-hop multicast router. This can either be achieved by arranging proxies within a flat access network, or by upstream tunnels that terminate at a common multicast router.

Multicast data submitted by a mobile source will reach the MLD proxy at the MAG that subsequently forwards flows to the upstream, and all downstream interfaces with appropriate subscriptions. Traversing the upstream will lead traffic into the multicast infrastructure (e.g., to a PIM Designated Router) which will route packets to all local MAGs that have joined the group, as well as further upstream according to protocol procedures and forwarding states.

On handover, a mobile source will reattach at a new MAG and can continue to send multicast packets as soon as PMIPv6 unicast configurations have completed. Like at the previous MAG, the new MLD proxy will forward data upstream and downstream to subscribers. Listeners local to the previous MAG will continue to receive group traffic via the local multicast distribution infrastructure following aggregated listener reports of the previous proxy. In general, traffic from the mobile source continues to be transmitted via the same next-hop router using the same source address and thus remains unchanged when seen from the wider multicast infrastructure.

4.2.1. Considerations for PIM-SM on the Upstream

A mobile source that transmits data via an MLD proxy will not be directly connected to a PIM Designated Router as discussed in Section 3.2.3.1. Countermeasures apply correspondingly.

A PIM Designated Router that is connected to MLD proxies via individual IP-tunnel interfaces will experience invalid PIM source states on handover. This problem can be mitigated by aggregating proxies on a lower layer.

4.2.2. SSM Considerations

Source-specific subscriptions invalidate with routes, whenever the source moves from or to the MAG/proxy of a subscriber. Multicast forwarding states will rebuild with unicast route changes. However, this may lead to noticeable service disruptions for locally subscribed nodes.

4.3. PIM-SM

The full-featured multicast routing protocol PIM-SM MAY be deployed in the access network for providing multicast services in parallel to unicast routes. Throughout this section, it is assumed that the PMIPv6 mobility domain is part of a single PIM-SM multicast routing
domain with PIM-SM routing functions present at all MAGs and all LMAs. The PIM routing instance at a MAG SHALL then serve as the Designated Router (DR) for all directly attached Mobile Nodes. For expediting handover operations, it is advisable to position PIM Rendezvous Points (RPs) in the core of the PMIPv6 network domain. However, regular IP routing tables need not be present in a PMIPv6 deployment, and additional effort is required to establish reverse path forwarding rules as required by PIM-SM.

4.3.1. Routing Information Base for PIM-SM

In this scenario, PIM-SM will rely on a Multicast Routing Information Base (MRIB) that is generated independently of the policy-based routing rules of PMIPv6. The granularity of mobility-related routing locators required in PIM depends on the complexity (phases) of its deployment.

The following information is needed for all phases of PIM.

- All routes to networks and nodes (including RPs) that are not mobile members of the PMIPv6 domain MUST be defined consistently among PIM routers and remain unaffected by node mobility. The setup of these general routes is expected to follow the topology of the operator network and is beyond the scope of this document.

The following route entries are required at a PIM-operating MAG when phases two or three of PIM, or PIM-SSM are in operation.

- All MNs that are directly attached to the MAG generate local routes to their Home Network Prefixes (HNPs) at the corresponding point-to-point attachments that MUST be included into the local MRIB.

- All routes to MNs that are attached to distant MAGs of the PMIPv6 domain point towards their corresponding LMAs. These routes MUST be made available in the MRIB of all PIM routers (except for the local MAG of attachment), but MAY be eventually expressed by an appropriate default entry.

4.3.2. Operations of PIM in Phase One

A new mobile source S will transmit multicast data of group G towards its MAG of attachment. Acting as a PIM DR, the access gateway will unicast-encapsulate the multicast packets and forward the data to the Virtual Interface (VI) with encapsulation target RP(G), a process known as PIM source registering. The RP will decapsulate and natively forward the packets down the RP-based distribution tree towards (mobile and stationary) subscribers.
On handover, the point-to-point link connecting the mobile source to the old MAG will go down and all (S,*) flows terminate. In response, the previous DR (MAG) deactivates the data encapsulation channels for the transient source (e.g., all DownstreamJPState(S,*,VI) are set to NoInfo state). After reattaching and completing unicast handover negotiations, the mobile source can continue to transmit multicast packets, while being treated as a new source at its new DR (MAG). Source register encapsulation will be immediately initiated, and (S,G) data continue to flow natively down the (*,G) RP-based tree.

Source handover management in PIM phase one admits low complexity and remains transparent to receivers. In addition, the source register tunnel management of PIM is a fast protocol operation and little overhead can be expected thereof. In a PMIPv6 deployment, PIM RPs MAY be configured to not initiated (S,G) shortest path trees for mobile sources, and thus remain in phase one of the protocol. The price to pay for such simplified deployment lies in possible routing detours by an overall RP-based packet distribution even in those cases, where mobile senders and receivers are attached to the same access router.

4.3.3. Operations of PIM in Phase Two

After receiving source register packets, a PIM RP eventually will initiated a source-specific Join for creating a shortest path tree to the (mobile) source S, and issue a source register stop at the native arrival of data from S. For initiating an (S,G) tree, the RP, as well as all intermediate routers, require route entries for MN’s HNP that - unless the RP coincides with the MAG of S - point towards the corresponding LMA of S. Consequently, the (S,G) tree will proceed from the RP via the (stable) LMA, the LMA-MAG tunnel to the mobile source. This tree can be of lesser routing efficiency than the PIM source register tunnel established in phase one, but provides the advantage of immediate data delivery to receivers that share a MAG with S.

On handover, the mobile source reattaches to a new MAG (DR), and PMIPv6 unicast management will transfer the LMA-MAG tunnel to the new point of attachment. However, in the absence of a corresponding multicast forwarding state, the new DR will treat S as a new source and initiate a source registering of PIM phase one. In consequence, the PIM transition from phase one to two will be iterated per handover, leading to an enhanced signaling load and repeated delay variations.
4.3.4. Operations of PIM in Phase Three

In response to an exceeded threshold of packet transmission, DRs of receivers eventually will initiate a source-specific Join for creating a shortest path tree to the (mobile) source S, thereby transitioning PIM into the final short-cut phase three. For all receivers not sharing a MAG with S, this (S,G) tree will proceed from the receiving DR via the (stable) LMA, the LMA-MAG tunnel to the mobile source. This tree is of higher routing efficiency than established in the previous phase two, but need not outperform the PIM source register tunnel established in phase one. It provides the advantage of immediate data delivery to receivers that share a MAG with S.

On handover, the mobile source reattaches to a new MAG (DR), and PMIPv6 unicast management will transfer the LMA-MAG tunnel to the new point of attachment. However, in the absence of a corresponding multicast forwarding state, the new DR will treat S as a new source and initiate a source registering of PIM phase one. In consequence, the PIM transition from phase one to two and three will be iterated per handover, leading to an enhanced signaling load and repeated delay variations.

4.3.5. PIM-SSM Considerations

Source-specific Joins of receivers will guide PIM to operate in SSM mode and lead to an immediate establishment of source-specific shortest path trees. Such (S,G) trees will equal the distribution system of PIM’s final phase three (see Section 4.3.4). However, on handover and in the absence of RP-based data distribution, SSM data delivery cannot be resumed via source registering as in PIM phase one. Consequently, data packets transmitted after a handover will be discarded at the MAG until regular tree maintenance has re-established the (S,G) forwarding state at the new MAG.

4.3.6. Handover Optimizations for PIM

Source-specific shortest path trees are constructed in PIM-SM (phase two and three), and in PIM-SSM that follow LMA-MAG tunnels towards a source. As PIM remains unaware of source mobility management, these trees invalidate under handovers with each tunnel re-establishment at a new MAG. Regular tree maintenance of PIM will recover the states, but remains unsynchronized and too slow to seamlessly preserve PIM data dissemination.

A method to quickly recover PIM (S,G) trees under handover SHOULD synchronize multicast state maintenance with unicast handover operations and MAY proceed as follows. On handover, an LMA reads all
(S,G) Join states from its corresponding tunnel interface and identifies those source addresses S_i that match moving HNPs. After re-establishing the new tunnel, it SHOULD associate the (S_i,*') Join states with the new tunnel endpoint and immediately trigger a state maintenance (PIM Join) message. In proceeding this way, the source-specific PIM states are transferred to the new tunnel endpoint and propagated to the new MAG in synchrony with unicast handover procedures.

4.4. BIDIR-PIM

BIDIR-PIM MAY be deployed in the access network for providing multicast services in parallel to unicast routes. Throughout this section, it is assumed that the PMIPv6 mobility domain is part of a single BIDIR-PIM multicast routing domain with BIDIR-PIM routing functions present at all MAGs and all LMAs. The PIM routing instance at a MAG SHALL then serve as the Designated Forwarder (DF) for all directly attached Mobile Nodes. For expediting handover operations, it is advisable to position BIDIR-PIM Rendezvous Point Addresses (RPAs) in the core of the PMIPv6 network domain. As regular IP routing tables need not be present in a PMIPv6 deployment, reverse path forwarding rules as required by BIDIR-PIM need to be established.

4.4.1. Routing Information Base for BIDIR-PIM

In this scenario, BIDIR-PIM will rely on a Multicast Routing Information Base (MRIB) that is generated independently of the policy-based routing rules of PMIPv6. The following information is needed.

- All routes to networks and nodes (including RPAs) that are not mobile members of the PMIPv6 domain MUST be defined consistently among BIDIR-PIM routers and remain unaffected by node mobility. The setup of these general routes is expected to follow the topology of the operator network and is beyond the scope of this document.

4.4.2. Operations of BIDIR-PIM

BIDIR-PIM will establish spanning trees across its network domain in conformance to its preconfigured RPAs and the routing information provided. Multicast data transmitted by a mobile source will immediately be forwarded by its DF (MAG) onto the spanning group tree without further protocol operations.

On handover, the mobile source re-attaches to a new MAG (DF), which completes unicast network configurations. Thereafter, the source can
immediately proceed with multicast packet transmission onto the pre-established distribution tree. BIDIR-PIM does neither require protocol signaling nor additional reconfiguration delays to adapt to source mobility and can be considered the protocol of choice for mobile multicast operations in the access. As multicast streams always flow up to the Rendezvous Point Link, some care should be taken to configure RFAs compliant with network capacities.

5. Extended MLD Proxy Functions for Optimized Source Mobility in PMIPv6

A deployment of MLD Proxies (see [RFC4605]) at MAGs has proven a useful and appropriate approach to multicast in PMIPv6, see [RFC6224], [I-D.ietf-multimob-pmipv6-ropt]. However, unmodified standard solutions go along with significant performance degradation for mobile senders as discussed along the lines of this document. To overcome these deficits, optimizing approaches to multicast source mobility are introduced in this section. In particular, uplink capabilities of MLD proxies are extended to allow for rapid, optimized multicast traffic flows from mobile sources.

Solutions that extend MLD Proxies by additional uplinking functions need to comply to the following requirements.

Prevention of Routing Loops In the absence of a full-featured routing logic at an MLD Proxy, simple and locally decidable rules need to prevent source traffic from traversing the network in loops as potentially enabled by multiple uplinks.

Unique coverage of receivers Listener functions at Proxies require simple, locally decidable rules to initiate a unique delivery of multicast packets for all receivers.

Following different techniques, these requirements are met in the following solutions.

5.1. Multiple Upstream Interface Proxy

In this section, we define upstream extensions for an MLD proxy. Multiple proxy instances deployed at a single MAG (see Section 3) can be avoided by adding multiple upstream interfaces to a single MLD Proxy. In a typical PMIPv6 deployment, each upstream of a single Proxy instance can interconnect one of the LMAs. With such ambiguous upstream options, appropriate forwarding rules MUST be supplied to

- unambiguously guide traffic forwarding from directly attached mobile sources, and
lead listener reports to initiating unique traffic subscriptions.

This can be achieved by a complete set of source- and group-specific filter rules (e.g., (S,*), (*,G)) installed at proxy interfaces. These filters MAY be derived in parts from PMIPv6 routing policies, and can include a default behavior (e.g., (*,*)).

TODO details

5.1.1. Operations for Local Multicast Sources

Packets from a locally attached multicast source will be forwarded to all downstream interfaces with appropriate subscriptions, as well as up the interface with the matching source-specific filter.

TODO details

5.1.2. Operations for Local Multicast Subscribers

Multicast listener reports are group-wise aggregated by the MLD proxy. The aggregated report is issued to the upstream interface with matching group-specific filter.

TODO details

5.2. Peering Function for MLD Proxies

In this section, we define a peering interface for MLD proxies that allows for a direct data exchange of locally attached multicast sources. Such peering interfaces can be configured - as a direct link or a bidirectional tunnel - between any two proxy instances (locally deployed as in [RFC6224] or remotely) and remains a silent virtual link in regular proxy operations. Data on such link is exchanged only in cases, where one peering proxy connects to a source of multicast traffic, which the other peering proxy actively subscribes to. Operations are defined for ASM and SSM, but provide superior performance in SSM mode.

5.2.1. Operations at the Multicast Sender

An MLD Proxy with peering interfaces will install and maintain source filters at its peering links that will restrict data transmission to those packets that originate from a locally attached source. In this way, a multihop forwarding on peering links is prevented. Multicast packets that arrive from the upstream interface of the Proxy are thus be forwarded only to regular downstream interfaces with appropriate subscription states.
Multicast traffic arriving from a locally attached source will be forwarded to the regular upstream interface and all downstreams with appropriate subscription states (i.e., regular Proxy operations). In addition, local multicast packets are transferred to those peering interfaces with appropriate subscription states. As seen from the sender side, peering interfaces act as restricted downstream interfaces.

5.2.2. Operations at the Multicast Listener

From the listener side, peering interfaces appear as preferred upstream links. Thus an MLD Proxy with peering interconnects will provide several interfaces for pulling remote traffic: the regular upstream and the peerings. Traffic arriving from any of the peering links will normally also be available from the upstream. To prevent duplicate traffic from arriving at the listener side, the Proxy

- MAY delay aggregated reports to the upstream, and
- MUST apply appropriate filters to exclude duplicate streams.

In detail, it first issues listener reports (in parallel) to its peering links, which are only one (virtual) hop apart. Whenever the expected traffic (e.g., SSM channels) does not completely arrive from the peerings after a waiting time (default: 10 ms), additional (complementary, in the case of SSM) reports are sent to the standard upstream interface.

After the arrival of traffic from peering links, an MLD proxy MUST install source filters at the upstream in the following way.

ASM In the presence of Any Source Multicast (IGMPv2/MLDv1), only, the Proxy cannot signal source filtering to its upstream. Correspondingly, it applies \((S,*)\) ingress filters at its upstream interface. It is noteworthy that unwanted traffic is still replicated to the proxy via the access network.

SSM In the presence of source-specific signaling (IGMPv3/MLDv2), the upstream interface is set to \((S,\ast)\) exclude mode for all sources \(S\) seen in traffic of the peering links. The corresponding source-specific signaling will prevent duplicate traffic forwarding throughout the access network.

In proceeding this way, multicast group data arrive from peering interfaces first, while only peer-wise unavailable traffic is retrieved from the regular upstream interface.
6. IANA Considerations

TODO.

Note to RFC Editor: this section may be removed on publication as an RFC.

7. Security Considerations

TODO

Consequently, no new threats are introduced by this document in addition to those identified as security concerns of [RFC3810], [RFC4605], [RFC5213], and [RFC5844].

However, particular attention should be paid to implications of combining multicast and mobility management at network entities. As this specification allows mobile nodes to initiate the creation of multicast forwarding states at MAGs and LMAs while changing attachments, threats of resource exhaustion at PMIP routers and access networks arrive from rapid state changes, as well as from high volume data streams routed into access networks of limited capacities. In addition to proper authorization checks of MNs, rate controls at replicators MAY be required to protect the agents and the downstream networks. In particular, MLD proxy implementations at MAGs SHOULD carefully procure for automatic multicast state extinction on the departure of MNs, as mobile multicast listeners in the PMIPv6 domain will not actively terminate group membership prior to departure.
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1. Introduction

With the wide deployment of various wireless access techniques and the tendency to support video applications on wireless networks, wireless and mobile multicast come to attract more and more interests from content and service providers, but still face great challenges when considering dynamic group membership management under constant update of delivery path introduced by node movement, and high probability of loss and congestion due to limited reliability and capacity of wireless links.

Multicast network is generally constructed by IGMP and MLD group management protocol (respectively for IPv4 and IPv6 networks) to track valid receivers and by multicast routing protocol to build multicast delivery paths. This document focuses only on IGMP and MLD, which are used by a host to subscribe a multicast group and are most possibly to be exposed to wireless link to support terminal mobility. As IGMP and MLD were designed for fixed users using wired link, they do not necessarily work well for different wireless link types and mobile scenarios, thus should be considered to be enhanced to be more applicable in these environments.

This memo proposes a variety of optimizations for IGMP and MLD in wireless and mobile networks to improve network performance, with minimum changes on the protocol behavior and without introducing interoperability issues. These solutions can also be applied in wired network when efficiency or reliability is required.

For generality, this memo does not put limitations on the type of wireless techniques running below IGMP or MLD. They could be cellular, WiMAX, WiFi and etc, and are modeled as different abstract link models as described in section 2.2. Even though some of them (such as WiFi) have multicast limitations, it is probable that IGMP/MLD is enabled on the wireless terminal and multicast is supported across the network. The mobile IP protocol adopted on the core side, upstream from the access router, could be PMIP, MIPv4, or MIPv6.

2. Requirements

2.1. Characteristics of Wireless and Mobile Multicast

Several limitations should be considered when supporting IP multicast in wireless and mobile networks, including:

- Limited link bandwidth: wireless link usually has limited bandwidth, and the situation will be made even worse if high volume video multicast data has to be carried. Also the bandwidth available...
in the upstream and downstream directions may be asymmetrical.

- High loss rate: wireless link usually has packet loss ranging from 1% to 30% according to different link types and conditions. Also, when packets have to travel between home and access networks (e.g., through tunnel), they are prone to loss if the two networks are distant from each other.

- Frequent membership change: in fixed multicast, membership change only happens when a user leaves or joins a group, while in mobile scenario membership may also change when a user changes its location.

- Prone to performance degradation: the possible increased interaction of protocols across layers for mobility management, and the limitation of link capacity, may lead to network performance degradation and even to complete connection loss.

- Increased Leave Latency: the leave latency in mobile multicast might be increased due to user movement, especially if the traffic has to be transmitted between access and home networks, or if there is a handshake between networks.

2.2. Wireless Link Model

Wireless links can be categorized by their different transmission modes into three typical models: point-to-point (PTP), point-to-multipoint (PTMP), and broadcast link models.

In PTP model, one link is dedicated for two communication facilities. For multicast transmission, each PTP link normally has only one receiver and the bandwidth is dedicated for that receiver. Such link model may be implemented by running PPP on the link or having separate VLAN assignment for each receiver. In mobile network, tunnel between entities of home and foreign networks should be recognized as a PTP link.

PTMP is the model for multipoint transmission wherein there is one centralized transmitter and multiple distributed receivers. PTMP provides common downlink channels for all receivers and dedicated uplink channel for each receiver. Bandwidth downstream is shared by all receivers on the same link.

Broadcast link can connect two or more nodes and supports broadcast transmission. It is quite similar to fixed Ethernet link model and its link resource is shared in both uplink and downlink directions.
2.3. Requirements on IGMP and MLD

IGMP and MLD are usually run between mobile or wireless terminals and their first-hop access routers (i.e. home or foreign routers) to subscribe an IP multicast channel. Currently the version in-use includes IGMPv2 [RFC2236] and its IPv6 counterpart MLDv1 [RFC2710], IGMPv3 [RFC3376] and its IPv6 counterpart MLDv2 [RFC3810], and LW-IGMPv3/MLDv2 [RFC5790]. All these versions have basic group management capability required by a multicast subscription. The differences lie in that IGMPv2 and MLDv1 can only join and leave a non-source-specific group, while IGMPv3 and MLDv2 can select including and excluding specific sources for their join and leave operation, and LW-IGMPv3/MLDv2 simplifies IGMPv3/MLDv2 procedures by discarding excluding-source function. Among these versions, (LW-)IGMPv3/MLDv2 has the capability of explicitly tracking each host member.

From the illustration given in section 2.1 and 2.2, it is desirable for IGMP and MLD to have the following characteristics when used in wireless and mobile networks:

- Adaptive to link conditions: wireless network has various link types, each with different bandwidth and performance features. IGMP or MLD should be able to be adaptive to different link model and link conditions to optimize its protocol operation.

- Minimal group join/leave latency: because mobility and handover may cause a user to join and leave a multicast group frequently, fast join and leave by the user helps to accelerate service activation and to release unnecessary resources quickly to optimize resource utilization.

- Robust to packet loss: the unreliable packet transmission due to unstable wireless link conditions and limited bandwidth, or long distance transmission in mobile network put more strict robustness requirement on delivery of IGMP and MLD protocol messages.

- Reducing packet exchange: wireless link resources are usually more limited, precious, and congested compared to their wired counterpart. This requires packet exchange be minimized without degrading protocol performance.

- Packet burst avoidance: large number of packets generated in a short time interval may have the tendency to deteriorate wireless network conditions. IGMP and MLD should be optimized to reduce the probability of packet burst.
3. IGMP/MLD Optimization for Wireless and Mobile Networks

This section introduces several optimization methods for IGMP and MLD in wireless or mobile environment. The aim is to meet the requirements described in section 2.3. It should be noted that because an enhancement in one direction might result in weakening effect in another, balances should be taken cautiously to realize overall performance elevation.

3.1. Switching Between Unicast and Multicast Queries

IGMP/MLD protocol uses multicast Queries whose destinations are multicast addresses and also allows use of unicast Query with unicast destination to be sent only to one host. Unicast Query has the advantage of not affecting other hosts on the same link, and is desirable for wireless communication because a mobile terminal often has limited battery power [RFC6636]. But if the number of valid receivers is large, using unicast Query for each receiver is inefficient because large number of Unicast Queries have to be generated, in which situation normal multicast Query will be a good choice because only one General Query is needed. If the number of receivers to be queried is small, unicast Query is advantageous over the multicast one.

More flexibly, the router can choose to switch between unicast and multicast Queries according to the practical network conditions. For example, if the receiver number is small, the router could send unicast Queries respectively to each receiver, without arousing other non-member terminal which is in dormant state. When the receiver number reaches a predefined level, the router could change to use multicast Queries. To have the knowledge of the number of the valid receivers, a router is required to enable explicit tracking, and because Group-Specific Query and Group-and-Source-Specific Query are usually not used under explicit tracking [RFC6636], the switching operation mostly applies to General Queries.

3.2. General Query Supplemented with Unicast Query

Unicast Query also can be used in assistance to General Query to improve the robustness of solicited reports when General Query fails to collect all of its valid members. It requires the explicit tracking to be enabled and can be used when a router after sending a periodical General Query collects successfully most of the valid members’ responses while losing some of which are still valid in its database. This may be because these reports are not generated or generated but lost for some unknown reasons. The router could choose to unicast a Query respectively to each non-respondent valid receiver to check whether they are still alive for the multicast reception,
without affecting the majority of receivers that have already responded. Unicast Queries under this condition could be sent at the end of the [Maximum Response Delay] after posting a General Query, and be retransmitted for [Last Member Query Count] times, at an interval of [Last Member Query Interval].

3.3. Retransmission of Queries

In IGMP and MLD, apart from the continuously periodical transmission, General Query is also transmitted during a router’s startup. It is transmitted for [Startup Query Count] times by [Startup Query Interval]. There are some other cases where retransmission of General Query is beneficial which are not covered by current IGMP and MLD protocols as shown as following.

For example, a router which keeps track of all its active receivers, if after sending a General Query, fails to get any response from the receivers which are still valid in its membership database. This may be because all the responses of the receivers happen to be lost, or the sent Query does not arrive at the other side of the link to the receivers. The router could compensate this situation by retransmitting the General Query to solicit its active members. The retransmission can also be applied to Group-Specific or Group-and-Source-Specific Query on a router without explicit tracking capability, when these Specific Queries cannot collect valid response, to prevent missing valid members caused by lost Queries and Reports.

The above compensating Queries could be sent [Last Member Query Count] times, at the interval of [Last Member Query Interval], if the router cannot get any feedback from the receivers.

3.4. General Query Suppression

In IGMP and MLD, General Query is sent periodically and continuously without any limitation. It helps soliciting the state of current valid member but has to be processed by all hosts on the link, whether they are valid multicast receivers or not. When there is no receiver, the transmission of the General Query is a waste of resources for both the host and the router.

An IGMP/MLD router could suppress its transmission of General Query if it knows there is no valid multicast receiver on an interface, e.g. in the following cases:

0 When the last member reports its leave for a group. This could be judged by an explicit tracking router checking its membership database, or by a non-explicit-tracking router getting no response.
after sending Group-Specific or Group-and-Source-Specific Query.

O When the only member on a PTP link reports its leaving

O When a router after retransmitting General Queries on startup fails to get any response

O When a router previously has valid members but fails to get any response after several rounds of General Queries.

In these cases the router could make the decision that no member is on the interface and totally stop its transmission of periodical General Queries. If afterwards there is any valid member joins a group, the router could resume the original cycle of general Querying. Because General Query has influences on all hosts on a link, suppressing it when it is not needed is beneficial for both the link efficiency and terminal power saving.

3.5. Tuning Response Delay According to Link Type and Status

IGMP and MLD use delayed response to spread unsolicited Reports from different hosts to reduce possibility of packet burst. This is implemented by a host responding to a Query in a specific time randomly chosen between 0 and [Maximum Response Delay], the latter of which is determined by the router and is carried in Query messages to inform the hosts for calculation of the response delay. A larger value will lessen the burst better but will increase leave latency (the time taken to cease the traffic flowing after the last member requests the escaping of a channel).

In order to avoid message burst and reduce leave latency, the Response Delay may be dynamically calculated based on the expected number of responders, and link type and status, as shown in the following:

O If the expected number of reporters is large and link condition is bad, longer Maximum Response Delay is recommended; if the expected number of reporters is small and the link condition is good, smaller Maximum response Delay should be set.

O If the link type is PTP, the Maximum Response Delay can be chosen smaller, whereas if the link is PTMP or broadcast medium, the Maximum Response Delay can be configured larger.

The Maximum Response Delay could be configured by the administrator as mentioned above, or be calculated automatically by a software tool implemented according to experiential model for different link modes. The measures to determine the instant value of Maximum Response Delay...
3.6. Triggering Reports and Queries Quickly During Handover

When a mobile terminal is moving from one network to another, if it is receiving multicast content, its new access network should try to deliver the content to the receiver without disruption or performance deterioration. In order to implement smooth handover between networks, the terminal’s membership should be acquired as quickly as possible by the new access network.

An access router could trigger a Query to a terminal as soon as it detects the terminal’s attaching on its link. This could be a General Query if the number of the entering terminals is not small (e.g., when they are simultaneously in a moving train). Or this Query could also be a unicast Query for this incoming terminal to prevent unnecessary action of other terminals in the switching area.

For the terminal, it could send a report immediately if it is currently in the multicast reception state, when it begins to connect the new network. This helps establishing more quickly the membership state and enable faster multicast stream injection, because with the active report the router does not need to wait for the query period to acquire the terminal’s newest state.

4. Applicability and Interoperability Considerations

Among the optimizations listed above, ‘Switching between unicast and multicast Queries’ (3.1) and ‘General Query Supplemented with Unicast Query’ (3.2) require a router to know beforehand the valid members connected through an interface, thus require explicit tracking capability. An IGMP/MLD implementation could choose any combination of the methods listed from 3.1 to 3.6 to optimize multicast communication on a specific wireless or mobile network.

For example, an explicit-tracking IGMPv3 router, can switch to unicast General Queries if the number of members on a link is small (3.1), can trigger unicast Query to a previously valid receiver if failing to get expected responses from it (3.2), can retransmit a General Query if after the previous one cannot collect reports from all valid members (3.3), and can stop sending a General Query when the last member leaves the group (3.4), and etc.

For interoperability, it is required if multiple multicast routers are connected to the same network for redundancy, each router are configured with the same optimization policy to synchronize the membership states among the routers.
5. IANA Considerations

This document makes no request of IANA.

Note to RFC Editor: this section may be removed on publication as an RFC.

6. Security Considerations

Since the methods only involve the tuning of protocol behavior by e.g. retransmission, changing delay parameter, or other compensating operations, they do not introduce additional security weaknesses. The security considerations described in [RFC2236], [RFC3376], [RFC2710] and [RFC3810] can be reused. And to achieve some security level in insecure wireless network, it is possible to take stronger security procedures during IGMP/MLD message exchange, which are out of the scope of this memo.
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Abstract

To support IP multicasting in PMIPv6 domain, MULTIMOB WG has issued several proposals including the base solution, dedicated schemes and direct routing which requires all communications to go through the local mobility anchor (LMA), the dedicated server and the native multicasting infrastructure, respectively. As this can be suboptimal, localized routing (LR) allows multicast source attached to the same or different mobile access gateways (MAG) with mobile node to send multicast data by using localized forwarding or a direct tunnel between the gateways without any dedicated devices or dependence of the native multicasting infrastructure. This document describes multicast routes optimization mechanisms for localized routing. The MAG and the LMA are the mobility entities defined in the PMIPv6 protocol and act as PIM-SM routers.
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1. Introduction

Proxy Mobile IPv6 (PMIPv6) [RFC5213] enables network-based mobility for IPv6 mobile nodes (MNs) that do not implement any mobility protocols. The Local Mobility Anchor (LMA) is the topological anchor point to manages the mobile node’s binding state. The Mobile Access Gateway (MAG) is an access router or gateway that manages the mobility-related signaling for an MN. An MN is attached to the Proxy Mobile IPv6 Domain (PMIPv6-Domain) that includes LMA and MAG(s), and is able to receive data coming from outside of the PMIPv6-Domain through LMA and MAG.

Network-based mobility support for unicast is addressed in [RFC5213], while multicast support in PMIPv6 is not discussed in it. Since LMA and MAG set up a bi-directional IPv6-in-IPv6 tunnel for each mobile node and forwards all mobile node's traffic according to [RFC5213], it highly wastes network resources when a large number of mobile nodes join/subscribe the same multicast sessions/channels, because independent data copies of the same multicast packet are delivered to the subscriber nodes in a unicast manner through MAG.

In order to deploy the multicast service in the PMIPv6 network, many schemes have been proposed:

The base solution described in [RFC6224] provides options for deploying multicast listener functions in PMIPv6-Domains without modifying mobility and multicast protocol standards. However, in this specification, MAG MUST act as an MLD proxy [RFC4605] and hence MUST dedicate a tunnel link between LMA and MAG to an upstream interface for all multicast traffic. It requires all the LMA to forward multicast packets to MAG via PMIPv6 tunnel which can be suboptimal.

[draft-zuniga-multimob-pmipv6-ropt-01] uses a multicast tree mobility anchor (MTMA) as the topological anchor point for multicast traffic, as well as a direct routing option where the MAG can provide access to multicast content in the local network. All the multicast traffic has to go through the MAG-MTMA tunnel which results in suboptimal multicast routing path like the base solution. And the direct routing solution needs native multicasting infrastructure as a requirement.

[draft-asaeda-multimob-pmip6-extension-07] describes PMIPv6 extensions to support IP multicast communication for mobile nodes in PMIPv6-Domain. If the LMA is the upstream router for the channel(s) for the MAG, the MAG encapsulates PIM Join/Prune messages using the LMA-MAG bi-directional tunnel. The multicast data has to always go through the LMA-MAG bi-directional tunnel. It does solve the tunnel convergence problem and source mobility, but when multicast source is
a mobile node in the same PMIPv6 domain, using the proposed scheme mentioned above, the routing path through a multicast anchor (LMA) tends to be longer, which results in non-optimal multicast routes and performance degradation. Figure 1 shows the Architecture of Multicast Deployment with listener and source in the same PMIPv6 domain. LMA will receive all multicast traffic originating from its associated MN-S through LMA-MAG2 bi-directional tunnel, and then forward to multicast listener MN through LMA-MAG1 bi-directional tunnel, causing non-optimal multicast routes.

In this document, we discuss how to establish optimized multicast routes for the deployment scenario provided by Figure 1. The proposed protocol assumes that both LMA and MAG enable the Protocol-Independent Multicast - Sparse Mode (PIM-SM) multicast routing protocol [RFC4601], and further MAG MUST operate as an "SSM-aware" router [RFC4604]. The proposed protocol supports seamless handover. It can cooperate with local routing and direct routing to deliver IP multicast packets for mobile nodes and source mobility. In this document, because multicast localized routing is mainly focused on, the detail specification of source mobility and is not described.
2. Terminology

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [RFC2119].

The following terms used in this document are to be interpreted as defined in [RFC5213]; Home Address (HoA), Mobile Access Gateway (MAG), Local Mobility Anchor (LMA), Mobile Node (MN), Proxy Mobile IPv6 Domain (PMIPv6-Domain), LMA Address (LMAA), Proxy Care-of Address (Proxy-CoA), Proxy Binding Update (PBU), and Proxy Binding Acknowledgement (PBA).

Terms DR (Designated Router), MRIB (Multicast Routing Information Base), RPF (Reverse Path Forwarding), RPF Neighbor, SPT (shortest-path tree), PIM Join, Pim Prune, iif (incoming interface), oiflist (outgoing interface list), Source-Specific Multicast (SSM) are to be interpreted as defined in [RFC4601].

3. Overview

In the SSM case, the multicast receivers actively send the (HoA,G) subscribe message, for the LMA is just the topological anchor point of the source’s Home Address (HoA) in the PMIPv6 network.
As shown in Figure 2, MN (the multicast receivers) and MN-S (the multicast senders) are both mobile nodes in the same PMIPv6 domain, they both have binding cache entry in the LMA. MN sends (HoA,G) subscribe message (MLD Report messages) specifying sender and multicast addresses to the access link to establish the SPT, the MN has to operate as an "SSM-aware" host [RFC4604]. On receiving the (HoA,G) subscribe message from the MN, the attached MAG1 sends a PBU-F message to LMA to find the CoA (i.e., IP address of MAG2) of MN-S. On the reception of PBU-F, the LMA responds with a PBA-F message including the CoA of MN-S to MAG1, after lookup of its binding cache entry. After acquiring the CoA of MN-S, MAG1 establishes bi-directional tunnel with MAG2, and sends PIM Join message to MAG2 through this tunnel. MAG1 and MAG2 establish the related multicast state for MN. So the MAG-based SPT is established successfully and the subsequent multicast data flow will be transmitted through the MAG-based SPT which is represented by "=O" in Figure 2. Unicast data flow will be transmitted through base PMIPv6 tunnel which is represented by "||" in Figure 2.

The tunnel between MAG1 and MAG2 is used for multicast packets (including signaling and data flow) transmission only.
As described in [RFC4601], on receipt of data from S to G on interface iif (incoming interface of the packet), the DR will firstly check whether the source is directly connected and the iif is identical to the Reverse Path Forwarding (RPF) interface. As shown in Figure 2, MAG2 is the DR of MN-S, MAG1 is the DR of MN. After tunnel establishment between MAG1 and MAG2, MAG1 add the tunnel route to the MRIB, the RPF check will be successful.

This draft considers that every MN demanding multicast-only services is previously registered in a PMIPv6 unicast domain to get a unicast IP address.

4. Protocol Operation

4.1. Add Route to MRIB

In PIM-SM, the MRIB is used to decide where to send Join/Prune messages. On receiving the MLD Report message from MN, the MAG of MN has to choose a RPF Neighbor that the MRIB indicates should be used to forward packets to, and then send the Join/Prune message to the RPF Neighbor.

After tunnel establishment between MAG1 and MAG2, MAG1 add the tunnel route to the MRIB, so the RPF Neighbor of MAG1 is MAG2, MAG1 send PIM Join/Prune message through this tunnel.

Once the multicast subscription information is retrieved from the pMAG, the LMA encapsulates it in the PBA message by using the TLV option "Active Multicast Subscription", and forwards the PBA message to the nMAG. Then, the nMAG can subscribe the multicast flow on behalf of the MN, if there is no other MN receiving it already at the nMAG.

When the MAG is connected with other PIM-SM router not over LMA, there’s no problem. PIM-SM establishes multicast routing path using RPF algorithm through reflecting MAG’s RIB.

But when the MAG is connected with several LMAs including PIM-SM, MRIB SHOULD get information from PMIP routing table but "MAG's RIB doesn't reflect PMIP routing" (Thomas and Hitoshi agreed it).

4.2. Optimized Multicast Route Establishment

This document provides the multicast routes optimization scheme. The procedures are described as follows and illustrated in Figure 3;
Figure 3 Procedure of establishing multicast Route

1. MN sends (HoA,G) subscribe message (MLD Report messages) specifying sender and multicast addresses to the access link.

2. On receiving the (HoA,G) subscribe message from the MN, the attached MAG1 sends a PBU-F message to LMA to find the CoA (i.e., IP address of MAG2) of MN-S.

3. On the reception of PBU-F, the LMA responds with a PBA-F message including the CoA of MN-S to MAG1, after lookup of its binding cache entry.
4. After acquire the CoA of MN-S, MAG1 establish bi-directional tunnel with MAG2. Refer to [RFC5213] for the detailed tunnel negotiation mechanism.

5. After tunnel establishment, MAG1 add the tunnel route to the MRIB, so the RPF Neighbor of MAG1 is MAG2.

6. If there are multicast channels the MN has subscribed but MAG1 has not yet subscribed, MAG1 establishes multicast state for MN, and sets the iif of the multicast state as MAG1-MAG2 tunnel interface. If MAG1 already subscribed the channel, MAG1 updates the iif of the multicast state as MAG1-MAG2 tunnel interface.

7. MAG1 joins the corresponding multicast channels by sending the PIM Join message to the RPF Neighbor MAG2 through the MAG1-MAG2 tunnel.

8. On the reception of PIM Join message from MAG1, if MAG2 has not yet subscribed the multicast channel, MAG2 establishes multicast state for the channel, and adds the MAG2-MAG1 tunnel interface to the oiflist of the multicast state. If MAG2 already subscribed the channel, MAG2 updates the oiflist of the multicast state by adding the MAG2-MAG1 tunnel interface to the oiflist.

9. The subsequent multicast data flow will be transmitted through the optimized multicast route (MAG1-MAG2 bi-directional tunnel).

4.3. Optimized Multicast Route Deletion
With regard to MN-S, MN is the last multicast listener on MAG1

delete all the (S,G) state relating to MN-S on MAG1

PIM (S,G) prune

=============Bi-dir tunnel============>

update (S,G) state
update oiflist

Remove multicast Bi-dir tunnel

Figure 4: Procedure of deleting multicast Route

1. MN sends (HoA,G) leave message (MLD Report messages) specifying sender and multicast addresses to the access link.

2. On receiving the (HoA,G) leave message from the MN, if MAG1 figure that MN is the last multicast listener subscribed to the MN-S, MAG1 perform the following steps, otherwise, MAG1 simply delete the multicast state of MN as normal.

3. MAG1 delete all the multicast state related to MN-S.

4. MAG1 remove the tunnel route from the MRIB and leave the corresponding multicast channels by sending the PIM Prune message to the RPF Neighbor MAG2 through the MAG1-MAG2 tunnel.

5. On the reception of PIM Prune message from MAG1, MAG2 updates the oiflist of the multicast state by removing the MAG2-MAG1 tunnel interface from the oiflist.
6. Remove bi-directional tunnel between MAG1 and MAG2. Refer to [RFC5213] for the detailed tunnel negotiation mechanism.

5. Local Mobility Anchor Operation

On receiving a PBU-F message from MAG, the LMA must perform the following operations.

1. Check if the PBU-F message contains the F flag set to 1.
2. Find the CoA of MN-S by looking up the binding cache of LMA.
3. If the corresponding HoA-CoA entry is found in the binding cache, LMA will respond to MAG of MN with a PBA-F message containing a success indication. Otherwise, if not found, LMA will respond with the PBA-F containing a failure indication.

The responding PBA-F message from LMA to MAG of MN is constructed as follows.

1. Source address field in the IP header must be set to IP address of LMA
2. Destination address filed in the IP header must be set to IP address of the MAG of MN
3. The PBA message MUST include the CoA of MN-S.

6. Mobile Access Gateway Operation

The MAG MUST operate as an "SSM-aware" router. [RFC4604] provide the behavior of an "SSM-aware" router.

The PBU-F message from MAG to LMA MUST be constructed, as specified below.

1. Source address field in the IP header must contain the IP address of MAG.
2. Destination address filed in the IP header must contain the IP address of LMA.
3. The PBU-F message must include the HoA of MN-S.

On receiving a PBA-F message from LMA, MAG1 (MAG of MN) MUST perform the following operations.
1. Check if the PBA-F message contains the F flag set to 1.

2. MAG1 MUST establish a tunnel with MAG2 (MAG of MN-S) for multicast data delivery.

3. MAG1 MUST add route to Multicast Routing Information Base (MRIB) and send PIM Join/Prune messages through MAG1-MAG2 tunnel interface.

4. MAG1 MUST create/update multicast state for MN, the iif of the multicast state MUST be set to MAG1-MAG2 tunnel interface.

On receiving a PIM Join/Prune messages from MAG2-MAG1 tunnel interface, MAG2 MUST create/update multicast state for MN.

1. Add MAG2-MAG1 tunnel interface to the oiflist of the multicast state on receiving a PIM Join message from MAG2-MAG1 tunnel interface.

2. Delete MAG2-MAG1 tunnel interface from the oiflist of the multicast state on receiving a PIM Prune message from MAG2-MAG1 tunnel interface.

7. Mobile Node Operation

In this document, MN’s MAG acquire MN-S’s CoA from LMA according to MN-S’s HoA, so a mobile node sends MLD Report messages including source and multicast addresses when it subscribes a multicast channel.

The MN MUST operate as an "SSM-aware" host. [RFC4604] provide the behavior of an "SSM-aware" host.

8. Message Format Extension

8.1. Proxy Binding Update with Source Address Finding Extension
Figure 5 Proxy Binding Update with Source Address Finding Extension

A Binding Update message that is sent by MAG to LMA is referred to as the "Proxy Binding Source Address Finding" message. A new flag (F) is included in the Proxy Binding Update message with Source Address Finding extension (PBU-F). The rest of the Binding Update message format remains the same as defined in [RFC3775] and with the additional (R), (M), and (P) flags, as specified in [RFC3963], [RFC4140], and [RFC5213], respectively.

Source Address Finding Flag

A new flag (F) is included in the Binding Update message to indicate to LMA that the Binding Update message is a Source Address Finding message. In the normal PMIP operation, the flag must be set to 0.

The PBU-F message is transferred for finding the MN-S’s care-of address. The rest of the PBU message remains unchanged.

8.2. Proxy Binding Acknowledgement Message with Source Address Finding Extension
A "Proxy Binding Acknowledgement" message is sent from LMA to MAG in response to a Proxy Binding Update message. A new flag (F) is included in the Proxy Binding Acknowledgement message with Source Address Finding extension (PBA-F). The rest of the Binding Acknowledgement message format remains the same as defined in [RFC3775] and with the additional (R) flag, as specified in [RFC3963] and [RFC5213], respectively.

Source Address Finding Flag

A new flag (F) is included in the Binding Acknowledgement message to indicate to MAG that the Binding Acknowledgement message is a Source Address Finding message. In the normal PMIP operation, the flag must be set to 0.

When (F) flag is specified in PBA-F message, the mobility options field includes "MN-S’s care-of address"(Section 8.3).

8.3. Care-of Address Option
The Care-of Address field contains the care-of address of MN-S.

This option is valid only in PBA-F message. On the reception of
PBU-F, the LMA responds with a PBA-F message including the Care-of
Address Option.

9. Security Considerations

TBD

10. IANA Considerations

11. Normative References
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Abstract

To support IP multicasting in PMIPv6 domain, MULTIMOB WG has issued several proposals including the base solution, dedicated schemes and direct routing which requires all communications to go through the local mobility anchor (LMA), the dedicated server and the native multicasting infrastructure, respectively. As this can be suboptimal, this document describes multicast routes optimization mechanisms for multicast sender. Multicast sender attached to the same or different mobile access gateways (MAG) with multicast listener sends multicast data via the tunnel between the gateways without any dedicated devices or dependence of the native multicasting infrastructure. The MAG and the LMA are the mobility entities defined in the PMIPv6 protocol and act as PIM-SM routers.
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1. Introduction

Proxy Mobile IPv6 (PMIPv6) [RFC5213] enables network-based mobility for IPv6 mobile nodes (MNs) that do not implement any mobility protocols. The Local Mobility Anchor (LMA) is the topological anchor point to manages the mobile node’s binding state. The Mobile Access Gateway (MAG) is an access router or gateway that manages the mobility-related signaling for an MN. An MN is attached to the Proxy Mobile IPv6 Domain (PMIPv6-Domain) that includes LMA and MAG(s), and is able to receive data coming from outside of the PMIPv6-Domain through LMA and MAG.

Network-based mobility support for unicast is addressed in [RFC5213], while multicast support in PMIPv6 is not discussed in it. In order to deploy the multicast service in the PMIPv6 domain, many schemes have been proposed:

The base solution described in [RFC6224] provides options for deploying multicast listener functions in PMIPv6-Domains without modifying mobility and multicast protocol standards. However, in this specification, MAG MUST act as an MLD proxy [RFC4605] and hence MUST dedicate a tunnel link between LMA and MAG to an upstream interface for all multicast traffic. It requires all the LMA to forward multicast packets to MAG via PMIPv6 tunnel which can be suboptimal.

[draft-ietf-multimob-pmipv6-ropt-00] uses a multicast tree mobility anchor (MTMA) as the topological anchor point for multicast traffic, as well as a direct routing option where the MAG can provide access to multicast content in the local network. All the multicast traffic has to go through the MAG-MTMA tunnel which result in suboptimal multicast routing path like the base solution. And the direct routing solution needs native multicasting infrastructure as a requirement.

[draft-ietf-multimob-pmipv6-source-00] describes the support of multicast senders in Proxy Mobile IPv6 domains. MLD proxy functions are deployed at the MAG. Multicast traffic MUST be tunneled up to the LMA of the multicast sender, transferred to the LMA of the multicast listener and then tunneled downwards to the MAG of the multicast listener. The problem is especially manifested when multicast listener and sender attach to the same MAG but different LMAs, the traffic has to go up to one LMA, cross over to the other LMA, and then be tunneled back to the same MAG, causing non-optimal multicast routes and redundant flows at the MAG. In the direct routing scenario, multicast traffic MUST be tunneled up to the common multicast router (MR) and then tunneled downwards to the MAG. In both scenarios, multicast traffic has to always go through the LMA-MAG or
MR-MAG bi-directional tunnel which can be suboptimal.

This document describes multicast routes optimization mechanisms for multicast sender. Figure 1 shows the Architecture of Multicast Deployment with listener and sender in the same PMIPv6 domain.

The proposed protocol assumes that both LMA and MAG enable the Protocol-Independent Multicast - Sparse Mode (PIM-SM) multicast routing protocol [RFC4601], and further MAG MUST operate as an "SSM-aware" router [RFC4604]. The proposed protocol supports seamless handover. In this document, because routes optimization for multicast sender is mainly focused on, the detail specification of source mobility is not described.

2. Terminology

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [RFC2119].
The following terms used in this document are to be interpreted as defined in [RFC5213]; Home Address (HoA), Mobile Access Gateway (MAG), Local Mobility Anchor (LMA), Mobile Node (MN), Proxy Mobile IPv6 Domain (PMIPv6-Domain), LMA Address (LMAA), Proxy Care-of Address (Proxy-CoA), Proxy Binding Update (PBU), and Proxy Binding Acknowledgement (PBA).

Terms DR (Designated Router), MRIB (Multicast Routing Information Base), RPF (Reverse Path Forwarding), RPF Neighbor, SPT (shortest-path tree), PIM Join, Pim Prune, iif (incoming interface), oiflist (outgoing interface list), Source-Specific Multicast (SSM) are to be interpreted as defined in [RFC4601].

3. Overview

In the SSM scenario, the multicast Listeners actively send the (S,G) subscribe message, S is the multicast sender’s Home Address (HoA).

As shown in Figure 2, MN1 (the multicast Listener) and MN2 (the multicast sender) are both mobile nodes in the same PMIPv6 domain.
they both have binding cache entry in the LMA. MN1 sends (S,G) subscribe message (MLD Report messages) to the access link to establish the SPT, MN1 has to operate as an "SSM-aware" host [RFC4604]. On receiving the (S,G) subscribe message from MN1, the attached MAG1 sends a PBU-Q message to LMA to query the CoA (i.e., IP address of MAG2) of MN2. On the reception of PBU-Q, the LMA responds with a PBA-Q message including the CoA of MN2 to MAG1. After acquiring the CoA of MN2, MAG1 establishes bi-directional tunnel with MAG2, and sends PIM Join message to MAG2 through this tunnel, MAG1 and MAG2 establish the related multicast state. So the MAG-based SPT is established successfully and the subsequent multicast data flow will be transmitted through the MAG-based SPT which is represented by "—O" in Figure 2. Unicast data flow will be transmitted through base PMIPv6 tunnel which is represented by "||" in Figure 2.

The tunnel between MAG1 and MAG2 is used for multicast packets (including signaling and data flow) transmission only.

As described in [RFC4601], on receipt of data from S to G on interface iif (incoming interface of the packet), the DR will firstly check whether the source is directly connected and the iif is identical to the Reverse Path Forwarding (RPF) interface. As shown in Figure 2, MAG2 is the DR of MN2, MAG1 is the DR of MN1. After tunnel establishment between MAG1 and MAG2, MAG1 add the tunnel route to the MRIB, the RPF check will be successful.

This draft assumes that every MN supporting multicast service is previously registered in the PMIPv6 unicast domain to get a unicast IP address (HoA).

4. Protocol Operation

4.1. Add Route to MRIB

In PIM-SM, the MRIB is used to decide where to send Join/Prune messages. on receiving the MLD Report message from MN, the MAG of MN has to choose a RPF Neighbor that the MRIB indicates should be used to forward packets to, and then send the Join/Prune message to the RPF Neighbor.

After tunnel establishment between MAG1 and MAG2, MAG1 add the tunnel route to the MRIB, so that the RPF Neighbor of MAG1 is MAG2, MAG1 send PIM Join/Prune message through this tunnel.
4.2. Optimized Multicast Route Establishment

This section provides the multicast routes optimization procedure. The procedures are described as follows and illustrated in Figure 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MN1</th>
<th>MAG1</th>
<th>LMA</th>
<th>MN2</th>
<th>MAG2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. --MLD Report--</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S,G) join</td>
<td>2.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-----PBU-Q-----</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;-----PBA-Q------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acquire CoA of MN2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;===================================================&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Establish multicast Bi-dir tunnel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Add route to MRIB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Update (S,G) state</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Set iif</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PIM (S,G) join</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>==============Bi-dir tunnel============&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Update (S,G) state</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Set oiflist</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Multicast data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;--------&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Multicast data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;=============Bi-dir tunnel=============&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3 Procedure of establishing multicast Route

1. MN1 sends (S,G) subscribe message to the access link, S is the HoA of MN2.

2. On receiving the (S,G) subscribe message from MN1, the attached MAG1 sends a PBU-Q message to LMA to query the CoA (i.e., IP address...
of MAG2) of MN2.

3. On the reception of PBU-Q, the LMA responds with a PBA-Q message including the CoA of MN2.

4. After acquiring the CoA of MN2, MAG1 establishes a bi-directional tunnel with MAG2. Refer to [RFC5213] for the detailed tunnel negotiation mechanism.

5. After tunnel establishment, MAG1 adds the tunnel route to the MRIB, so that the RPF Neighbor of MAG1 is MAG2.

6. If there are multicast channels the MN1 has subscribed but MAG1 has not yet subscribed, MAG1 establishes multicast state for the channel, and sets the iif of the multicast state as MAG1-MAG2 tunnel interface. If MAG1 already subscribed the channel, MAG1 updates the iif of the multicast state as MAG1-MAG2 tunnel interface.

7. MAG1 joins the corresponding multicast channels by sending the PIM Join message to the RPF Neighbor MAG2 through the MAG1-MAG2 tunnel.

8. On the reception of PIM Join message from MAG1, If MAG2 has not yet subscribed the multicast channel, MAG2 establishes multicast state for the channel, and adds the MAG2-MAG1 tunnel interface to the oiflist of the multicast state. If MAG2 already subscribed the channel, MAG2 updates the oiflist of the multicast state by adding the MAG2-MAG1 tunnel interface to the oiflist.

9. The subsequent multicast data flow will be transmitted through the optimized multicast route (MAG1-MAG2 bi-directional tunnel).

4.3. Multicast Route Deletion
Figure 4 Procedure of deleting multicast Route

1. MN1 sends (S,G) leave message (MLD Report messages) to the access link, S is the HoA of MN2.

2. On receiving the (S,G) leave message from the MN1, if MAG1 figures that MN1 is the last multicast listener subscribed to the MN2, MAG1 perform the following steps, otherwise, MAG1 simply delete the multicast state of MN1 as normal, which is removing MAG1-MN1 interface from the oiflist of the multicast state.

3. MAG1 delete all the multicast state related to MN2.

4. MAG1 remove the tunnel route from the MRIB and leave the corresponding multicast channels by sending the PIM Prune message to the RPF Neighbor MAG2 through the MAG1-MAG2 tunnel.

5. On the reception of PIM Prune message from MAG1, MAG2 updates the oiflist of the multicast state by removing the MAG2-MAG1 tunnel.
6. Remove bi-directional tunnel between MAG1 and MAG2. Refer to [RFC5213] for the detailed tunnel negotiation mechanism.

5. Local Mobility Anchor Operation

On receiving a PBU-Q message from MAG1, the LMA must perform the following operations.

1. Check if the PBU-Q message contains the Q flag set to 1.

2. Query the CoA of MN2 by looking up the binding cache of LMA.

3. If the corresponding HoA-CoA entry is found in the binding cache, LMA will respond PBA-Q message containing a success indication. Otherwise, if not found, LMA will respond PBA-Q message containing a failure indication.

The responding PBA-Q message from LMA to MAG1 is constructed as follows.

1. Source address field in the IP header must be set to IP address of LMA.

2. Destination address field in the IP header must be set to IP address of the MAG1.

3. The PBA-Q message MUST include the CoA of MN2.

6. Mobile Access Gateway Operation

The MAG MUST operate as an "SSM-aware" router. [RFC4604] provide the behavior of an "SSM-aware" router.

6.1. MN1 and MN2 attach to the same MAG

On receiving the (S,G) subscribe message from the MN1, MAG1 could decide whether MN2 attaches to itself according to MN2’s HoA which is included in the (S,G) subscribe message. If MAG1 figures that MN1 and MN2 both attach to it. MAG1 operates as below:

If there are multicast channels the MN1 has subscribed but MAG1 has not yet subscribed, MAG1 establishes multicast state for the channel, and adds the MAG1-MN1 interface to the oiflist of the multicast state.
If MAG1 already subscribed the channel, MAG1 updates the oiflist of the multicast state by adding the MAG1-MN1 interface to the oiflist. MAG1 will send the multicast data flow from MN2 to MN1 locally.

6.2. MN1 and MN2 attach to different MAG

The PBU-Q message from MAG1 to LMA MUST be constructed, as specified below.

1. Source address field in the IP header must contain the IP address of MAG1.

2. Destination address filed in the IP header must contain the IP address of LMA.

3. The PBU-Q message must include the HoA of MN2.

On receiving a PBA-Q message from LMA, MAG1 MUST perform the following operations.

1. Check if the PBA-Q message contains the Q flag set to 1.

2. MAG1 MUST establish a tunnel with MAG2 for multicast data delivery.

3. MAG1 MUST add route to Multicast Routing Information Base (MRIB) and send PIM Join/Prune messages through MAG1-MAG2 tunnel interface.

4. MAG1 MUST create/update multicast state for the channel, the iif of the multicast state MUST be set to MAG1-MAG2 tunnel interface.

On receiving a PIM Join/Prune messages from MAG2-MAG1 tunnel interface, MAG2 MUST create/update multicast state for the channel.

1. Add MAG2-MAG1 tunnel interface to the oiflist of the multicast state on receiving a PIM Join message from MAG2-MAG1 tunnel interface.

2. Delete MAG2-MAG1 tunnel interface from the oiflist of the multicast state on receiving a PIM Prune message from MAG2-MAG1 tunnel interface.

7. Mobile Node Operation

The MN MUST operate as an "SSM-aware" host. [RFC4604] provide the behavior of an "SSM-aware" host.
8. Message Format Extension

8.1. Proxy Binding Update with Source Address Query Extension

A Binding Update message that is sent by MAG to LMA is referred to as the "Proxy Binding Source Address Query" message. A new flag (Q) is included in the Proxy Binding Update message with Source Address Query extension (PBU-Q). The rest of the Binding Update message format remains the same as defined in [RFC3775] and with the additional (R), (M), and (P) flags, as specified in [RFC3963], [RFC4140], and [RFC5213], respectively.

Source Address Query Flag

A new flag (Q) is included in the Binding Update message to indicate to LMA that the Binding Update message is a Source Address Query message. In the normal PMIP operation, the flag must be set to 0.

The PBU-Q message is transferred for querying the MN2’s CoA. The rest of the PBU message remains unchanged.

8.2. Proxy Binding Acknowledgement Message with Source Address Query Extension
A "Proxy Binding Acknowledgement" message is sent from LMA to MAG in response to a Proxy Binding Update message. A new flag (Q) is included in the Proxy Binding Acknowledgement message with Source Address Query extension (PBA-Q). The rest of the Binding Acknowledgement message format remains the same as defined in [RFC3775] and with the additional (R) flag, as specified in [RFC3963] and [RFC5213], respectively.

Source Address Query Flag

A new flag (Q) is included in the Binding Acknowledgement message to indicate to MAG that the Binding Acknowledgement message is a Source Address Query message. In the normal PMIP operation, the flag must be set to 0.

When (Q) flag is specified in PBA-Q message, the mobility options field includes "MN2’s CoA" (Section 8.3).

8.3. Care-of Address Option
The Care-of Address field contains the care-of address of MN2.

This option is valid only in PBA-Q message. On the reception of PBU-Q, the LMA responds with a PBA-Q message including the Care-of Address Option.

9. Security Considerations

TBD
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Abstract

Fast handover protocols for MIPv6 and PMIPv6 define mobility management procedures that support unicast communication at reduced handover latency. Fast handover base operations do not affect multicast communication, and hence do not accelerate handover management for native multicast listeners. Many multicast applications like IPTV or conferencing, though, are comprised of delay-sensitive real-time traffic and will benefit from fast handover execution. This document specifies extension of the Mobile IPv6 Fast Handovers (FMIPv6) and the Fast Handovers for Proxy Mobile IPv6 (PFMIPv6) protocols to include multicast traffic management in fast handover operations. This multicast support is provided first at the control plane by a management of rapid context transfer between access routers, second at the data plane by an optional fast traffic forwarding that MAY include buffering.
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1. Introduction

Mobile IPv6 [RFC3775] defines a network layer mobility protocol involving mobile nodes participation, while Proxy Mobile IPv6 [RFC5213] provides a mechanism without requiring mobility protocol operations at a Mobile Node (MN). Both protocols introduce traffic disruptions on handovers that may be intolerable in many application scenarios. Mobile IPv6 Fast Handovers (FMIPv6) [RFC5568], and Fast Handovers for Proxy Mobile IPv6 (PFMIPv6) [RFC5949] improve these handover delays for unicast communication to the order of the maximum delay needed for link switching and signaling between Access Routers (ARs) or Mobile Access Gateways (MAGs) [FMIPv6-Analysis].

No dedicated treatment of seamless multicast data reception has been proposed by any of the above protocols. MIPv6 only roughly defines multicast for Mobile Nodes using a remote subscription approach or a home subscription through bi-directional tunneling via the Home Agent (HA). Multicast forwarding services have not been specified at all in [RFC5213], but are subject to current specification [RFC6224]. It is assumed throughout this document that mechanisms and protocol operations are in place to transport multicast traffic to ARs. These operations are referred to as ‘JOIN/LEAVE’ of an AR, while the explicit techniques to manage multicast transmission are beyond the scope of this document.

Mobile multicast protocols need to serve applications such as IPTV with high-volume content streams to be distributed to potentially large numbers of receivers, and therefore should preserve the multicast nature of packet distribution and approximate optimal routing [RFC5757]. It is undesirable to rely on home tunneling for optimizing multicast. Unencapsulated, native multicast transmission requires establishing forwarding state, which will not be transferred between access routers by the unicast fast handover protocols. Thus multicast traffic will not experience expedited handover performance, but an MN - or its corresponding MAG in PMIPv6 - can perform remote subscriptions in each visited network.

This document specifies extensions of FMIPv6 and PFMIPv6 for including multicast traffic management in fast handover operations. The solution common to both underlying protocols defines the per-group transfer of multicast contexts between ARs or MAGs. The protocol defines corresponding message extensions necessary for carrying group context information independent of the particular handover protocol. ARs or MAGs are then enabled to treat multicast traffic according to fast unicast handovers and with similar performance. No protocol changes are introduced that prevent a multicast unaware node from performing fast handovers with multicast aware ARs or MAGs.
This specification is applicable when a mobile node has joined and maintains one or several multicast group subscriptions prior to undergoing a fast handover. It does not introduce any requirements on the multicast routing protocols in use, nor are the ARs or MAGs assumed to be multicast routers. It assumes network conditions, though, that allow native multicast reception in both, the previous and new access network. Methods to bridge regions without native multicast connectivity are beyond the scope of this document.

2. Terminology

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [RFC2119]. The use of the term, "silently ignore" is not defined in RFC 2119. However, the term is used in this document and can be similarly construed.

This document uses the terminology of [RFC5568], [RFC5949], [RFC3775], and [RFC5213]. In addition, the following terms are introduced:

3. Protocol Overview

The reference scenario for multicast fast handover is illustrated in Figure 1.
Multicast Context Transfer between Access Routers

In a fast handover scenario (cf. Figure 1), ARs/MAGs establish a mutual binding and provide the capability to exchange context information concerning the MN. This context transfer will be triggered by detecting MN’s forthcoming move to a new AR and assist the MN to immediately resume communication on the new subnet link using its previous IP address. In contrast to unicast, multicast stream reception does not primarily depend on address and binding cache management, but requires distribution trees to adapt so that traffic follows the movement of the MN. This process may be significantly slower than fast handover management [RFC5757]. Multicast listeners at handover may take the twofold advantage of including the multicast groups under subscription in context transfer. First, the NAR can proactively join the desired groups as soon as it gains knowledge of them. Second, multicast streams MAY be included in traffic forwarding via the tunnel established from PAR to NAR.

There are two modes of operation in FMIPv6 and in PFMIPv6. The
predictive mode allows for AR-binding and context transfer prior to
an MN handover, while in the reactive mode, these steps are executed
after detection that the MN has re-attached to NAR. Details of the
signaling schemes differ between FMIPv6 and PFMIPv6 and are outlined
in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3.

In a predictive fast handover, the access router (i.e., PAR (PMAG) in
Figure 1) learns about the impending movement of the MN and
simultaneously about the multicast group context as specified in
Section 3.2 and Section 3.3. Thereafter, PAR will initiate an AR-
binding and context transfer by transmitting a HI message to NAR
(NMAG). HI is extended by multicast group states carried in mobility
header options as defined in Section 5.3. On reception of the HI
message, NAR returns a multicast acknowledgement in its HACK answer
that indicates its ability to support each requested group (see
Section 5.4). NAR (NMAG) expresses its willingness to receive
multicast traffic from forwarding by PAR using standard MLD
signaling. There are several reasons to waive forwarding, e.g., the
group could already be under native subscription or capacity
constraints can hinder decapsulation of additional streams at the
NAR. On the previous network side, forwarding of multicast traffic
can be in conflict with capacity or policy constraints of PAR.

For the groups requested, PAR MAY add the tunnel interface to its
multicast forwarding database, so that multicast streams can be
forwarded in parallel to unicast traffic. NAR, taking the role of an
MLD proxy [RFC4605] with upstream router PAR, will submit an MLD
report on this upstream tunnel interface to request the desired
groups, but will terminate multicast forwarding [RFC3810] from PAR,
as soon as group traffic natively arrives. In addition, NAR
immediately joins all groups that are not already under subscription
using its native multicast upstream interface and loopback as
downstream. It starts to downstream multicast forwarding after the
MN has arrived.

In a reactive fast handover, PAR will learn about the movement of the
MN, after the latter has re-associated with the new access network.
Also from the new link, it will be informed about the multicast
context of the MN. As group membership information are present at
the new access network prior to context transfer, MLD join signaling
can proceed in parallel to HI/HACK exchange. Following the context
transfer, multicast data can be forwarded to the new access network
using the PAR-NAR tunnel of the fast handover protocol. Depending on
the specific network topology though, multicast traffic for some
groups may natively arrive before it is forwarded from PAR.

In both modes of operation, it is the responsibility of the PAR
(PMAG) to properly react on the departure of the MN in the context of
local group management. Depending on the multicast state management, link type and MLD parameters deployed (cf., [RFC5757]), it is requested to take appropriate actions to adjust multicast service to requirements of the remaining nodes.

In this way, the MN will be able to participate in multicast group communication with a handover performance comparable to that for unicast, while network resource consumption is minimized.

3.2. Protocol Operations Specific to FMIPv6

ARs that provide multicast support in FMIPv6 will advertise this general service by setting an indicator bit (M-bit) in its PrRtAdv message as defined in Section 5.1. Additional details about the multicast service support, e.g., flavors and groups, will be exchanged within HI/HACK dialogs later at handovers.

An MN operating FMIPv6 will actively initiate the handover management by submitting a fast binding update (FBU). The MN, which is aware of the multicast groups it wishes to maintain, will attach mobility options containing its group states (see Section 5.3) to the FBU, and thereby inform ARs about its multicast context. ARs will use these multicast context options for inter-AR context transfer.

In predictive mode, FBU is issued on the previous link and received by PAR as displayed in Figure 2. PAR will extract the multicast context options and append them to its HI message. From the HACK message, PAR will redistribute the multicast acknowledgement by adding the corresponding mobility options to its FBACK message. From receiving FBACK, the MN will learn about a per group multicast support in the new access network. If some groups or a multicast flavour are not supported, it MAY decide on taking actions to compensate the missing service. Note that the proactive multicast context transfer may proceed successfully, even if the MN misses the FBACK message on the previous link.
The call flow for reactive mode is visualized in Figure 3. After attaching to the new access link and performing an unsolicited neighbor advertisement (UNA), the MN issues an FBU which NAR forwards to PAR without processing. At this time, the MN is able to re-join all desired multicast groups without relying on AR assistance. Nevertheless, multicast context options are exchanged in the HI/HACK dialog to facilitate intermediate forwarding of requested streams. Note that group traffic possibly already arrives from a MN’s subscription at the time NAR receives the HI message. Such streams may be transparently excluded from forwarding by setting an appropriate multicast acknowledge option. In any case, NAR MUST ensure that not more than one stream of the same group is forwarded to the MN.
3.3. Protocol Operations Specific to PFMIPv6

In a proxy mobile IPv6 environment, the MN remains agnostic of network layer changes, and fast handover procedures are operated by the access routers or MAGs. The handover initiation, or the re-association respectively are managed by the access networks. Consequently, access routers need to be aware of multicast membership state at the mobile node. There are two ways to obtain record of MN's multicast membership. First, MAGs MAY perform an explicit tracking (cf., [RFC4605], [RFC6224]) or extract membership status from forwarding states at node-specific point-to-point links. Second, routers can perform general queries at handovers. Both methods are equally applicable. However, a router that does not operate explicit tracking MUST query its downstream links subsequent to handovers. In either case, the PAR will become knowledgeable about multicast group subscriptions of the MN.
In predictive mode, the PMAG (PAR) will learn about the upcoming movement of the mobile node. Without explicit tracking, it will immediately submit a general MLD query and learn about the multicast groups under subscription. As displayed in Figure 4, it will initiate binding and context transfer with the NMAG (NAR) by issuing a HI message that is augmented by multicast contexts in the mobility options defined in Section 5.3. NAR will extract multicast context information and act as described in Section 3.1.
In reactive mode, the NMAG (NAR) will learn about MN’s attachment to the N-AN and establish connectivity by means of PMIPv6 protocol operations. However, it will have no knowledge about multicast state at the MN. Triggered by a MN attachment, the NMAG will send a general MLD query and thereafter join the requested groups. In the case of a reactive handover, the binding is initiated by NMAG, and the HI/HACK message semantic is inverted (see [RFC5949]). For multicast context transfer, the NMAG attaches to its HI message those group identifiers it requests to be forwarded from PMAG. Using the identical syntax in its multicast mobility option headers as defined in Section 5.4, PMAG acknowledges those requested groups in its HACK answer that it is willing to forward. The corresponding call flow is displayed in Figure 5.
Figure 5: Reactive Multicast Handover for PFMIPv6

4. Protocol Details

4.1. Protocol Operations Specific to FMIPv6

4.1.1. Operations of the Mobile Node

A Mobile Node willing to manage multicast traffic within fast handover operations will inform about its MLD listener state records within handover signaling.

When sensing a handover in predictive mode, an MN will build a
Multicast Mobility Option as described in Section 5.3 that contains the MLD (IGMP) multicast listener state and append it to the Fast Binding Update (FBU) prior to signaling with PAR. It will receive the Multicast Acknowledgement Option(s) as part of Fast Binding Acknowledge (FBack) (see Section 5.4) and learn about unsupported or prohibited groups at the NAR. The MN MAY take appropriate actions like home tunneling to bridge missing multicast services in the new access network. No multicast-specific operation is required by the MN when re-attaching in the new network besides standard FMIPv6 signaling.

In reactive mode, the MN appends an identical Multicast Mobility Option to FBU sent after its reconnect. In response, it will learn about the Multicast Acknowledgement Option(s) from FBACK and expect corresponding multicast data. Concurrently it joins all desired multicast groups (channels) directly on its newly established access link.

4.1.2. Operations of the Previous Access Router

A PAR will advertise its multicast support by setting the M-bit in PrRtAdv.

In predictive mode, a PAR will receive the multicast listener state of a MN prior to handover from the Multicast Mobility Option appended to the FBU. It will forward these records to NAR within HI messages and will expect Multicast Acknowledgement Option(s) in HACK, which itself is returned to the MN as an appendix to FBACK. In performing multicast context exchange, the AR is instructed to include the PAR-to-NAR tunnel obtained from unicast handover management in its multicast downstream interfaces and await MLD listener reports from NAR. In response to receiving multicast subscriptions, PAR will normally forward group data acting as a normal multicast router or proxy. However, NAR MAY refuse to forward some or all of the multicast streams.

In reactive mode, PAR will receive the FBU augmented by the Multicast Mobility Option from the new network, but will continue with an identical multicast record exchange in the HI/HACK dialog. As in the predictive case, it will configure the PAR-to-NAR tunnel for multicast downstream and forward data according to MLD reports obtained from NAR, if capable of forwarding.

In both modes, PAR will interpret the first of the two events, the departure of the MN or the reception of the Multicast Acknowledgement Option(s) as a multicast LEAVE message of the MN and react according to the signaling scheme deployed in the access network (i.e., MLD querying, explicit tracking).
4.1.3. Operations of the New Access Router

NAR will advertise its multicast support by setting the M-bit in PrRtAdv.

In predictive mode, a NAR will receive the multicast listener state of an expected MN from the Multicast Mobility Option appended to the HI message. It will extract the MLD/IGMP records from the message and intersect the request subscription with its multicast service offer. Further on it will adjoin the supported groups (channels) to the MLD listener state using loopback as downstream interface. This will lead to suitable regular subscriptions on its native multicast upstream interface without additional forwarding. Concurrently, NAR builds a Multicast Acknowledgement Option(s) (see Section 5.4) listing those groups (channels) unsupported on the new access link and returns them within HACK. As soon as the bidirectional tunnel from PAR to NAR is operational, NAR joins the groups desired for forwarding on the tunnel link.

In reactive mode, NAR will learn about the multicast listener state of a new MN from the Multicast Mobility Option appended to HI at a time, when the MN has already performed local subscriptions of the multicast service. Thus NAR solely determines the intersection of requested and supported groups (channels) and issues the join requests for group forwarding on the PAR-NAR tunnel interface.

In both modes, NAR MUST send a LEAVE message to the tunnel immediately after forwarding of a group (channel) becomes unneeded, e.g., after native multicast traffic arrives or group membership of the MN terminates.

4.2. Protocol Operations Specific to PFMIPv6

4.2.1. Operations of the Mobile Node

A Mobile Node willing to participate in multicast traffic will join, maintain and leave groups as if located in the fixed Internet. It will cooperate in handover indication as specified in [RFC5949] and required by its access link-layer technology. No multicast-specific mobility actions nor implementations are required at the MN in a PMIPv6 domain.

4.2.2. Operations of the Previous MAG

A MAG receiving a handover indication for one of its MNs follows the predictive fast handover mode as a PMAG. It MUST issue an MLD General Query immediately on its corresponding link unless it performs an explicit tracking on that link. After gaining knowledge
of the multicast subscriptions of the MN, the PMAG builds a Multicast Mobility Option as described in Section 5.3 that contains the MLD (IGMP) multicast listener state. If not empty, this Mobility Option is appended to the regular fast handover HI messages, or - in the case of unicast HI message being submitted prior to multicast state detection - sent in an additional HI message to the NMAG. PMAG then waits for receiving the Multicast Acknowledgement Option(s) with HACK (see Section 5.4) and the creation of the bidirectional tunnel with NMAG. Thereafter PMAG will add the tunnel to its downstream interfaces in the multicast forwarding database. For those groups (channels) reported in the Multicast Acknowledgement Option(s), i.e., not supported in the new access network, PMAG normally takes appropriate actions (e.g., forwarding, termination) in concordance with the network policy. It SHOULD start forwarding traffic down the tunnel interface for those groups it receives an MLD listener report message from NMAG. However, it MAY deny forwarding service. After the departure of the MN and on the reception of LEAVE messages for groups/channels, PMAG MUST terminate forwarding of the specific groups and update its multicast forwarding database. Correspondingly it issues a group/channel LEAVE to its upstream link, if no more listeners are present on its downstream links.

A MAG receiving a HI message with Multicast Mobility Option for a currently attached node follows the reactive fast handover mode as a PMAG. It will return Multicast Acknowledgement Option(s) (see Section 5.4) within HACK listing those groups/channels unsupported at NMAG. It will add the bidirectional tunnel with NMAG to its downstream interfaces and will start forwarding multicast traffic for those groups it receives an MLD listener report message from NMAG. At the reception of LEAVE messages for groups (channels), PMAG MUST terminate forwarding of the specific groups and update its multicast forwarding database. According to its multicast forwarding states, it MAY need to issue a group/channel LEAVE to its upstream link, if no more listeners are present on its downstream links.

In both modes, PMAG will interpret the departure of the MN as a multicast LEAVE message of the MN and react according to the signaling scheme deployed in the access network (i.e., MLD querying, explicit tracking).

4.2.3. Operations of the New MAG

A MAG receiving a HI message with Multicast Mobility Option for a currently unattached node follows the predictive fast handover mode as NMAG. It will decide on those multicast groups/channels it wants forwarded from the PMAG and builds a Multicast Acknowledgement Option (see Section 5.4) that enumerates only unwanted groups/channels. This Mobility Option is appended to the regular fast handover HACK
messages, or - in the case of unicast HACK message being submitted prior to multicast state acknowledgement - sent in an additional HACK message to the PMAG. Immediately thereafter, NMAG SHOULD update its MLD listener state by the new groups/channels obtained from the Multicast Mobility Option. Until the MN re-attaches, NMAG uses its loopback interface for downstream and does not forward traffic to the potential link of the MN. NMAG SHOULD issue JOIN messages for those newly adopted groups to its regular multicast upstream interface. As soon as the bidirectional tunnel with PMAG is established, NMAG additionally joins those groups/channels on the tunnel interface that it wants to receive by forwarding from PMAG. NMAG MUST send a LEAVE message to the tunnel immediately after forwarding of a group/channel becomes unneeded, e.g., after native multicast traffic arrives or group membership of the MN terminates.

A MAG experiencing a connection request for a MN without prior reception of a corresponding Multicast Mobility Option is operating in the reactive fast handover mode as NMAG. Following the re-attachment, it immediately issues an MLD General Query to learn about multicast subscriptions of the newly arrived MN. Using standard multicast operations, NMAG joins the missing groups (channels) on its regular multicast upstream interface. Concurrently, it selects groups (channels) for forwarding from PMAG and builds a Multicast Mobility Option as described in Section 5.3 that contains the MLD (IGMP) multicast listener state. If not empty, this Mobility Option is appended to the regular fast handover HI messages with the F flag set, or - in the case of unicast HI message being submitted prior to multicast state detection - sent in an additional HI message to the PMAG. Upon reception of the Multicast Acknowledgement Option and upcoming of the bidirectional tunnel, NMAG additionally joins those groups/channels on the tunnel interface that it wants to receive by forwarding from PMAG. When multicast streams arrive, the NMAG forwards data to the appropriate downlink(s). NMAG MUST send a LEAVE message to the tunnel immediately after forwarding of a group/channel becomes unneeded, e.g., after native multicast traffic arrives or group membership of the MN terminates.

4.2.4. IPv4 Support Considerations

An MN in a PMIPv6 domain may use an IPv4 address transparently for communication as specified in [RFC5844]. For this purpose, LMA can register IPv4-Proxy-CoAs in its Binding Caches and MAGs can provide IPv4 support in access networks. Correspondingly, multicast membership management will be performed by the MN using IGMP. For multiprotocol multicast support on the network side, IGMPv3 router functions are required at both MAGs (see Section 5.6 for compatibility considerations with previous IGMP versions). Context transfer between MAGs can transparently proceed in HI/HACK message.
exchanges by encapsulating IGMP multicast state records within Multicast Mobility Options (see Section 5.3 and Section 5.4 for details on message formats.

It is worth mentioning the scenarios of a dual-stack IPv4/IPv6 access network, and the use of GRE tunneling as specified in [RFC5845].

Corresponding implications and operations are discussed in the PMIP Multicast Base Deployment document, cf., [RFC6224].

5. Message Formats

5.1. Multicast Indicator for Proxy Router Advertisement (PrRtAdv)

An FMIPv6 AR will indicate its multicast support by activating the M-bit in its Proxy Router Advertisements (PrRtAdv). The message extension has the following format.

```
0                   1                   2                   3
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|      Type     |      Code     |           Checksum            |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|    Subtype    |M|  Reserved   |           Identifier          |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|    Options ... |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
```

Figure 6: Multicast Indicator Bit for Proxy Router Advertisement (PrRtAdv) Message

5.2. Extensions to Existing Mobility Header Messages

The fast handover protocols use a new IPv6 header type called Mobility Header as defined in [RFC3775]. Mobility headers can carry variable Mobility Options.

Multicast listener context of an MN is transferred in fast handover operations from PAR/PMAG to NAR/NMAG within a new Multicast Mobility Option, and acknowledged by a corresponding Acknowledgement Option. Depending on the specific handover scenario and protocol in use, the corresponding option is included within the mobility option list of HI/HAck only (PFMIPv6), or of FBU/FBAck/Hi/HAck (FMIPv6).

5.3. New Multicast Mobility Option

The Multicast Mobility Option contains the current listener state record of the MN obtained from the MLD Report message, and has the format displayed in Figure 7.
Type: TBD

Length: 8-bit unsigned integer. The size of this option in 8 octets including the Type, Option-Code, and Length fields.

Option-Code:

1: IGMPv3 Payload Type

2: MLDv2 Payload Type

3: IGMPv3 Payload Type from IGMPv2 Compatibility Mode

4: MLDv2 Payload Type from MLDv1 Compatibility Mode

Reserved: MUST be set to zero by the sender and MUST be ignored by the receiver.

MLD (IGMP) Report Payload: this field is composed of the MLD (IGMP) Report message after stripping its ICMP header. Corresponding message formats are defined for MLDv2 in [RFC3810], and for IGMPv3 in [RFC3376].

Figure 8 shows the Report Payload for MLDv2, while the payload format for IGMPv3 is defined corresponding to the IGMPv3 payload format (see Section 5.2. of [RFC3810], or Section 4.2 of [RFC3376]) for the definition of Multicast Address Records).
5.4. New Multicast Acknowledgement Option

The Multicast Acknowledgement Option reports the status of the context transfer and contains the list of state records that could not be successfully transferred to the next access network. It has the format displayed in Figure 9.

Figure 8: MLDv2 Report Payload
Figure 9: Mobility Header Multicast Acknowledgement Option

Type: TBD

Length: 8-bit unsigned integer. The size of this option in 8 octets. The length is 1 when the MLD (IGMP) Unsupported Report Payload field contains no Mcast Address Record.

Option-Code: 0

Status:

1: Report Payload type unsupported
2: Requested group service unsupported
3: Requested group service administratively prohibited

Reserved: MUST be set to zero by the sender and MUST be ignored by the receiver.

MLD (IGMP) Unsupported Report Payload: this field is syntactically identical to the MLD (IGMP) Report Payload field described in Section 5.3, but is only composed of those multicast address records that are not supported or prohibited in the new access network. This field MUST always contain the first header line (reserved field and No of Mcast Address Records), but MUST NOT contain any Mcast Address Records, if the status code equals 1.

Note that group subscriptions to specific sources may be rejected at the destination network, and thus the composition of multicast address records may differ from initial requests within an MLD (IGMP)
5.5. Length Considerations: Number of Records and Addresses

Mobility Header Messages exchanged in HI/HACK and FBU/FBACK dialogs impose length restrictions on multicast context records. The maximal payload length available in FBU/FBACK messages is the PATH-MTU - 40 octets (IPv6 Header) - 6 octets (Mobility Header) - 6 octets (FBU/FBACK Header). For example, on an Ethernet link with an MTU of 1500 octets, not more than 72 Multicast Address Records of minimal length (without source states) may be exchanged in one message pair. In typical handover scenarios, this number reduces further according to unicast context and Binding Authorization data. A larger number of MLD Report Payloads MAY be sent within multiple HI/HACK or FBU/FBACK message pairs. In PFMIPv6, context information can be fragmented over several HI/HACK messages. However, a single MLDv2 Report Payload MUST NOT be fragmented. Hence, for a single Multicast Address Record on an Ethernet link, the number of source addresses is limited to 89.

5.6. MLD (IGMP) Compatibility Aspects

Access routers (MAGs) MUST support MLDv2 (IGMPv3). To enable multicast service for MLDv1 (IGMPv2) listeners, the routers MUST follow the interoperability rules defined in [RFC3810] ([RFC3376]) and appropriately set the Multicast Address Compatibility Mode. When the Multicast Address Compatibility Mode is MLDv1 (IGMPv2), a router internally translates the following MLDv1 (IGMPv2) messages for that multicast address to their MLDv2 (IGMPv2) equivalents and uses these messages in the context transfer. The current state of Compatibility Mode is translated into the code of the Multicast Mobility Option as defined in Section 5.3. A NAR (nMAG) receiving a Multicast Mobility Option during handover will switch to the minimum obtained from its previous and newly learned value of MLD (IGMP) Compatibility Mode for continued operation.

6. Security Considerations

Security vulnerabilities that exceed issues discussed in the base protocols of this document ([RFC5568], [RFC5949], [RFC3810], [RFC3376]) are identified as follows.

Multicast context transfer at predictive handovers implements group states at remote access routers and may lead to group subscriptions without further validation of the multicast service requests. Thereby a NAR (nMAG) is requested to cooperate in potentially complex multicast re-routing and may receive large volumes of traffic.
Malicious or inadvertent multicast context transfers may result in a significant burden of route establishment and traffic management onto the backbone infrastructure and the access router itself. Rapid re-routing or traffic overload can be mitigated by a rate control at the AR that restricts the frequency of traffic redirects and the total number of subscriptions. In addition, the wireless access network remains protected from multicast data injection until the requesting MN attaches to the new location.

7. IANA Considerations

This document defines new flags and status codes in the HI and HAck messages as well as two new mobility options. The Type values for these mobility options are assigned from the same numbering space as allocated for the other mobility options defined in [RFC3775]. Those for the flags and status codes are assigned from the corresponding numbering space defined in [RFC5568], or [RFC5949] and requested to be created as new tables in the IANA registry (marked with asterisks). New values for these registries can be allocated by Standards Action or IESG approval [RFC5226].
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Appendix A. Change Log

The following changes have been made from draft-schmidt-multimob-fmipv6-pfmipv6-multicast-04.

1. Following working group feedback, multicast traffic forwarding is now a two-sided option between PAR (PMAG) and NAR (NMAG): Either access router can decide on its contribution to the data plane.

2. Several editorial improvements.

The following changes have been made from draft-schmidt-multimob-fmipv6-pfmipv6-multicast-03.

1. References updated.

The following changes have been made from draft-schmidt-multimob-fmipv6-pfmipv6-multicast-02.

1. Detailed operations on PFMIPv6 entities completed.

2. Some editorial improvements & clarifications.

3. References updated.

The following changes have been made from draft-schmidt-multimob-fmipv6-pfmipv6-multicast-01.

1. First detailed operations on PFMIPv6 added.

2. IPv4 support considerations for PFMIPv6 added.

3. Section on length considerations for multicast context records corrected.
4. Many editorial improvements & clarifications.

5. References updated.

The following changes have been made from
draft-schmidt-multimob-fmipv6-pfmipv6-multicast-00.

1. Editorial improvements & clarifications.

2. Section on length considerations for multicast context records
   added.

3. Section on MLD/IGMP compatibility aspects added.
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Abstract

Mobile networks are changing towards distributed mobility management, tackling inefficiencies in network management and packet routing. Identifying IP multicast use cases applicable into DMM would be meaningful before exploring solution spaces. This document describes use cases when IP multicast is applied on DMM environment using Base Solution approach specified in [RFC6224], and presents issues for each use case.
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1. Introduction

Centralized mobility management approach brings several drawbacks such as single point of failure, non-optimal routing and severe overloading on the anchor point. It is expected to be much severe as data traffic consumed by mobile devices increases.

In order to tackle these problems, distributed mobility management (DMM) is introduced, bringing the mobility anchor closer to the MN.

IP multicast provides an efficient method for distributing multimedia contents, but it was mainly designed for fixed networks. [RFC6224] specified the Base Solution applicable to network-based Proxy Mobile IPv6 (PMIPv6) protocol, based on centralized mobility management. IP multicast should be also specified in DMM, but the application of the Base Solution for multicast support in PMIPv6 standardized in IETF MULTIMOB WG needs to be identified first.

This document briefly describes use cases of IP multicast in a PMIPv6-based DMM environment, following DMM Requirements [DMMREQ], and introduces consequent problems. Both listener and sender cases are studied.

2. Conventions and Terminology

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [RFC2119].

This document uses the terminology defined in [RFC5213], [RFC6275], and [RFC3810], and [RFC4601]. Also, new entities are defined relying on the PMIPv6 entities specified in [RFC5213]:

- Mobility Access Router (MAR): A router with the capability of acting both as a mobility anchor and as an access router, in a per flow basis.

- Previous Mobility Access Router (P-MAR): The MAR where the MN was attached to previously to the network-layer mobility process, and that may be acting as an anchor for one or multiple flows.

- New Mobility Access Gateway (N-MAR): The MAR to which the MN is currently attached, providing the access functionality and thus delivers all the flows destined to the MN.

- Multicast Listener Discovery Proxy (MLD-P): An entity providing MLD based forwarding following the operation defined in [RFC4605].
In the current document, only MLDv2-based signaling is considered, targeting IPv6 networks (REQ3 from [DMMREQ]).

3. Use Cases Description

3.1. Assumptions

This draft refers to requirements of DMM as a base reference architecture, with the major goal of showing multicast use cases [DMMREQ]. Following the recommendation of reusing the existing mobility protocols, the identified IP multicast model derives from PMIPv6 Base multicast mobility solution [RFC6224]. As such, MAG and LMA functionalities defined in [RFC5213] are assumed to be installed in a mobility access router (MAR), defined in this document. A MAR provides tunnel-based forwarding to provide a home network prefix (HNP)-based flow with the necessary IP session continuity whenever the MN moves to another MAR.

3.2. Multicast listener support

When a MN initially attaches to the P-MAR (as shown in Figure 1), it receives a HNP address which will be associated with communications started at that MAR. As the P-MAR detects the new logical link, it transmits a general MLD Query message – to which the MN will not yet reply, as it is not yet running any multicast session. The P-MAR then adds the downstream logical link to the MLD Proxy instance [RFC4605]. In this case, i.e. when users subscribe to multicast content only after associating with the MAR, the MLD Proxy will set its uplink to the multicast infrastructure. When the MN intends to start receiving the multicast session, it will send an unsolicited MLD Report, triggered by its application. On receiving the latter message, the MLD Proxy tries to join the multicast channel(s) by sending an aggregated MLD Report through the MLD Proxy upstream interface. Note that the same MLD Proxy instance will be assigned to all MNs which initiated their multicast subscriptions in the current MAR (i.e. the MNs having no multicast mobility session). When the joining procedure ends, multicast data is transmitted through the same interfaces, until reaching the MN.
When the MN moves from P-MAR, the N-MAR is required to establish a tunnel for IP session continuity of the flows being sent towards and from the MN’s HNP assigned by the P-MAR. This implies that N-MAR has an appropriate method to know the P-MAR. Multiple ideas are supposed to be made at the solution stage of DMM WG, therefore it is out of scope of this document. Following the operation of the MLD Proxy [RFC4605], after the bidirectional tunnel establishment, the following process takes place. First, the N-MAR sends a General MLD Query, and verifies whether the MN is admissible for multicast sessions. Then, the MLD Proxy at the N-MAR adds the downstream interface corresponding to the MN, and configures the upstream interface towards the MN’s P-MAR. This is simple and applicable as a network-based multicast DMM approach. However, this approach leads to a couple of relevant issues.

3.2.1.1. Duplicated Traffic

One of the problems is traffic duplication. This is a result of the tunnel convergence problem occurring in [RFC6224]. As shown in Figure 2, MN1 and MN3, which moved from MAR1 and MAR3, respectively, are currently located at the MAR2. Through their respective tunnels, they receive multicast packets of the same channel through different anchoring MARs. This causes duplicated traffic, converging to the MAR2, with the magnitude of replicated traffic, which may be much bigger than that of PMIPv6 when we assume that the number of MARs in
future DMM domains is expected to be much larger than that of LMAs at core level within a PMIPv6 domain.

![Multicast Tree Diagram]

Figure 2 Data replication

3.2.1.2. Non-optimal routing

Another issue is non-optimal routing (Figure 3). If we consider a significantly large domain, multicast packets MAY traverse a long distance, depending on the setup direction of the upstream interface of MLD Proxy instances. The issue is more obvious if we assume all MARs are connected to the multicast infrastructure.
3.3. Multicast sender support

Mobile multicast sender using PMIPv6 base solution is being defined in [SENDER]. Basically, MLD Proxies provide the ability for MAGs to forward the multicast traffic to the MN’s corresponding LMA.

To allow the sender to deliver multicast content to the multicast tree, the MLD Proxy should configure its upstream interface towards a multicast router [PM-HOME]. Depending on the network topology, it may also be configured towards a MLD Proxy placed on a neighbor MAR. On the multicast source’s mobility (Figure 4), an identical operation to the listener mobility case is expected from the MLD Proxy behavior. In this case, the source uploads multicast traffic through one of MLD Proxy’s downstream interfaces, and the traffic is forwarded through the uplink interface towards the P-MAR.
3.3.1.1. Triangular routing

When a source moves to N-MAR from P-MAR, multicast data will be sent through the mobility tunnel between N-MAR and P-MAR (Figure 5). If a listener (L1) attaches to the same MAR (N-MAR), it will receive the multicast data through multicast infrastructure, following the regular configuration of MLD Proxy. Hence, the multicast data is routed non-optimally between the source and the listener, going from N-MAR to P-MAR, to the multicast routing tree, and then back to N-MAR again before reaching the listener.
A similar problem occurs in the opposite process, i.e. if a multicast source starts transmitting multicast content at a MAR, and a listener moves to the same MAR while receiving the source’s content (Figure 6).

Figure 5 Triangular routing after source mobility

Figure 6 Triangular routing after listener mobility
When the source and the listener are within a same MAR (MAR2), if both the source and listener try to send the session and receive it, respectively, the traffic will be optimally sent to the listener without going through native multicast infrastructure. As the traffic reaches the MLD Proxy via the downstream interface to which the source is attached, it will be sent through the downstream interface to which the listener sent the MLD Report. However, if the source and the listener move to different MARs, the traffic will traverse the following non-optimal path, even though they share a common anchor:

Source -> MAR1 -> MAR2 -> Multicast Tree -> MAR2 -> MAR3

This problem is depicted in Figure 7.

Figure 7 Multicast traffic non-optimal routing due to both mobile sender and listener

3.3.1.2. Non-distributed anchoring

REQ1 from [DMMREQ] refers that "DMM MUST enable a distributed deployment of mobility management of IP sessions so that the traffic can be routed in an optimal manner without traversing centrally"
deployed mobility anchors". When a MN subscribes to a new multicast session with existing multicast mobility session, the Aggregated MLD Report containing all the MN’s multicast subscriptions will be sent from the current MLD Proxy through the same uplink interface, i.e. towards a single multicast mobility anchor. This results in some of previously identified issues (e.g. non-optimality in the path that both the subscription and multicast traffic traverse). It can be stated that the MLD Proxy nature doesn’t comply with the aforementioned requirement, leading to the subscription of any multicast flow using the same multicast mobility data path.

This problem is depicted in Figure 8, where both multicast flow 1 and flow 2 reach MAR2 from MAR1, being flow 2’s optimal routing path affected by the mobility status of the MN, and in particular by the order in which the multicast flows were subscribed. While this issue is not exclusively related to mobile multicast sources, it is better depicted and its’ impact in the routing is more obvious when considering one.
Figure 8 Non-optimal routing due to single MLD Proxy uplink

4. IANA Considerations

This document makes no request of IANA.

5. Security Considerations

TBD
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Abstract

The WG MultiMob aims at defining a basic mobile multicast solution leveraging on network localized mobility management, i.e. Proxy Mobile IPv6 protocol. The solution would be basically based on multicast group management, i.e. IGMP/MLD, proxying at the access gateway. If such a basic solution is essential from an operational point of view, challenges with efficient resource utilization and user perceived service quality still persist. These issues may prevent large scale deployments of mobile multicast applications.

This document attempts to identify topics for near future extension of work such as modifying multimob base solution, PMIPv6 and MLD/IGMP for optimal multicast support, and adaptation of Handover optimization. Far future items such as extending to and modifying of MIPv4/v6 and DSMIP, sender (source) mobility, consideration of multiple flows and multihoming will be dealt with in a future version.
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1. Introduction

Chartered work of WG MultiMob focuses on documentation of proper configuration and usage of existing (specified standard) protocols within both mobility and multicast related areas to enable and support mobility for multicast services and vice versa. The current WG document [I-D.ietf-multimob-pmipv6-base-solution] does not address specific optimizations and efficiency improvements of multicast routing for network-based mobility and thus the operation may be not resource efficient nor grant the service quality expected by the end user.

The described solution resolves the problem to ensure multicast reception in PMIPv6-enabled [RFC5213] networks without appropriate multicast support. However it neither automatically minimizes multicast forwarding delay to provide seamless and fast handovers for real-time services nor minimizes packet loss and reordering that result from multicast handover management as stated in [RFC5757]. Also Route Optimization is out of scope of the basic solution - an issue for reducing amount of transport resource usage and transmission delay. Thus possible enhancements and issues for solutions beyond a basic solution need to be described to enable current PMIPv6 protocols to fully support efficient mobile multicast services. Such extensions may include protocol modifications for both mobility and multicast related protocols to achieve optimizations for resource efficient and performance increasing multimob approaches. The document includes the case of mobile multicast senders using Any Source Multicast (ASM) and Source Specific Multicast (SSM) [RFC4607].

This document focuses on discussion work on multicast protocols such as IGMP/MLD operational tuning (e.g. as proposed in [I-D.asaeda-igmp-mld-optimization]) and enhancements of IGMP/MLD protocol behaviors and messages for optimal multicast support (proposed in [I-D.asaeda-igmp-mld-mobility-extension]).

An alternative approach proposes the addition of acknowledgement messages on group management ([I-D.liu-multimob-reliable-igmp-mld]) and changes the unreliable protocol concept.

Furthermore a modification of PMIPv6 by introducing a dedicated multicast tunnel and support of local routing is discussed in [I-D.asaeda-multimob-pmip6-extension]. Other performance improvements have been outlined in [I-D.schmidt-multimob-fmipv6-pfmipv6-multicast] where extensions to Mobile IPv6 Fast Handovers (FMIPv6) [RFC5568] and the corresponding extension for Proxy MIPv6 operation [I-D.ietf-mipshop-pfmipv6].
Another type of multimob work aims directly at enhancements of the current multimob base solution [I-D.ietf-multimob-pmipv6-base-solution] towards introduction of multicast traffic replication mechanisms and a reduction of the protocol complexity in terms of time consuming tunnel set-up by definition of pre- or post-configured tunnels (as provided by e.g. [I-D.zuniga-multimob-smspmip]). Further work within this topic deals with direct routing (e.g. [I-D.sijeon-multimob-mms-pmip6]) and with dynamic or automatic tunnel configuration (see e.g. [I-D.ietf-mboned-auto-multicast]).

A large field of additional investigations which are partly described in detail in [RFC5757] will be mentioned for completeness and may be subject of a later WG re-chartering.

Figure 1: MultiMob Scenario for chartered PMIP6 issue
Figure 1 illustrates the key components of the foreseen basic Multimob solution. The extended multicast mobility scenario, leading to above issues, is sketched in Figure 2.

In summary additional to a ‘Single hop, link, flow’ Proxy MIP mobility for listening MNs (scenario shown in Figure 1), future work towards a complete performance-optimized scenario of a ‘Multi-hop, -homed, -flow’ client mobility (i.e. including MIPv6 [RFC3775] and DSMIPv6 [RFC5555]) would cover a plurality of issues. For the near
future we see the following issues as most important:

- Extension of multimob base solution
- Modification of base PMIPv6 and MLD/IGMP for optimal multicast support.
- Consideration of Handover optimization.

All further issues which would include extensions to and modifications of MIPv4/v6 and DSMIPv4 using IGMP/MLD Proxy and the Foreign Agent/Access Router, consideration of sender (source) mobility, support of multiple flows on multihomed mobile nodes, multi-hop transmission, Routing optimization, and so forth will be topics for a potential next stage of future work extension.

2. Terminology

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in BCP 14 [RFC2119].

This document uses the terminology defined in [RFC3775], [RFC3376], [RFC3810], [RFC5213], [RFC5757].

3. IGMP/MLD Proxy Architecture

Multimob basic solution is based on IGMPv3/MLDv2 Proxy support at the mobile access gateway (MAG) of Proxy Mobile IPv6 as shown in Figure 1. IGMPv3/MLDv2 proxy keeps multicast state on the subscriptions of the mobile nodes and only an aggregate state is kept at the local mobility anchor (LMA). When LMA receives multicast data it can forward it to the MAG without duplication because MAG takes of the packet duplication. This leads to solving the avalanche problem.

By keeping multicast state locally, IGMPv3/MLDv2 Proxy introduces mobility related problems such as possible packet loss when a mobile node does a handover to another MAG and its multicast state is not modified fast enough at the LMA.

IGMPv3/MLDv2 introduces tunnel convergence problem which occurs when a given MAG serves MNs that belong to different LMAs and MNs subscribe to the same multicast group. In that case MNs receive duplicate multicast data forwarded from more than one LMA.

It can be foreseen that mobile access gateways will serve both mobile and fixed terminals concurrently. The tuning of multicast-related
protocol parameters based on the terminal characteristics is needed. Parameters only applicable to mobile users need to be distinguished from the parameters applicable to fixed users. It should be also possible to distinguish between slow and fast movement and handover frequency to form corresponding tunnels for mobile users.

Based on the above observations we will state the problems next and then list the requirements on possible solutions.

4. Problem Description

The general issues of multicast mobility are extensively discussed and described in [RFC5757]. To reduce the complexity of the plethora of requirements listed in [RFC5757] and also in [I-D.deng-multimob-pmip6-requirement] this document summarises some lightweight solutions for multicast mobility which allow for easy deployment within realistic scenarios and architectures. Moreover we focus on approaches building directly on basic MultiMob solution [I-D.ietf-multimob-pmipv6-base-solution] which is based on IGMP/MLD Proxy functionality at the mobile access gateway, and for which already solution proposals have been described.

4.1. Modification of base PMIPv6 for optimal multicast support

Currently discussed aspects of multicast optimization for PMIPv6 include introduction of multicast tunnels and support of local routing such as described in [I-D.asaeda-multimob-pmip6-extension]. For a PMIPv6 domain the establishment of a dedicated multicast tunnel is proposed which may either be dynamically set up and released or be pre-configured in a static manner. Both mobility entities MAG and LMA may be operate as MLD proxy or multicast router. Since further functional enhancements of PMIPv6 are currently under way in NETEXT WG, both the impact of new features on Mobile Multicast as well as such a Multicast-initiated proposal for PMIPv6 modification have to be considered in a continuous exchange process between MultiMob and NETEXT WGs.

4.2. Modification of MLD/IGMP for optimal multicast support

Potential approaches for enhancement of group management as specified e.g. by MLDv2 [RFC3810] include operational improvements such as proper tuning in terms of default timer value modification, specific query message introduction, and standard (query) reaction suppression, beside introducing multicast router attendance control in terms of e.g. specification of a Listener Hold message as proposed in [I-D.asaeda-multimob-igmp-mld-mobility-extensions].
4.3. Consideration of Handover Optimization

Ideally the customer experience while using multicast services should not be affected by transmission issues whether the terminal is operated in a fixed or a mobile environment. This implies not only that the terminal should be unaware of changes at network layer connectivity (seamless communication) as is typically the case in a PMIPv6 domain, but also that any impact of connectivity changes (handover) should be minimized. In the framework of MultiMob this relates to reduction of delay, packet loss, and packet reordering effort for mobile multicast by applying fast handover mechanisms, which have originally been developed for unicast traffic to multicast group management. [I-D.schmidt-multimob-fmipv6-pfmipv6-multicast] works on specification of extension of the Mobile IPv6 Fast Handovers (FMIPv6) [RFC5568] and the Fast Handovers for Proxy Mobile IPv6 (PFMIPv6) [I-D.ietf-mipshop-pfmipv6] protocols to include multicast traffic management in fast handover operations. Issues for further work are details of including multicast group messaging in context transfer, for both predictive and reactive handover mode, as well as details of corresponding message exchange protocols and message design.

4.4. Specific PMIP deployment issues

Currently several proposals are under work which describe extensions of the base protocol WG draft [I-D.ietf-multimob-pmipv6-base-solution]. While MAG operation will remain that of an MLD proxy additional LMA functionalities are described in [I-D.zuniga-multimob-smspmip] which allow for replication of multicast traffic and solution of the tunnel convergence problem. The dedicated multicast LMA may either set up dedicated multicast tunnels dynamically or a-priory via pre-configuration or a delayed release.

Another solution on dynamic and/or automatic tunnel configuration is proposed within multicast WG MBONED [I-D.ietf-mboned-auto-multicast].

A direct or local routing approach is described in [I-D.sijeon-multimob-mms-pmip6]. This scenario may hold for short term deployment focusing on an architecture where multicast traffic is provided via the home network. However, depending on the network topology, namely the location of the content delivery network, the LMA may not be on the optimal multicast service delivery path. This enables mobile nodes to access locally available multicast services such as local channels.

Figure 3 illustrates the use-case for local routing.
In such a case, the MAG should act as a multicast router to construct the optimal multicast delivery path. If the MAG also supports MLD proxy function issue raises up on the dual mode behaviour. In such a case, a pragmatic approach could be to leverage only on multicast routing at the MAG in the PMIP domain.

Whatever is the MAG operation mode, the multicast state is locally kept at the access gateway, so unknown from the mobility anchor. In other words, the multicast service is independent from the mobility service that the mobile node is receiving from the network in the form of PMIPv6 or DSMIPv6. However, handover support is still desirable but cannot be provided by the mobility anchor (i.e. HA or LMA). In such a case mobility support for locally available multicast should be provided by extending multicast protocols of IGMP or MLD.

5. Requirements on Solutions

This section tries to identify requirements from the issues discussed in previous section.
6. Security Considerations

This draft introduces no additional messages. Compared to [RFC3376], [RFC3810], [RFC3775], and [RFC5213] there have no additional threats been introduced.

7. IANA Considerations

Whereas this document does not explicitly introduce requests to IANA some of the proposals referenced above (such as [I-D.asaeda-multimob-pmip6-extension] and [I-D.schmidt-multimob-fmipv6-pfmipv6-multicast]) specify flags for mobility messages or options. For details please see those documents.
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1. Introduction

This document describes an application of various existing approaches for Distributed Mobility Management (DMM) [15] to support overarching IP multicast services with Proxy Mobile IPv6 (PMIPv6) [3] and Client Mobile IPv6 (MIPv6) [2], respectively. Key concept of Distributed Mobility Management (DMM) in a flat network architecture where core entities and functionalities are deployed in a distributed manner assumes a mobile node to use the first access router (AR) it attaches to as principal mobility anchor, i.e. Home Agent (HA) in MIPv6 or Local Mobility Anchor (LMA) in PMIPv6. Current proposals for DMM based Mobility such as MIP-based Distributed Mobility Anchoring (DMA) [16] and [21] as well as PMIP-based solutions for Distributed Mobility Management [17], [20] ... and so forth define new AR capabilities applicable to a flat architecture. Common idea of the various approaches is to distribute functionalities for local attachment of a MN to the network and for dynamically keeping track of a MN and its current sessions, also in case of MN attachment to a different AR, to all Access Routers. These ARs are denoted here by DMM ARs (DARs) which are responsible for hosting (anchoring) newly attached MNs and their started sessions (flows), and for relaying old sessions to the MNs’ previous DAR(s), respectively. Some solutions refer to a common data base containing all relevant MN information for retrieval which may be co-located with existing logical entities such as DMM-defined Local Mobility Anchor (LMA) or a new common central Mobility Database (MDB).

The MultiMob Base Protocol [12] specifies a mechanism for supporting multicast reception within a PMIPv6 domain using Multicast Listener Discovery (MLD)-Based Multicast Forwarding ("IGMP/MLD Proxying") [7]. Several extensions have been proposed to optimize Routing or session continuity during Handover of a MN. While some approaches rely on the LMA anchoring of a MN to speed up the subscription process during handover as proposed in [19] others apply on an extension of Context Transfer Protocol (CTXP) [10] specification directly [11] or via the established fast HO approach using FPMIP/FMIP [14] to support forwarding of multicast group subscription and traffic data between MAGs. Within a DMM-like approach where location (i.e. anchoring) and access functionality can be handled by the same entity a data exchange between the current AR and a prior one to ensure low delay and loss could be achieved without enhancing complexity too much by applying the CTXP modification directly. In case of node mobility during an ongoing multicast reception session the node should be able to continuously receive the multicast data through the new AR just after handover completion without any MLD signaling on the new wireless link. This procedure is multicast context transfer that provides multicast session continuity and avoids extra packet loss and session disruption. Multicast context transfer will be the
required function to support seamless handover, while for its effective procedure, interaction with multicast communication protocols should be taken into account. To synchronize multicast with unicast traffic measures to prevent delay extension due to waiting for multicast information should be established as proposed in [19]

The Context Transfer Protocol (CXTP) specification [10] describes the mechanism that allows better support for minimizing service disruption during handover. This document proposes to extend CXTP for forwarding of multicast context transfer in a DMM domain. "Multicast-Context Transfer Data (M-CTD)" message as defined in [11] is applied here for transferring multicast membership states between the previously attached DAR (p-DAR) to a newly attached DAR (n-DAR) within a DMM domain. The context transfer is either started from the n-DAR on its own after attachment of the mobile node or initiated by the p-DAR after being informed by the access network of the planned handover. Existing DMM proposals assume that for data exchange between p-DAR and n-DAR a dedicated tunnel already is in place. Details of the set-up procedure for this tunnel are therefore out of scope of this document.

Depending on the scenario of multicast application the real-time delivery of content may be more important than lossless and error-free transmission. Thus to allow for temporary storage or buffering at a previous access router during handover and subsequent forwarding may be advantageous to some file transmission use cases whereas for real-time video services such as live IPTV the focus is on low delay. Here only transfer of the MN’s subscription context shall be considered for simplicity reasons.

To decide on a multicast flow quality requirements dedicated flags may be defined to be stored in and retrieved from the common data base or policy storage. Detailed considerations on these parameters are out of scope of this document.
2. Conventions and Terminology

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [1].

The following terms used in this document are to be interpreted as defined in existing proxy and client mobility protocols and in future upcoming Distributed Mobility Management (DMM) protocol specifications, see e.g. [15]: Distributed Access Router (DAR), Mobility Data Base (MDB), Mobile Node (MN), Proxy Care-of Address (Proxy-CoA), Mobile Node Identifier (MN-Identifier), Distributed Binding Update (DBU), and Distributed Binding Acknowledgement (DBA).
3. Handover Process

DAR is responsible for detecting the mobile node’s movements to and from the access link and for initiating a per-flow binding registration either as mobility anchor (primary point of attachment). In case a MN attaches to the DAR which was already previously assigned to another (previous or primary) DAR (p-DAR) the new DAR (n-DAR) tracks the mobile node’s movements to and from the access link and performs signaling of the status to that p-DAR and to a common MDB. In DMM Multicast, it SHOULD NOT be required for mobile nodes to initiate re-subscription to multicast channels, and DAR SHOULD keep multicast membership state for mobile nodes even if they attach a different DAR during the ongoing session.

For multicast context transfer, an IGMP/MLD-based explicit membership tracking function [18] MAY be enabled on DAR (whether the DAR behaves as a router or proxy). The explicit tracking function enables a router to keep track of downstream multicast membership state created by downstream hosts attached on the router’s link. When a mobile node attaches to a new network, thanks to the explicit tracking function, the p-DAR extracts the mobile node’s multicast membership state from complete multicast membership state the p-DAR has maintained and transmits it to the n-DAR.

The assumed architecture for a DMM-based multicast mobility is shown in Figure 1.
3.1. Multicast Context Transfer Data Format

Multicast Context Transfer Data (M-CTD) is a message used with CXTP to transfer multicast membership state from p-DAR to n-DAR. The following information is included in M-CTD to recognize mobile node’s membership state.

1. Receiver address - indicates the address of the MN sending the Current-State Report.

2. Filter mode - indicates either INCLUDE or EXCLUDE as defined in [5].

3. Source addresses and multicast addresses - indicates the address pairs the MN has joined.

The M-CTD message MUST contain the ‘A’ bit set as defined for the CTD message format in [10] for to initiate the transmission of a reply message by the new DAR.

The following information included in a reply to M-CTD (similar to the CTDR message defined in [10]) is used to request the old DAR to store still incoming multicast data, to forward them to the new DAR, and finally to leave the multicast group after successful handover from n-DAR to p-DAR.

1. Receiver address - indicates the address of the MN sending the Current-State Report.

2. Flag indicating the p-DAR to start (B) buffering the received multicast data (in case the new connection is not yet fully set up), to forward (F) the buffered data after successful handover, or to leave (L) the multicast groups unless there are still other active subscriptions for the corresponding groups on the p-DAR.

3. Source addresses and multicast addresses - indicates the address pairs the MN has joined.

The M-CTDR message MUST contain the ‘S’ bit set as defined for the CTD message format in [10] for to indicate the successful reception of context data at the new DAR.

3.2. Multicast Context Transfer with MLD Proxy

This section describes the case that DAR operates as an MLD proxy, as defined in [7] and specified in the base MultiMob solution [12].
The MLD listener handover with CXTP and MLD proxy shown in Figure 2 is defined as follows.

1. A MN is assumed to be attached to the p-DAR wishing to receive multicast content and sending the corresponding MLD Report. The serving p-DAR subscribes to the group as MLD proxy and forwards the multicast traffic to the MN via the access link. In case the MN’s multicast session is completed while being attached to p-DAR no corresponding entry into the Mobility Data Base needs to be created (regular IPv6 routing). However in case the MN wants to maintain the multicast session (together with ongoing unicast connections) during movement it either registers the address configured at the p-DAR as home address, as described in [21] or the p-DAR has to create a binding entry in the central MDB as proposed e.g. in [20] or [16].

2. When the MN moves to another DAR with the multicast session ongoing the p-DAR detects the detachment and subsequently sends a request to create a Binding Cache Entry for the MN in the MBD, denoted by BCE Create Request (BC-Req).

3. After attaching a new DAR, the mobile node sends a Router Solicitation (RS) as specified in [8]. In case the MN shall remain unaware of any change in connectivity the n-DAR has to identify the p-DAR address during retrieving the MN’s BCE from the mobile node’s MDB e.g. via newly specified Distributed Binding Update (DBU) and corresponding Acknowledgement (DBA). n-DAR then sends a request for context transfer (CT-Req) to the p-DAR as defined in [10]. Since the MN cannot initiate the related Context Transfer Activate Request (CTAR) message that may be sent by the MDB. In case the mobile node has the capability and the chance to signal to the p-DAR the link status and the potential new DAR address (e.g. as is specified in terms of Event Services by [9]) the p-DAR will send a CTAR message to n-DAR on behalf of the mobile node. Alternatively the p-DAR or the n-DAR may have information on potential DARs in their vicinity to which such a CTAR or CT-Req message may be multicasted.

4. p-DAR provides together with the other feature data the multicast states corresponding to the moving MN-Identifier to n-DAR. p-DAR utilizes a context transfer protocol to deliver MN’s Policy Profile to n-DAR, and sends Multicast Context Transfer Data (M-CTD) (defined in Section 3.1) to n-DAR.
5. If there are multicast channels the MN has subscribed but the n-DAR has not yet subscribed, n-DAR subscribes via sending (potentially aggregated) MLD [5][6] Membership Report messages (i.e. Join) to the corresponding MDB.

6. After successful completion of MN attachment the n-DAR replies to M-CTD with a Multicast Context Transfer Response message signalling the handover completion upon which p-DAR may leave the multicast group in case no other MN attached to p-DAR has subscribed to that group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MN</th>
<th>p-DAR</th>
<th>n-DAR</th>
<th>MDB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-MLD Report-&gt;</td>
<td>===== MLD Report (aggregated Join) ======&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;--------</td>
<td>&lt;============ Multicast data =============&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detach</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>----- BC-Req ------------------------&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attach</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>---------- RS ------------------------&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
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After MN attaches to n-DAR, the forwarded multicast data from p-DAR will be delivered to the MN immediately. Afterwards the current multicast data are delivered as received from MDB and the MN’s multicast membership state at the p-DAR is cancelled.

3.3. Multicast Context Transfer with PIM-SM

This section describes the case that DAR operates as a PIM-SM [4] router, as described in a proposed solution [13].

The MLD listener handover with CXTP and PIM-SM is identical as described in Section 3.2 except that instead of "MLD report (aggregated Join)" the DARs will send "PIM Join" messages and that the "MLD Report (leave)", to be sent if there are no attached mobile nodes listening the multicast channels at p-DAR, is replaced by "PIM Prune" message.
4. IANA Considerations

TBD.
5. Security Considerations

TBD.
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1. Introduction

Multicasting is more efficient a method of supporting group communication than unicasting. With the wide deployment of different wireless networks, multicast communication over wireless network comes to attract more and more interests from content and service providers, but still faces great challenges when considering dynamic group membership and constant update of delivery path due to node movement, which is highly required in the wireless or mobile network. On the other hand, unlike wired network, some of wireless networks often offer limited reliability, consume more power and cost more transmission overhead, thus in worse case are more prone to loss and congestion.

Multicast network is generally constructed by IGMP/MLD group management protocol to track valid receivers and by multicast routing protocol to build multicast delivery paths. This document focuses only on IGMP/MLD protocols, which are used by a mobile user to subscribe a multicast group and are most possibly to be exposed to wireless link to support terminal mobility. As IGMP and MLD are designed for fixed users using wired link, they does not work perfectly for wireless link types. They should be enhanced or tuned to adapt to wireless and mobile environment to meet the reliability and efficiency requirements in the scenarios described in [REQUIRE][RFC 5757].

This memo proposes a variety of optimization approaches for tuning IGMP/MLD protocols in wireless or mobile communication environment. It aims to make the minimum tuning on the protocol behavior without introducing interoperability issues, and to improve the performance of wireless and mobile multicast networks. These solutions can also be used in wired network when efficiency and reliability are required. They are discussed in detail in Section 4.

2. Impact of wireless and mobility on IGMP/MLD

This section analyzes the impact of wireless or mobility on IGMP/MLD by comparing wireless multicast with wired multicast and comparing different wireless link models. It then gives the requirements of
wireless and mobile multicast on IGMP/MLD protocols according to the analysis.

2.1. Comparison analysis between wired and wireless multicast

Existing multicast support for fixed user can be extended to mobile users in wireless environments. However applying such support to wireless multicast is difficult for the following five reasons.

- **Limited Bandwidth**: In contrast with wired link, wireless link usually has limited bandwidth. This situation will be made even worse if wireless link has to carry high volume video multicast data. Also the bandwidth available in upstream direction and downstream direction may not be equal.

- **Large packets loss**: In contrast with wired multicast, wireless multicast has packet loss that range between 1% and 30%, based on the links types and conditions. And when packets have to travel between home and access networks e.g. through tunnel, the packets are prone to be lost if the distance between the two networks is long.

- **Frequent Membership change**: In fixed multicast, membership change only happens when a user leave or joins a group while in the mobile multicast, membership changes may also occur when a user changes its location.

- **Prone to performance degradation**: Due to possible unwanted interaction of protocols across layers and user movement, the wireless network may be overwhelmed with more excessive traffic than wired network. In worse case, this may lead to network performance degrading and network connection complete loss.

- **Increased Leave Latency**: Unlike fixed multicast, the leave latency in the mobile multicast will be increased due to user movement. And if the traffic has to be transmitted between access network and the home network, or if the handshake is required between these two networks, the Leave Latency will be increased further more.

Figure 1 shows the details for the difference between wired/fixed multicast and wireless/mobile multicast.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issues</th>
<th>Wired or fixed Multicast</th>
<th>Wireless/mobile multicast</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>Plentiful</td>
<td>Limited and variable possibly asymmetric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss of Packets</td>
<td>Infrequent (&lt;1%)</td>
<td>Frequent and variable (1%-30% based on links)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Membership Changes</td>
<td>Only when a user leaves and joins a group</td>
<td>Also when a user moves to another location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>Possible use of a transport-layer protocol (such as the Multicast File Transfer Protocol)</td>
<td>More complex due to wireless links and user mobility; possible unwanted interaction of protocols at transport and link layers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leave Latency</td>
<td>not changed by user movement</td>
<td>Increased due to user movement and lost packet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Comparison between wired/fixed multicast and wireless/mobile multicast

2.2. Link models analysis for wireless multicast

There are various types of wireless links, each with different feature and performance. In this document, we according to the transmission mode categorize the wireless link type into three typical link models:

0. Point To Point (PTP) link model
0. Point To Multipoint (PTMP) link model
0. Broadcast link model

PTP link model is the model with one dedicated link that connects exactly two communication facilities. For multicast transmission, each PTP link has only one receiver and the bandwidth is dedicated.
for each receiver. Also one unique prefix or set of unique prefixes will be assigned to each receiver. Such link model can be accomplished by running PPP on the link or having separate VLAN for each receiver.

PTMP link model is the model with multipoint link which consists of a series of receivers and one centralized transmitter. Unlike P2P link model, PTMP provide downlink common channels and dedicated uplink channel for each user. Bandwidth and prefix in this model are shared by all the receivers on the same link. Therefore Duplicate Address Detection (DAD) should be performed to check whether the assigned address is used by other receivers.

Broadcast link model is the model with the link connecting two or more nodes and supporting broadcast transmission. Such link model is quite similar to fixed Ethernet link model and its link resource is shared in both uplink and downlink directions. The bandwidth and prefix are shared by all the receivers and DAD is required to avoid address collision.

Figure 2 shows the details for the difference between different wireless link models.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>PTP link model</th>
<th>PTMP link model</th>
<th>Broadcast link model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shared link/ Dedic. link</td>
<td>Dedicated uplink and downlink channels for each user</td>
<td>Common downlink channels and dedicated uplink channels for each user</td>
<td>common downlink Channel for each user</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared Prefix /Dedic. Prefix</td>
<td>Per Prefix for each receiver No need DAD</td>
<td>Prefix shared by all receivers DAD is required</td>
<td>Prefix shared by all receivers DAD is required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared Service Support</td>
<td>Not Support</td>
<td>Support</td>
<td>Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>link layer</td>
<td>Only one node On the link Forward multicast packets to the only receiver on the link</td>
<td>Link Layer Multicast Support using Backend (e.g., AR) IGMP/MLD Snooping at AR</td>
<td>Broadcast Support at L2 using switch IGMP/MLD Snooping at switch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadcast Multicast Support</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethernet link Support</td>
<td>Not support</td>
<td>Not support</td>
<td>Ethernet Support By Implementing Bridge</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Wireless Link Models Analysis
2.3. Requirements of wireless and mobile multicast on IGMP/MLD

Due to the characteristics of wireless and mobile multicast described in the section 2.1 and 2.2, it is desirable for IGMP and MLD to have the following characteristics when used in wireless and mobile networks [REQUIRE]:

- Adaptive to different link characteristics: IGMP and MLD are originally designed for wired multicast and some of their processing is not applicable to wireless multicast for its asymmetrical link, limited bandwidth, larger packet loss rate, increased leave latency, and etc. Also, Wireless network has various link types, each of them has different bandwidth and performance. These require IGMP/MLD protocol behavior should be tuned to adapt to different link model and link conditions.

- Minimal Join and Leave Latency: Fast join and leave of a subscriber helps to improve the user’s experience during channel join and channel zapping. Fast leave also facilitates releasing of unused network resources quickly. Besides, mobility and handover may cause a user to join and leave a multicast group frequently, which also require fast join and leave to accelerate service activation and to optimize resource usages.

- Robustness to packet loss: Wireless link has the characteristic that packet transmission is unreliable due to unstable link conditions and limited bandwidth. For mobile IP network, packets sometimes have to travel between home network and foreign network and have the possibility of being lost due to long distance transmission. These network scenarios have more strict robustness requirement on delivery of IGMP and MLD protocol messages.

- Minimum packet transmission: Wireless link resources are usually more precious and limited compared to their wired counterpart, and are prone to be congested when carrying high volume multicast stream. Minimizing packet exchange without degrading general protocol performance should also be emphasized to improve efficiency and make good use of network capacity and processing capability.

- Avoiding packet burst: Large number of packets generated within a short time interval may have the tendency to deteriorate wireless network conditions. IGMP and MLD when using in wireless and mobile networks should be optimized if their protocol message generation has the potential of introducing packet burst.
According to these requirements, in the following parts of the document, current versions of IGMP/MLD protocols are evaluated whether their various protocol aspects are applicable to wireless and mobile multicast communications. They will be optimized to meet these requirements without new features introduced on the wire or link, without new message type defined, and without interoperability issues introduced, which is referred to as "tuning" of IGMP/MLD protocols.

3. Evaluation of IGMP/MLD on wireless and mobile multicast

This section analyzes the applicability of IGMP and MLD to wireless communication in the following aspects:

- General evaluation of different versions: IGMPv2 [RFC2236] and MLDv1 [RFC2710] only support ASM communication mode. They do not support SSM subscription and explicit tracking. IGMPv3 [RFC3376] and MLDv2 [RFC3810] and their lightweight version LW-IGMPv3/LW-MLDv2 [RFC5760] support all the features of ASM/SSM communication modes and explicit tracking. Because SSM is more efficient and secure than ASM for IPTV application, and explicit tracking enables faster channel zapping and better manageability capability, IGMPv3/MLDv2 and LW-IGMPv3/MLDv2 are more promising to be deployed widely than IGMPv2 and MLDv1.

- Robustness: IGMP/MLD actively sends unsolicited Report or Leave message to join or leave a group, and solicited Report to respond to Queries. Unsolicited Report and Leave messages are more important for ensuring satisfactory user experience and should be guaranteed to improve service performance. Current IGMP and MLD provide the reliability for these messages by non responsive retransmission, which is not adequate from both the robustness and efficiency aspects when they are used on unreliable wireless link or have to be exchanged over the tunnel between home network and access network separated by long distance [ROBUST][ACK]. For IGMPv3/MLDv2, because unsolicited report and leave messages will not be suppressed by report from other host, it is possible to adopt acknowledgement-retransmission to improve reliability and reduce superfluous packet transmission [IGMP-ACK].

Besides, for IGMPv3/MLDv2, because the router could by explicit tracking establishes membership database recording each valid receiver, it is possible to deduce the possible loss of some protocol messages according to the feedback after their transmission, and to take some remedies (e.g. by retransmission)
to enable more reliable transmission of these messages in bad conditions.

**Efficiency:** IGMPv2 and MLDv1 use host suppression to suppress duplicated membership reports on the link. In IGMPv3 and MLDv2, because host suppression is not adopted, the report count will be numerous if the number of valid receivers on the network is large. IGMPv3 and MLDv2 should be optimized to try to minimize unnecessary packet transmission to compensate this drawback. As an example, because an IGMPv3/MLDv2 router has record of each user in its state database by explicit tracking, it is possible to eliminate the need for query timeouts when receiving leave messages and to improve the efficiency by reducing both the unnecessary Queries and reports generated on a network.

And as described in [REQUIRE] and [RFC5757], the default timer values and counter values specified in IGMP and MLD were not designed for the mobility context. This may result in a slow reaction following a client join or leave, in possible packet loss under worse conditions, or in overburdening the wireless link by excessive packets exchange than necessary. These issues can be addressed by tuning these parameters for the expected packet loss on a link to optimize service performance and resource usage.

The comparison between IGMPv2/MLDv1 and IGMPv3/MLDv2 is illustrated in figure 3. In summary, it is desirable to choose IGMPv3/MLDv2 or LW-IGMPv3/MLDv2 as the group management protocol for wireless or mobile multicast. They should be optimized to adapt to wireless and mobile networks to meet the efficiency and reliability requirement for these networks. These optimizations range from the tuning of the parameters (e.g. the Query Interval and other variables), to the tuning of protocol behavior without introducing interoperability issues. Considering an enhancement in one direction might introduce side effects in another one, balances should be taken carefully to avoid defects and improve protocol performance as a whole.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issues</th>
<th>IGMPv2/MLDv1</th>
<th>IGMPv3/MLDv2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Default Timer and</td>
<td>Not designed for Mobility</td>
<td>Not designed for Mobility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robustness Variable</td>
<td>context</td>
<td>context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Need to be tuned</td>
<td>Need to be tuned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explicit Tracking</td>
<td>Not Support</td>
<td>Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASM and SSM Subscription</td>
<td>Only Support ASM Subscription</td>
<td>Both Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explicit Join and Leave</td>
<td>Support</td>
<td>Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Host Suppression</td>
<td>Support</td>
<td>Not Support</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Comparison between IGMPv2/MLDv1 and IGMPv3/MLDv2

4. IGMP/MLD tuning optimization for Wireless or Mobile Network

As mentioned in section 2, IGMPv3/MLDv2 or LW-IGMPv3/MLDv2 is recommended to be used as the basis for optimization of IGMP/MLD to adapt to wireless and mobile networks. In this section, taking these characteristics requirement into account, we will discuss several optimization approaches for tuning of IGMPv3 and MLDv2 in wireless environment. The optimizations try to minimize the packet transmission for both the Reports and Queries, and at the meanwhile take the factor of improving reliability into account, with minimum cost. Different link types are also considered for the tuning behavior.

4.1. Explicit Tracking and Query Suppression

In IGMPv2/MLDv1, the member reports are suppressed if the same report has already been sent by another host in the network which is also referred to as host suppression. As described in the A.2 of [RFC3810], the suppression of multicast listener reports has been removed in MLDv2 due to the following reasons:
O Routers may want to track per-host multicast listener status on an
interface. This enables the router to track each individual host
that is joined to a particular group or channel and allow minimal
leave latencies when a host leaves a multicast group or channel.

o Multicast Listener Report suppression does not work well on
bridged LANs. Many bridges and Layer2/Layer3 switches that
implement MLD snooping do not forward MLD messages across LAN
segments in order to prevent multicast listener report suppression.

o By eliminating multicast listener report suppression, hosts have
fewer messages to process; this leads to a simpler state machine
implementation.

o In MLDv2, a single multicast listener report now bundles multiple
multicast address records to decrease the number of packets sent.
In comparison, the previous version of MLD required that each
multicast address be reported in a separate message.

Without host suppression, it is possible to enable explicit tracking
on a router by which the local replication can be used by the router
to inspect incoming join and leave requests, record or refresh the
membership state for each host on the interface, and take
appropriate action to each received report. In the meanwhile, the
router builds a table to track which channel being forwarded to each
port. If the channel being requested to view is already being
received at the router, it can replicate the stream and forward to
this new requester which ensure good response time.

By using the tracking table mentioned above, the router has the
capability to learn if a particular multicast address has any
members on an attached link or if any of the sources from the
specified list for the particular multicast address has any members
on an attached link or not. Such capability makes Group specific
Query or Source-and-Group Specific Queries, which are sent to query
other members when a member leaves, unnecessary to be used because
the router has already known who are active on the interface using
explicit tracking. Therefore it is desirable that these two Queries
are eliminated when explicit tracking is used. But General
periodical Query by a router to solicit current state reports to
refresh existing membership state database should still be used to
prevent incorrectness of the database due to the possible loss of
explicit join and leave message in some cases.

The main benefits of using explicit tracking without Group specific
Query or Source-and-Group Specific Queries are that it provides:
0 minimizing packet number and packet burst: Elimination of Group and Source-Group specific Queries when a member leaves a group will reduce the number of transmitted Group Specific Queries. And finally the total number of Reports in response to Group Specific Queries can be drastically reduced.

0 Minimal leave latencies: an IGMPv3/MLDv2 router configured with explicit tracking can immediately stop forwarding traffic if the last host to request to receive traffic from the router indicates its leave from the group.

0 Faster channel changing: The channel change time of the receiver application depends on the leave latency, that is to say, single host can not receive the new multicast stream before forwarding of the old stream has stopped.

0 Reducing Power consumption: Due to elimination of the suppression of membership reports, the host does not need to spend processing power to hear and determine if the same report has already been sent by another host in the network, which is beneficial to mobile hosts that do not have enough battery power.

4.2. Report Suppression for the hosts

The large number of Reports and bad link condition may result in packets burst. This packet burst can be mitigated by having the router aggregate the responses (membership reports) from multiple clients. The router can intercept IGMP/MLD reports coming from hosts, and forwards a summarized version to the upstream router only when necessary. Typically this means that the router will forward IGMP/MLD membership reports as follows:

- Unsolicited membership reports (channel change requests) are forwarded only when the first subscriber joins a multicast group, or the last subscriber leaves a multicast group. This tells the upstream router to begin or stop sending this channel to this router.

- Solicited membership reports (sent in response to a query) are forwarded once per multicast group. The router may also aggregate multiple responses together into a single membership report.

4.3. Query Suppression for the routers

The large number of Queries and bad link condition may result in packets burst. This packet burst can be mitigated by having the downstream router stop forwarding IGMP/MLD Queries packets sent to
the hosts and respond with report as proxy to the upstream router. Typically this means that the router will:

- Never send a specific query to any client, and
- Send general queries only to those clients receiving at least one multicast group

4.4. Minimizing Query Frequency by increasing interval each time

In IGMPv3/MLDv2, Group Specific Queries and Source and Group specific Queries are sent for [Last Member Query Count] times with short fixed [Last Member Query Interval], to learn whether there are valid members from an attached link. If the network is undergoing congestion, the multiple transmissions of the queries may further deteriorate the bad conditions. To eliminate the bad effects for this, these Queries can be slowed down when a router can not collect successfully expected members’ report responses in the mean while it detects the network congestion is going to happen. The slowing down process of the Queries could be arranged in a prolonged time interval as described in [ADAPTIVE].

The slow down behavior is: a router after sending a Query, if acquires the expected responses from the receivers, refreshes its state database and stop the querying retransmission process, or if after a time interval fails to get the expected report responses, resends a Query with an increased (e.g. double) interval. This process can be repeated, for each time the retransmission is arranged in a prolonged time interval, till the router receives the expected responses, or determines the receiver is unreachable and then stops the sending of the Query ultimately. The router can make judgment on not getting expected response from the Queries in the following cases:

- When Group Specific Query and Source and Group Specific Queries are used to track other numbers, the router can not collect any response from the link.
- When all group members leave the group or move out of scope, the General Query sent by the router can not solicit any responses from the link, as mentioned in section 4.9.
- When General Query is retransmitted due to possible loss deducing from no responses from valid members in the database.
When General Query is retransmitted by a router on startup [RFC3376][RFC3810], it gets no membership response from the interface.

When unicast Query is sent to solicit a particular receiver, if the router can not get responses from the receiver, as described in section 4.5 and 4.6.

In the above cases, if the router fails to get expected response from the network, and if the link condition is bad or in congestion, the router could retransmit the Queries in increased interval. This query retransmission with incremental interval enables the router to reduce the total packet retransmission times in the same time period comparing with retransmission for multiple times with fixed interval, and at the mean time gain some degree of reliability. The variable time interval and the termination condition should be configurable and could be set according to actual network condition, which is out the scope of this document.

4.5. Switching Between Unicast Query and Multicast Query

IGMP/MLD protocols define the use of multicast Queries whose destination addresses are multicast addresses and also allow use of unicast Queries with unicast destination. The unicast Query is sent only for one destination and has the advantages of not affecting other host on the same link. This is especially desirable for wireless communication because the mobile terminal often has limited battery power. But if the number of valid receivers is large, using unicast Query instead of multicast Query will introduce large number of Queries because each Query will be generated for each member, which will not be an efficient use of link resources. In this case the normal multicast Query will be a good choice because only one Query needs to be sent. On the other hand of the number of receivers to be queried is small, the unicast Query is advantageous over multicast one.

The router can choose to switch between unicast and multicast Query according to the practical network conditions. For example, if the receiver number is small, the router could send unicast Queries respectively to each receiver to solicit their membership states, without arousing other host which is in the dormant state. When the receiver number reaches a predefined level, the router could change to use multicast Queries. The router could make the switching flexibly according to practical conditions to improve the efficiency.
4.6. Using General Query with Unicast Query

Unicast Query also can be used in addition to General Query to improve the robustness of solicited reports when General Query fails to collect its valid members. It requires the explicit tracking to be enabled on the router. Its basic behavior is: a router after sending a periodical Query collects successfully all the members’ report responses except for one or two which are currently still valid in its database. This may be because the non-respondent ones silently leave the network without any notification, or because their reports are lost due to some unknown reason. The router in this case could choose to unicast a Query respectively to each non-respondent receiver to check whether they are still alive for the multicast reception, without affecting the majority of receivers that have already responded. Unicast Queries under this condition could be sent for [Last Member Query Count] times, following the same rule of [3376] or [3810], or could be resent in incremental interval, as described in section 4.4.

4.7. Retransmission of General Queries

In IGMPv3 and MLDv2, apart from the continuously periodical transmission, General Query is also transmitted during a router’s startup. It will be transmitted for [Startup Query Count] times with [Startup Query Interval], to improve reliability of General Query during startup. There are some other cases where retransmission of General Query is beneficial which are not covered by current IGMPv3/MLDv2 protocols as shown in the following.

For example, a router which keeps track of all its active receivers, if after sending a General Query, may fail to get any response from the receivers which are still valid in its membership database. This may be because all the valid receivers leaves the groups or moves out of the range of the link at the moment, or because all the responses of the receivers are lost, or because the sent Query does not arrive at the other side of the link. If current database indicates the number of the valid receiver is not small, the router could choose to compensate this situation by retransmitting the General Query to solicit its active members.

This compensating General Query could be sent several times, if the router can not get any feedback from the receivers which are previous in the database. The repetition of the transmission could in fixed
4.8. General Query Suppression with no receiver

In IGMPv3 and MLDv2, General Query is multicast sent periodically and continuously without any limitations. It helps solicit the state of current valid member but has influence on all terminals, whether they are valid multicast receivers or not. When there is no receiver on the link, the transmission of the General Query is a waste of resources for both terminals and the router.

The IGMPv3/MLDv2 router could suppress its transmission of General Query if there is no valid multicast receiver on the link, e.g. in the following cases:

- If the last member reports its leave for a group. This could be judged by an explicit tracking router checking its membership database, or by a non explicit tracking router sending Group and Source Group Specific Queries;
- If the only member on a PTP link reports its leaving;
- If the router after retransmission of General Queries on startup fails to get any response from any member;
- If the router previously has valid members but fails to get any response from any member after several rounds of General Queries or Unicast Queries;

In these cases the router could make a decision that no member is on this link and totally stop its transmission of periodical General Queries. If afterwards there is valid multicast receiver joins a group, the router could resume the original cycle of transmission of General Queries. Because General Query has influences on all the terminals on the link, suppressing it when it is not needed is beneficial for both the link efficiency and terminal power saving.

4.9. Tuning Response Delay according to link type and status

IGMPv3 and MLDv2 use delayed response mechanism to spread Report messages from different hosts over a longer interval which can greatly reduce possibility of packet burstiness. This is implemented by the host responding to a Query in a specific time randomly chosen between 0 and [Maximum Response Delay]. The value of [Maximum Response Delay] parameter is determined by the router and is carried
in Query messages to inform the valid hosts to make the selection. A long delay will lessen the burstiness but will increase leave latency (the time between when the last listener stops listening to a source or multicast address and when the traffic stops flowing).

In order to avoid burstiness of MLD messages and reduce leave latency, explicit tracking with Group Specific Query eliminated is recommended to be used first to reduce leave latency. Then the Response Delay may be dynamically calculated based on the expected number of Reporters for each Query and link type and link status.

- If the expected number of Reporters is large and link condition is bad, the system administrator MUST choose the longer Maximum Response Delay; if the expected number of Reporters is small and the link condition is good, the administrator may choose the smaller Maximum response Delay. In this case, the IGMP/MLD packet burstiness can be reduced.

- Another case is if the link type is PTP which means the resource is dedicated for one receiver on each link, then the Maximum Response Delay can be chosen smaller, if the link type is shared medium link or P2MP, then the Maximum Response Delay can be configured larger.

The Maximum Response Delay can be configured by the administrator as mentioned above, or be calculated automatically by software tool implemented according to experiential model on different link modes. As the router arrives at a value appropriate for current link type and conditions, it will encode the value in Query messages to inform the host to make the response. The determination of the instant Maximum Response Delay value is out of this document’s scope.

4.10. Triggering reports and queries quickly during handover

As a mobile terminal is moving from one network to another, if it is a multicast receiver from a group, its new access network should try to deliver the content to the receiver without disruption or performance deterioration. For the smooth switching between networks, the terminal’s membership should be acquired as quickly as possible by the new access network.

For the access router, it could trigger a Query to the terminal as soon as it detects a new terminal on its link. This could be a General Query if the router does not know whether or not the terminal is a valid receiver or if the number of the entering terminals is not small. Or this Query could also be a unicast Query
for only a small quantity of terminals to prevent unnecessary action of other terminals in the switching area.

For the terminal, it could trigger a report if it is currently in the multicast reception state. This helps establish more quickly the membership states and enable faster multicast stream injection because active report from the host does not requires the router to wait for the query-response round in the passive reporting cases.

5. Security Considerations

They will be described in the later version of this draft.
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